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Contact-line pinning is a fundamental limitation of diffusion-limited evaporation of sessile droplets.
Sessile droplet evaporation is pervasive in a wide range of situations from ink-jet printing, to pes-
ticide sprays and spotted microarrays. Contact-line pinning drives, for example, stick-slip motion
and non-uniform deposition of solute within the droplet. Moreover, contact-line pinning is prob-
lematic in a wide range of situations, such as droplet microfluidics where capillary forces dominate
the motion of liquid fronts.
Recently, Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS) have shown excellent droplet shed-
ding abilities by use of a lubricating liquid, imbibed into a porous structure, immiscible to droplets
on the surface. However, the lubricating liquid removes the droplet-solid-interaction, can cloak the
droplet, can be several microns in thickness and the porous structure can be fragile to external me-
chanical forces. Slippery Omniphobic Covalently Attached Liquid-Like (SOCAL) is a new type
of liquid-like surface, which is an attached coating rather than a retained liquid. SOCAL promises
pinning-free properties while being nanometres thick and demonstrating mechanical robustness.
Few research groups have reported successful creation of SOCAL surfaces.
This thesis shows an optimised methodology to make reliably, pinning-free low-hysteresis SO-
CAL surfaces. This is done by modifying the parameters to create SOCAL and measuring the
contact-angle hysteresis. A low contact-angle hysteresis of < 1° is achieved. These surfaces then
show, for the first time, constant contact angle mode evaporation of sessile water droplets from a
solid surface. This allows for the accurate measurement of the diffusion coefficient of water. An
unexpected feature of the evaporation sequences is a step change increase in contact angle rem-
iniscent of a type V adsorption isotherm. Attempts are made to characterise this using Dynamic
Vapour Sorption (DVS) and Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) techniques.
This thesis also shows voltage-programmable control of water droplets on SOCAL using elec-
trowetting. The unexpected behaviour of droplets on SOCAL is investigated and the electrowet-
ting device is optimised. This allows control of the constant contact angle evaporation on both
SLIPS and SOCAL. This is used to study the effect on the contact angle during the evaporation
of sessile water droplets. The results of this thesis will benefit the aforementioned applications
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Consider a droplet of morning dew suspended on a thread of a spiders web. As the thread is
so small and thin in comparison to the droplet, the droplet can be considered to be completely
surrounded by air. The water droplet acts to minimise the surface area exposed to the surrounding
air - providing the droplet is small enough such that surface tension dominates over gravity - it
will form a spherical shape. When a droplet of water is surrounded by air which is not saturated
by water vapour it will begin to evaporate. As the droplet is a spherical shape, the evaporation will
occur radially in all directions. The evaporation rate and total drying time can be described by the
properties of the system, such as density and volume of the liquid, surrounding temperature and
relative humidity.
Now consider a droplet resting on a leaf. The shape is no longer spherical, again providing the
droplet is small enough such that surface tension dominates over gravity, it will form the shape of
a spherical cap. The droplet surrounded by air which is not saturated with water vapour can no
longer evaporate radially outward in all directions, but is perturbed by the solid surface of the leaf.
The surface has many implications to the description of the evaporation.
In the ideal case, a droplet in equilibrium on a surface forms a spherical cap based on the surface
tensions of the three phases (solid, liquid and gas). This shape can be described by the contact
angle the droplet makes with the surface. The ideal interactions between liquids and solids where
first explored in the early 19th century by Young and Laplace [1, 2]. However, experimentally
observed droplets on surfaces often diverge from ideal. The contact angle a droplet makes with a
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surface is also effected by chemical heterogeneity and surface roughness. In experiments, rather
than a droplet adopting a single equilibrium contact angle, it can remain in equilibrium on a surface
at a range of angles, known as the contact angle hysteresis. When a droplet makes a contact
angle with a surface outside of the range defined by the contact angle hysteresis, it will move the
contact line until a contact angle is reached within the contact angle hysteresis. Contact angle
hysteresis also poses problems for droplet evaporation. A droplet on a non-ideal surface will
evaporate in an uncontrolled stick-slip manner where the contact angle and contact line change as
chemical heterogeneities and surface roughness, which cause contact-line pinning, are overcome.
It is possible to engineer surfaces which reduce contact angle hysteresis and introducing more
control to droplets on surfaces.
The ability to modify a surface to enable control of droplets and their evaporation is of great
importance in both the nature and engineering and there are several strategies in both to enable
this. In nature, the lotus leaf has a surface coated in waxy bumps that water struggles to penetrate,
this causes water to ball up and simply roll-off the surface. The Nepenthes pitcher plant adopts a
different strategy, allowing water to wick into a surface and hold it, this water is immiscible to the
oils on the feet of flying insects which land on the plant, causing them to slip into a chamber to be
eaten and digested. In Engineering, taking inspiration from the lotus leaf, a textured hydrophobic
surface can be made superhydrophobic with contact angles > 150°. Another approach is to retain
a liquid in a structured surface which is immiscible to water to remove any contact water has
with the solid, thus removing contact line pinning. Both these methods require a surface structure
which can often be fragile, and the surface is no longer smooth and flat. Recently a new type of
liquid-like surface has been developed which allows the almost complete removal of contact angle
hysteresis, whilst retaining a smooth flat surface which is mechanically robust.
Removing contact-angle hysteresis and reducing contact-line pinning has many applications. It
can aid in heat transfer from evaporating liquids, allow more uniform deposition from particle-
laden evaporating droplets and allows for more precise predictions on overall droplet evaporation
times.
This thesis explores pinning-free surfaces and combines them with studies of evaporating droplets,
and introduces fine control over the evaporation using electrowetting. The theory and relevant
literature is detailed, covering, wetting, contact-line pinning, droplet evaporation and electrowet-
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ting. Materials and experimental techniques used in this thesis include surface characterisation,
preparation of pinning-free surfaces, experimental control of humidity, image analysis and elec-
trowetting.
SOCAL surfaces are created and the procedure of manufacture is optimised for the equipment
available. This results in reliably low contact-angle hysteresis surfaces ∆θCAH < 1° [3]. They are
then observed to evaporate in an ideal constant contact angle mode of evaporation for the majority
of the droplet lifetime for a broad range of relative humidities. This is the first report of constant
contact angle evaporation of sessile water droplets from a smooth flat solid surface. This ideal
evaporation allows accurate calculation of the diffusion coefficients of water. As SOCAL is omni-
phobic, opportunity exists to use sessile droplet evaporation as a method of calculating diffusion
coefficients for a broad range of volatile liquids. An unexpected effect of the relative humidity is
an apparent increase in the evaporation contact angle above a threshold humidity. While attempts
are made to characterise why this step-change in contact angle occurs, using Dynamic Vapour
Sorption (DVS) and QCM, results proved inconclusive, however, the most probable explanation
for this change remains a type V adsorption isotherm.
At near-zero hysteresis, a droplet can only obtain a single contact-angle on a surface, to introduce
control of the contact-angle electrowetting is used. Electrowetting is a vast subject with a lot of
research interest. In this thesis, the performance of electrowetting equipment used is evaluated
using Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) surfaces, which prevent reversible changes to the contact-
angle due to hysteresis. Then, in following the work of Brabcova et al., electrowetting on Slippery
Liquid Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS) shows a hysteresis-free reversible modification of the
contact angle by application of a voltage. The electrowetting of SLIPS on a glass dielectric allows
the use of experiments and theory to help inform an appropriate dielectric thickness to prevent de-
vice failure through voltage breakdown, while allowing the droplet to spread to the electrowetting
contact angle saturation limit within the maximum voltage limits of the used equipment. Elec-
trowetting on SOCAL does not provide the expected contact angle voltage relationship described
by theory. To investigate, the salt type and concentration used in the water droplets for electrowet-
ting is investigated, along with Alternating Current (AC) frequency and the rate of change in the
voltage. It is concluded that although low hysteresis, the contact-line velocity is too great in these
experiments to observe a quasi-static equilibrium angle.
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Previously, water has only been shown to evaporate at a fixed contact angle on pinning free sur-
faces close to the expected equilibrium angle. In this thesis droplets are observed to evaporate at
constant contact angle mode evaporation on both SOCAL and SLIPS at a voltage programmable
contact angle for a broad range of contact angles using electrowetting. The constant contact angle
obtained during evaporation corresponds to the expected value for a given voltage in the theory.
This allows for the first time, constant contact angle evaporation at hydrophilic angles θ < 90°.
The constant contact angle evaporation also allows estimation of the diffusion coefficient, show-
ing negligible effect from the oil layer in SLIPS to effect the evaporation. The electric field also
doesn’t appear to have an effect on the evaporation. This allows the theoretical calculation of the
evaporation time dependence on contact angle to be compared to experiments, Providing a method
of controlling the evaporation time using pinning free evaporation, useful for applications where
pinning free evaporation and control of drying times is important, such as inkjet printing, and
uniform florescence in DNA spotted micro arrays.
The results of this thesis contribute to the emerging and expanding field of liquid-like water re-
pellent surfaces such as SOCAL. SOCAL provides pinning-free properties while being a smooth
flat mechanically robust surface. This could rival other water repellent surfaces such as widely
researched SLIPS surfaces, which require a retained liquid and a potentially fragile, retaining
structure. This thesis shows pinning free evaporation of water from a smooth solid, flat surface
for the first time. It also shows the pinning-free evaporation of droplets can be controlled using
electrowetting, allowing precise control and prediction of the effect of contact angle on the drying
time. This allows opportunities for further study of droplet evaporation on pinning-free surfaces





This chapter looks at the background and theory of wetting, contact-line pinning, sessile droplet
evaporation and manipulation of droplets using electrowetting. The section also provides a lit-
erature review on the topics covered in this thesis, to give an overview of recent and relevant
research in the field. The topic of wetting is first covered, how droplets interact with solid surfaces
and the forces that govern these interactions. Droplet mobility on surfaces is often inhibited by
contact-line pinning. The source of contact-line pinning is discussed, along with its implications
for various applications and strategies to over come it.
Evaporation occurs anywhere a volatile liquid is in the presence of a gas which is not saturated
with a vapour of the liquid. Diffusion-limited evaporation is the effect of the vapour of the evapo-
rating liquid on the evaporation of more liquid. A simple case of an aerosol droplet in free space
is considered, then advancing to the case of sessile droplet evaporation, where the droplet is per-
turbed by the presence of a solid surface. There are two ideal modes of sessile droplet evaporation
which are detailed. A gap in the literature is highlighted in the study of pinning-free droplets on
solid surfaces. By removing pinning, evaporating droplet lifetime for a constant contact angle can
be studied. Finally, this chapter discusses the fundamentals of electrowetting, a tool which can be




When a liquid comes into contact with a solid, it will either spread into a film or partially spread
into a puddle or droplet, maintaining contact with the solid due to intermolecular interactions.
These interactions and the degree to which a liquid will spread on a solid are known as wetting.
It provides an explanation as to why a rain droplet will roll off a leaf but will penetrate into
soil [2]. The behaviour of droplets on surfaces has many industrial applications, which makes it a
field of significance and importance [4]. Wetting plays an important role in oil recovery [5], the
distribution of active matter in pesticides [6] and even road water drainage. Wetting of droplets
has applications such as inkjet printing [7], and heat transfer [8]. By understanding the behaviour
of liquids interacting with solids, surfaces can be exploited to either attract liquids, repel liquids
and even sort droplets of different surface tensions [9].
2.1.1 Surface Tension
A liquid is a state of matter that has a fixed volume (in equilibrium when evaporation is equal
to condensation), but no fixed shape. Molecules in a liquid are held together by cohesive weak
Van der Waals forces. Consider a droplet of liquid surrounded only by air. Cohesive forces of
the molecules inside the bulk of the liquid will be pulled equally in all directions by surrounding
molecules of the same element or compound (Figure. 2.1 (a)). Molecules at the edge of the liquid
will not have the same molecules on all sides, they will therefore try to minimise their surface
energy to satisfy their bonds by pulling inwards (Figure. 2.1 (b)). The forces will pull inwards
creating an internal pressure forcing the liquid surface to reduce to a minimum. The result, is the
liquid will make a perfect sphere as this is the shape where the least number of molecules are
exposed to the surrounding air, in other words, the shape with the lowest surface area for a given
volume. The force at which one phase opposes another is known as the surface tension, γlv. The




Figure 2.1: A spherical droplet of liquid surrounded by vapour where (a) shows molecules in the
bulk of the liquid with cohesive forces pulling equally in all directions and (b) shows molecules at
the liquid-vapour interface with uneven cohesive bonds pulling inwards to reduce the surface area.
2.1.2 Laplace Pressure
Considering again the sphere of liquid surrounded by air or a vapour phase. The pressure inside the
drop will be driven by the liquid-vapour surface tension, γlv. The difference in pressure between
the inside of the liquid and outside the liquid is known as the Laplace excess pressure.









where ∆P is the pressure difference between the two phases and R is the radii of curvature of
the droplet. This difference in pressure causes smaller droplets to empty into larger ones in an
emulsion (figure 2.2). It also explains why smaller droplets will evaporate at a faster rate than
larger droplets. It also explains why capillary bridges form and can create strong adhesion between
fibres or wet sand.
Figure 2.2: A smaller droplet with a smaller spherical radius R has a larger pressure P than a




Two competing forces which act upon on sessile droplets are surface tension and gravity. A simple
dimensional argument can be made to compare the two forces. Surface tension, γlv, scales as a
function of length, whereas gravitational forces, g, scale as a function of the mass of the drop




When the gravitational forces and surface tension forces are equal,
√
γlv/ρg = 1, with has units






where γlv, is the liquid-vapour surface tension, ρ, is the density of the liquid and, g, is gravita-
tional acceleration g = 9.8 m s−1. Inputting the properties of water into equation (2.3), γlv =
72.8 mN m−1, ρ = 997 kg m−3 [12], the capillary length of water is κ−1 = 2.7 mm.
The capillary length can be used as a guide in experiments as to the typical length scale when
surface tension dominates and the effects of gravity can be ignored, typically when the droplet
is an order of magnitude less than the capillary length. This is particularly useful to the study
of sessile droplets, when they are small enough, so that surface tension dominates gravity, the
shape can be approximated to that of a spherical cap. A simple experiment to demonstrate this
is to increase a droplets volume, Ω, and measure the height. If the droplet was unaffected by
gravity, it would retain a spherical cap geometry as the volume increased, therefore the height
would increase linearly with the volume. Figure 2.3 shows the droplet height increases linearly
with volume up until Ω ≈ 14µL. As the volume continues to increase the rate of change in the
height begins to slow, this is visible on the inset droplet images in figure 2.3 where the 4µL droplet
is almost spherical, whereas the 150µL droplet is visibly flattened by gravity. Experimentally, the




Figure 2.3: Droplet height, h as a function of volume, Ω of a DI water droplet on a superhydropho-
bic GLACO™ coated surface. The top left inset image shows a 4µL droplet and the bottom right
inset image shows a 150µL droplet. The 0.4737 mm diameter needle is kept in both images for
scale.
2.1.4 Spreading Coefficient
The interfacial energy of a dry smooth flat solid surface in air is γsv. If the same surface is coated
in a thin layer of liquid there are now two interfaces, the solid-liquid interface (γsl) and the liquid-
vapour interface (γlv), giving a combined interfacial energy of γsl + γlv. The combined interfacial
energy of γsl + γlv must be lower than that of γsv for a liquid film to form.
γsl + γlv < γsv (2.4)
The comparison of these energy states is the spreading coefficient, S, for a liquid on a solid in the
presence of air, i.e.
S = γsv − (γsl + γlv) (2.5)
when S ≥ 0 , a film of liquid will form, the droplet will completely spread in order to reduce its
surface energy. This will reduce the solid-vapour interface as it is a higher energy state than the
combination of solid-liquid and liquid-vapour interfaces (γsv > γsl + γlv). When S < 0, a partial
wetting scenario is seen.
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Complete wetting Partial wetting
Figure 2.4: A liquid spreading into a complete film over a solid when S ≥ 0 and a liquid forming
a spherical cap shape in a partial wetting state when S < 0.
2.1.5 Young’s Law
The shape of a droplet below the capillary length in equilibrium on a smooth flat surface is deter-
mined by the interfacial tensions between the solid-liquid, solid-vapour and liquid-vapour (Figure
2.5). This balance is defined by Young’s equation (2.6) [1]
γsv − γsl − γlvcosθe = 0 (2.6)
where θe is Young’s angle, γsv is the solid-vapour surface tension, γsl is the solid-liquid surface
tension and γlv is the liquid-vapour surface tension γlv (commonly shortened to γ.) For water on
a solid surface, a contact angle θe < 90° is considered hydrophillic and a contact angle θe ≥ 90°
is considered hydrophobic. One of the largest contact angle achievable on a solid flat surface is
on PTFE (more commonly known as Teflon™) where θ ≈ 120° [13]. It is possible to achieve
larger contact angles by modifying the surface structure to make a surface superhydrophobic.




Figure 2.5: A Droplet on a smooth flat surface, the three interfacial tensions are shown as liquid-
vapour (γlv), solid-liquid (γsl) and solid-vapour (γsv). θe is the equilibrium contact angle.
2.1.6 Cassie-Baxter & Wenzel States
Typically surfaces are not smooth and flat but rough and textured. The texture of a surface can
alter how a droplet interacts with it. This can be in the form of roughness, dimples and protrusions
[4,11,14–16]. When a droplet is in contact with a roughened surface it can adopt, a Cassie-Baxter
state [17], Wenzel state [18] or a mix state between the two. A Cassie-Baxter state is where the
droplet sits on top of the protrusions on the surface (figure 2.7 (a)). This reduces the contact the
liquid has with the surface, causing the droplet to almost completely ball up allowing a droplet to
move more freely [19]. The effect of the roughness on the equilibrium in a Cassie-Baxter state
contact angle can be given in a simplified equation where liquid is bridging horizontally across flat
topped pillars is given by
cos θCBe = φs cos θ
s
e − (1− φs) (2.7)
where θCBe is the Cassie-Baxter contact angle, θ
s
e is the equilibrium angle on a solid flat surface
of the same chemical composition and φS is the solid-vapour fraction of the surface. The more
complete Cassie-Baxter equation looked at a droplet wetting horizontal round wires (figure 2.6).
This allows for a roughness factor that accounts for the surface area from the fraction of the
surface of each round wire that was wetted. Essentially he used f1 cos θ − f2 where f1 and f2
where defined as total areas (and so allow for a non-planar meniscus shape and the curvature of
the wire). This also means these factors depend on the Young contact angle.
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Figure 2.6: Water on cylinders. Figure from (Cassie & Baxter, 1944).
A Wenzel state is where the droplet penetrates between the surface protrusions. This increases the
area in which the droplet is in contact with the surface, this can reduce droplet mobility, increasing
pinning. [20] The effect of the roughness on the equilibrium contact angle in a Wenzel state is
given by
cos θWe = rw cos θ
s
e (2.8)
where θWe is the Wenzel contact angle and rW is the roughness factor, which acts as an amplifica-
tion effect on the surface chemistry.
(a) Cassie-Baxter state (b) Wenzel state
Figure 2.7: (a) A droplet in a Cassie-Baxter state sits on top of any protrusions on the surface. (b)
A droplet in a Wenzel state fills any protrusions in a surface.
2.2 Contact-line Pinning
Young’s law is often used in many studies on wetting, however, it is rarely observed in practice.
Contact-line pinning is a fundamental limitation that prevents droplets from reaching equilibrium.
This section looks at the source of contact line pinning, how it is characterised and importantly,
how it is overcome. Overcoming contact line pinning has great implications for many applications
such as ink jet printing [21], precise deposition of particles [22,23] control of microfluidic droplets
[24], prevention of biofouling in medical devices [25], cell analysis [26], and self cleaning surfaces
[14].
There are two sources of pinning on surfaces; chemical and topographical. Chemical heterogeneity
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can cause pinning on surfaces where liquids preferentially wet a solid rather than repel. Surface
topography can cause pinning by way of defects on a surface that a contact line must overcome to
advance.
2.2.1 Contact-Angle Hysteresis
Contact-line pinning can prevent a droplet from reaching Young’s equilibrium angle, for most
surfaces there are a range of angles a droplet can remain stationary on a surface. This can be a
useful tool in the measurement of the adhesion of a surface [27]. Consider a droplet on a surface
with a thin syringe filled with the same liquid and needle placed into the centre of the droplet.
When inflating the droplet, the contact-angle the droplet makes with the surface directly before
contact line motion is defined as the advancing angle, θA. During deflation the contact-angle
the droplet makes with the surface directly before contact-line motion is defined as the receding
angle, θR. The difference between the advancing and receding angles is known as the contact-
angle hysteresis,∆θCAH , again this is an inherent property of the droplet and the surface [28,
29]. Contact-angle hysteresis measurements are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.1.1. Another
method to help quantify droplet adhesion to a surface when it is not possible to directly measure
a contact angle, such as on some SLIPS, is through the sliding angle. Consider a droplet on a
surface, if the surface begins to tilt the droplet will initially remain stationary, as the angle is
increased the droplet will form a tear drop shape until such an angle is achieved where the droplet
can move. The angle at which the droplet begins to move is known as the sliding angle (α);
which is a property characteristic to the droplet and the surface. As the effect of gravity on the
droplet scales with droplet volume rather than a linear size, it is easier to shed larger droplets
than smaller ones, therefore care must be taken to state the size of droplets used in sliding angle
measurements. Recently, efforts have been made to measure droplets adhesion to a surface using
a capillary attached to the droplet and moving the surface underneath. The adhesion force is then
calculated through the defection of the capillary [30, 31].
2.2.2 Contact-Line Dynamics
Contact line dynamics looks at the effect of the velocity of a moving contact line v, on the contact
angle of the droplet. Two well known models that try to elucidate the motion of contact lines are
the Cox-Voinov hydrodynamic model [32, 33] and the Molecular Kinetic Theory (MKT) model
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[34]. Cox-Voinov theory states that viscous stresses from the surface and the surface tension of
the liquid govern the deformation of the interface when a droplet is in motion, this deformation
can be characterised as the contact angle as a function of the contact line velocity






where Ca = ηv/γ is the capillary number, η is the viscosity, L is the typical macroscopic length
scale where the apparent contact angle is measured, and θe is the equilibrium contact angle and lm
is the microscopic cut-off length scale.
MKT states the contact line velocity is driven by the imbalance between the static and dynamic
contact angles [34]. Adsorption of liquid molecules at the interface between the solid and liquid
occurs when the contact line is advancing and desorption occurs when the contact line is receding.
The balance between both processes gives the contact-line velocity [31],
v = 2K0ζ sinh
(




where K0 is the frequency of adsorption-desorption of molecules at the contact line, ζ is the aver-
age distance between molecules, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
2.2.3 Overcoming Pinning
Modifying a surface can be an effective way of reducing contact-line pinning with many different
approaches available. One such well-known approach is the use of PTFE, also known as Teflon
[35]. This approach modifies the surface chemistry to be hydrophobic to water. Recently there
have been many advances in surface modification to increase water repellance.
Superhydrophobic Surfaces
Water repellance is often observed in nature. Many species of plants have hydrophobic leaves to
allow water to either slide or roll-off, cleaning any dust and debris from the leaf and allowing the
water to reach the ground where it can then be absorbed by the plant. The Lotus leaf uses surface
roughness in the form of waxy bumps to cause water droplets to roll off [11, 36]. The bumps
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are small enough so that a droplet sits on top of them in a Cassie-Baxter state, this increases the
contact angle the droplet makes with the surface. This principle has been utilized to manufacture
superhydrophobic surfaces using a range of different techniques. Barthlott & Neinhuis were the
first to coin the terms Lotus effect and superhydrophobicity when characterising the water repel-
lance of plant surfaces [36, 37]. T. Onda et al. show droplets ball up on fractal wax surfaces with
contact angles θ = 174° [38]. Super hydrophobic surfaces have also been manufactured using
lithography [39, 40] and sol-gel surfaces [41, 42]. Recently superhydrophobic surfaces have been
made using soot from rapeseed oil [43] and using commercial nanoparticle sprays [44]. All of
these approaches use a a rough patterned or porous surface which is either intrinsically hydropho-
bic or a hydrophobic coating is later added. While these surfaces offer excellent water shedding
ability they have an inherent weakness that should a sufficient pressure be applied to the droplet,
it will become impaled by the structure and no longer be able to move as the droplet is then in
a Wenzel state. Because of the complex nano-scale structure of superhydrophobic surfaces, they
are also not mechanically robust, limiting their potential applications. However, recently Wang et
al. have shown that robust superhydrophobicity can be realized by structuring surfaces at two dif-
ferent length scales, with a nanostructure design to provide water repellency and a microstructure
design to provide durability [45].
Slippery Liquid Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS)
The Nepethes pitcher plant also utilises surface topography to repel liquids [46, 47], however this
complex topography is highly wetting to water. Condensing vapour from the atmosphere produces
a thin water film on the surface, this repels the oils on the surface of insects feet, as they step onto
the plant the insect slips and falls into the plant to be digested. The lubricating layer acts to reduce
contact-line pinning.
In recent years, lubricant infused surfaces have been created to mimic these effects found in nature.
One such surface is SLIPS [47]. These surfaces uses a complex topography to infuse an oil. The






pillared / textured substrate
Figure 2.8: Illustration of a sessile droplet on a pillared SLIPS
To produce a SLIPS three critera must be met:
1. the lubricating liquid must wick into, wet and stably adhere within the substrate.
2. The solid must be preferentially wetted by the lubricating liquid rather than by the liquid
one wants to repel.
3. The lubricating and impinging test liquids must be immiscible.
There also exists Liquid Infused Surfaces (LIS), which are again lubricant filled surfaces. How-
ever, in these surfaces, often the tops of the structures are in direct contact with the droplet which
violates the first criteria of SLIPS. The second criteria of SLIPS is not always completely fulfilled,
which can cause depletion of the lubricating layer over time exposing the solid surface to the liquid
droplet [48]. LIS surfaces can be categorised depending on the wetting configurations underneath
the drop and outside the drop (Figure 2.10). These states can be further expanded upon depending
on whether the oil cloaks the droplet (Figure 2.10), with SLIPS occupying the A3-W3 state.The
individual interfacial energies that define the spreading coefficients can be estimated using various
methods [49–52].
Figure 2.9: Schematics of wetting configurations outside and underneath the drop. Diagram from
Smith et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.10: Possible thermodynamic states of a water droplet placed on a lubricant-impregnated
surface. The top two schematics show whether or not the droplet gets cloaked by the lubricant.
For each case, there are six possible states depending on how the lubricant wets the texture in the
presence of air (the vertical axis) and water (horizontal axis). Diagram from Smith et al. (2013).
A key difference between SLIPS/ LIS and other water shedding surfaces is the formation of what is
known as a wetting ridge [53]. This is the apparent movement of the oil up the side of the droplet.
To better understand the interactions between a droplet and a liquid infused porous surface, one can
consider a droplet on an immiscible liquid. The droplet deforms the liquid it is sitting on to create
a lens shape [54] as in figure 2.11a, the three contact angles form what is known as a Neumann
triangle [55] shown in figure 2.11b. This triangle is constructed from the three surface tensions
and each of the contact angles. These three angles remain constant even in a SLIPS configuration,
where the base liquid becomes very thin, giving rise to the appearance of a wetting ridge [53]
shown in figure 2.11c. This ridge can make it difficult to observe the contact line dynamics of the























(c) Neumann triangle on
SLIPS
Figure 2.11: (a) A droplet (l1) on a liquid surface (l2) forming a liquid lens. (γαβ) is the surface
tension between l2 and air, (γβθ) is the surface tension between l1 and l2, (γαθ) is the surface
tension between l1 and air. α, β and θ are the angles made between each phase (b) A Neumann
triangle showing how each of the contact angles and surface tensions effect one and other. (c) A
SLIP surface, where the Neumann triangle is still present.
Slippery Omniphobic Covalently Attached Liquid (SOCAL) Surfaces
Recently, Wang and McCarthy report the creation of a new hydrophobic surface that is an al-
ternative to others such as SLIPS [3]. SOCAL surfaces are created through acid-catalysed graft
polycondensation of dimethyldimethoxysilane onto a smooth flat surface, such as glass, or silicon.
The result is a homogeneous layer of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) grafted to the surface. This
layer of PDMS acts as a liquid-like coating that the water droplet moves freely across, removing
pinning and in turn, reducing contact-angle hysteresis (∆θCAH < 1°). This low contact-angle
hysteresis is reportedly the lowest achieved for a solid smooth flat surface.
When the contact-angle hysteresis of a surface is reduced to near zero, there can only be a single
angle - within experimental uncertainty - that the droplet can make with the surface in equilibrium,
the true Young’s equilibrium contact angle (equation (2.6)). Currently, the suitability for SOCAL
as a material to be used for fog harvesting is being researched [56]. It is also a potential candidate
to be used in control of the wet-ability of soil, something that will make rare mineral extraction
easier, a field with ever increasing demand as resources are used in technology and renewable
sectors [57].
At present the successful creation of SOCAL has been limited, with the water shedding abilities
reported vary in their level of success and detail in the literature. Wang and McCarthy report
contact angles of θA = 104.6± 0.6° and θR = 103.6± 0.9°, with tilt angles for motion of 4.7°
and 1.3° for droplet volumes of 3 and 20 µL respectively [3]. The error bars in these measurements
are the standard deviation from five independent measurements for contact angle hysteresis and
three independent measurements for sliding angle. Jin et al. reported contact angles of θA =
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103.0± 0.3° and θR = 98.2± 0.4° on silicon substrates [56]. They characterise the hysteresis
by inflating and deflating a 4 µL droplet at a speed of 0.5 µL s−1, with each reported measurement
compromising the average of four individual measurements on the same surface. Mizutani et al.
report static contact as θS = 94.1° and a sliding angle of 40° on a nickel substrate for surgical
bone drilling, no contact-angle hysteresis values are reported [58]. Dissipative forces acting on
a droplet moving on several types of low-hysteresis surfaces has been reported by Daniel et al.
This includes a SOCAL surfaces with a minimum critical tilt angle between 5° and 15° to move
a 10 µL water droplet but with no values reported for their advancing or receding contact angles
[31]. Wang et al. graft SOCAL to a grooved silicon surface for directional droplet control. They
measure θA = 106.7°, θR = 104.2° and sliding angle θα = 15.1± 3.5° for 5 µL water droplets
[59]. Zhao et al. take a different approach than the volumetric method to characterization of
advancing an receding contact angle [60]. SOCAL coated glass and silicon samples are placed
on a temperature controlled stage. A piezoelectric dispenser is set 5-10 mm above the substrate,
micro-scale droplets are dispensed allowing droplets to accumulate into larger droplets at 20 ◦C
at a rate of 150 Hz. This was recorded as the advancing angle. The receding angle was taken
by allowing the same droplet to evaporate and measuring the angle. θA = 104.7± 0.5°, θR =
m103.5± 0.4° and ∆θCAH = 1.1± 0.6° on silicon. θA = 108.3± 0.6°, θR = 103.9± 0.5°
and ∆θCAH = 4.4± 0.8° on glass taken from the average of 5 independent measurements on a
substrate.
2.3 Droplet Evaporation
Far away from any surface - providing the surrounding atmosphere is not saturated with the vapour
of the liquid and there are no currents of air - an aerosol droplet of liquid will evaporate outward
in all directions [6]. The spherical shape of small airborne droplets is deformed when in contact
with a solid surface. Providing there is no contact line pinning, the small droplet forms an axially-
symmetric spherical cap shape and can no longer evaporate equally in all directions because the
diffusion is limited by the surface. The shape of the droplet on the surface can be defined by the
contact angle, therefore, the contact angle will effect how the liquid vapour diffuses around the
droplet ultimately effecting the evaporation rate. In practice, most surfaces exhibit contact-line
pinning to some extent which can have practical consequences for applications that utilise droplet
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evaporation. A famous example of contact-line pinning is non-uniform particle deposition known
as the coffee-ring stain effect [22]. Contact-line pinning can cause problems from, preventing
uniform delivery of the active compounds in pesticides to non-uniform fluorescence in spotted
microarrays [61–63]. Contact line pinning during evaporation can be removed via active means,
such as surface acoustic waves [64], or by high frequency AC electrowetting [62]. Due to the
importance of evaporation of sessile droplets to a wide range of physical processes, the literature
is extensive (see the reviews by, e.g., Erbil [6], Cazabat & Guéna [65], and Larson [66]). In






∇C · dS (2.11)
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the vapour and ρ is the density of the liquid and5C is the
vapour density integrated over the surface of the droplet.
2.3.1 Aerosol Droplet
A droplet in free space will adopt a spherical shape as this will minimise the surface free energy.





whereR is the spherical radius. As there is no obstructions to the vapour, the droplet will evaporate
radially outward in all directions (figure 4.16 (a)) [6]. The diffusion through the surface of the






where R is the spherical radius of the droplet and ∆c = c∞ − c0 is the change in concentration
is assumed to be radially outward and equal to (c∞ − c0)/R where c∞ and c0 are the vapour
concentrations of the vapour far removed from the droplet and close to the droplet.
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Figure 2.12: (a) A sphere of liquid in free space. (b) A spherical cap of liquid on a surface. At
angles other than θ = 90° the vapour gradient becomes more complex, discussed in section 2.3.2.
2.3.2 Model of Diffusion-limited Evaporation
Geometric Description of Evaporating Sessile Droplets
If the droplet is placed on a pinning-free surface where the spreading coefficient S < 0, and the
droplet is below the capillary length κ−1, the droplet will adopt an axially symmetrical spherical
cap shape with well-defined geometric parameters that can be measured from side profile images.
These parameters include the spherical cap radius R, contact radius r, contact angle θ and droplet




π(2− 3 cos θ + cos3 θ)
)1/3
h = R(1− cos θ)









The presence of the solid surface limits the diffusion of the droplet as shown in figure 4.16 (b).
The concentration gradient is assumed to be radially outward and equal to (c∞− c0)/R where c∞
and c0 are the vapour concentrations of the vapour far removed from the droplet and close to the
droplet. Combining the geometrical assumptions with the concentration gradient model (2.11),
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f(θ) is a complex function of the contact angle the droplet makes with the surface.
Ideal Modes of Evaporation
In practice, sessile drop evaporation is subject to contact-line pinning to some extent. Picknett &
Bexon provided an analytical model describing the ideal case of diffusion-limited evaporation of
a sessile droplet in the absence of gravity, including an exact solution for the complex function
of the contact angle f(θ) and a polynomial interpolation of their solution [67]. Their analysis
identified two ideal modes of evaporation [67]. The first corresponds to a Constant Contact Radius
(CCR) mode, where the apparent contact angle decreases during evaporation. Since the CCR mode
of evaporation requires complete pinning of the contact line, it can be achieved experimentally
and has been widely studied [68]. The second mode is a Constant Contact Angle (CCA) mode
evaporation, where the contact angle is expected to retain a constant value approximating the
contact angle predicted by Young’s law whilst the square of the base radius of the droplet decreases
linearly in time.
The observation of the CCA mode evaporation on a smooth (non-textured) flat solid surface re-
mains elusive because it requires complete mobility of the contact line, and the roughness of
ordinary flat solid surfaces always results in some contact line pinning. Instead, many experimen-
tal studies have reported a stick-slip mode of evaporation, whereby the droplet’s contact line is
repeatedly pinned until the force from the out-of-equilibrium contact angle increases sufficiently
and a de-pinning event and rapid contact line motion occurs. Stauber et al. add further understand-
ing describing another mode of evaporation known as stick-slide mode of evaporation, where the
contact line and contact angle decrease at the same time. They provide a model to predict the
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lifetime of evaporating drops in stick-slide mode evaporation [69]. Recent comprehensive reviews
of sessile drop evaporation are given by Erbil [6], Cazabat & Guéna [65] and Larson [66].
Attempts to experimentally observe the CCA mode of evaporation have included the use of super-
hydrophobic surfaces and SLIPS, a type of LIS [47, 48]. Super-hydrophobic surfaces take advan-
tage of surface texture to suspend droplets in a Cassie-Baxter state [17] on a small solid surface
fraction thereby reducing the droplet-solid contact area, increasing its contact angle and reducing
contact-angle hysteresis [38]. McHale et al. [70] reported the first experiments of this type using
SU-8 textured surfaces with water droplets initially evaporating in CCR mode evaporation, before
retreating in a step-wise fashion as the droplet jumps between micro-pillars and ultimately con-
verting into a Wenzel state where the droplet is impaled in the texture with a completely pinned
contact line [18]. Since then, many works studying evaporation on super hydrophobic surfaces
and the effect of contact-angle hysteresis has been reported [71–76]. In all of these studies, the
surface is no longer smooth, but is textured or rough and hydrophobic, with a contact angle far
from the value given by Young’s law for a smooth non-textured solid surface.
A second approach to observing a CCA mode of evaporation was introduced by Guan et al. who
used a SLIPS approach, with a lubricant oil impregnated into a hydrophobic SU-8 textured surface
[77]. The lubricant oil completely coats the solid and is immiscible to water, therefore is not
displaced by it. SLIPS enables droplets to slide at tilt angles of less than 1°. However, the high
mobility of droplets on SLIPS arises by the replacement of the droplet-solid interface by a droplet-
lubricant interface and the removal of all direct contact between the droplet and the solid. On
SLIPS, contact angles and contact radii have to be interpreted as apparent contact angles and
apparent contact radii from the change in slope of the droplet close to the surface. Guan et al.
were able to observe the pinning-free evaporation of water droplets on SLIPS and interpret their
evaporation using the Picknett & Bexon diffusion-limited model, modified for the presence of a
wetting ridge of the impregnated oil which surrounds the droplet’s base [77]. Ultimately, neither
of these two approaches have provided observation of the evaporation of sessile droplets on flat
smooth (non-textured) solid surfaces without contact line pinning. A key challenge remains the




Model of Constant Contact Angle Mode Evaporation
Now focusing specifically on the model of constant contact angle mode evaporation. An exact
solution for f(θ) was derived by Picknett & Bexon [67] and they gave a numerically accurate





2 − 0.06144θ3) 0◦ < θ ≤ 10◦
1
2(0.00008957 + 0.6333θ + 0.116θ
2 − 0.08878θ3 + 0.01033θ4) 10◦ < θ ≤ 180◦
(2.16)






β(θ) = (1− cos θ)2(2 + cos θ) (2.18)
looking at side profile images of sessile droplets it is often easier to measure the contact radius, r,










To look at the loss of volume in time due to evaporation during constant contact angle evaporation,




































when πr2/t = m is the gradient of a straight line. This result shows the contact area of the droplet
evaporating in constant contact angle mode evaporation decreases linearly in time.
Calculation of the Diffusion Coefficient
It is possible to calculate the diffusion coefficient from experiments observing evaporating sessile
droplets in constant contact angle mode evaporation, measuring the decrease in contact radius (or





c0 is obtained from Kaye and Laby Tables of Physical and Chemical Constants [12] A polynomial
fit of this data gives a calculated relationship between saturation vapour density to be
Saturation vapour density = 0.0004T 3 + 0.0053T 2 + 0.3759T + 4.7736
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The actual vapour density is calculated using the following relationship
Relative humidity =
Actual vapour density
Saturation vapour density× 100%
Similar to saturation vapour density, the literature value for the diffusion coefficient can be taken
from the CRC handbook of chemistry and physics constants [10] and a relationship be given
as
D = 0.0024T − 0.4677
2.3.3 Droplet Lifetime Dependence on Contact Angle in Constant Contact Angle
Mode Evaporation
The lifetime of drying droplets is important for many applications including heat exchange [8],
particle deposition [63] and inkjet printing [7]. Understanding how the contact angle of the droplet
may effect time lifetime of the droplet is therefore important. For example, in inkjet printing when
multiple droplets are deposited in the same location to increase the thickness of deposited material
while keeping the increase of the width to a minimum, the subsequent drop should impact after
the former drop has evaporated. To understand this dependence we can look at the rate of change







where θc is the constant contact angle, that is the contact angle does not change during the droplet
lifetime. Because the contact angle is constant, the contact area change in time is linear, this is
determined by its initial value πr2i (tf = 0).




The droplet lifetime is defined as the time when the contact area vanishes i.e. the value of tf for
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which πr2(tf ) = 0 and can be written from (2.27) as




The droplet lifetime can also be defined by the volume using the relation between the volume and
contact radius










The total lifetime of the droplet during constant contact angle evaporation of a spherical cap shaped
sessile droplet depends on the value of the contact angle and the initial contact radius (or volume),
and a parameter λ, combining the diffusion coefficient, density of liquid vapour concentration
difference.
2.4 Electrowetting
In previous sections modification of a surface has been discussed to obtain different wetting prop-
erties. However it is possible to modify the apparent wettability though the application of an
electric field. Electrowetting is a widely used tool that allows for the manipulation of droplets on
surfaces. In particular Electrowetting-on-Dielectric (EWOD) where the solid-liquid contact area
of a sessile droplet acts as one electrode in a capacitive sandwich structure thereby allowing the
contact angle to be reduced by the application of a voltage. [78,79] Electrowetting can manipulate
and control droplets and has applications including, e.g., microfluidics, [80–82] liquid lenses [83]
and optofluidics, [84] but often the surface properties of the dielectric and its hydrophobic coating
causes contact line pinning. This can be overcome using a SLIPS coating as shown by a number
of authors (e.g. [85, 86]).
2.5 Electrocapillarity and Electric Double Layer Theory
The field of electrowetting finds its origins in the late nineteenth century with the discovery of
electrocapilarity by Gabriel Lippmann. He performed a series of experiments investigating the
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capillary rise of mercury in glass capillary tubes (figure 2.13).
Figure 2.13: Lippmann’s electrocapilarity exper-
iment: (A) Reservoir of mercury, (B) electrolytic
solution of water and sulphuric acid with mer-
cury at the bottom of the beaker, (M) position
of mercury meniscus in glass capillary and (α
and β) platinum probes to voltage source. Figure
Adapted from Lippmann (1845). English trans-
lation in Mugele et al. (2005).
He found that by applying a voltage between the mercury and an electrolytic solution the meniscus
height varied with voltage. From these measurements he deduced the electrocapillary equation
known as Lippmann’s equation. It relates the charge density at the interface of the mercury and
electrolytic solution, σ to the voltage, V dependence of the surface tension, γ,
σ = − dγ
dV
(2.30)
When a solid electrode is submerged in an electrolytic solution and a voltage is applied, ions of
opposite charge in the solution redistribute and are attracted to the electrode while ions with the
same charge are repelled. The ions that are attracted to the electrode form what is known as an
Electric Double Layer (EDL) whose thickness is typically of the order of a few nanometres. The
EDL continues to form and grow until the electric field vanishes in the bulk of the electrolyte due
to the screening [87]. However, application of more than a few millivolts will cause an electrical
current that degrades the system and electrolysis of the solution. The failure of the system in this
way is the motivation for EWOD.
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2.5.1 Standard Model of Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD)
In modern electrowetting, a dielectric is used to protect the device from short circuits a common
issue in electrowetting on a conductor [79]. This is completed by using a conductive surface
layered with a solid insulator, then using a conducting liquid drop (figure 2.14). The liquid-solid
contact area acts as a capacitor, as a voltage is applied, the surface energy increases. This causes
a spreading of the drop as it attempts to reduce the free energy of the system. A limitation with
EWOD is the limit where the droplet will spread no further, meaning films of liquid cannot be
induced [79]. However, recently Xiangming et al. report a lower-than-saturation contact-angle can
be achieved by reversing the polarity of the applied voltage in a well-modulated way that charges
and discharges the trapped potential [88]. The quasi-static contact angle made between the surface
and the droplet is defined as a function of the applied voltage dependant on the dielectric properties
and thickness of the insulating layer (eq.2.31) [79].




where V is the applied voltage, θ is the contact angle, θe is the equilibrium contact angle at V = 0,
ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εd is the dielectric constant of the insulator, d is the insulator
thickness and γlv is the liquid-vapour surface tension. The dielectric properties can also be written








Figure 2.14: A water/ salt solution droplet in a EWOD configuration. d is the dielectric thickness
and θV is the contact angle under applied voltage, V .
For the previously described contact-angle voltage relationship are based on a static relationship.
When the voltage is adjusted slowly, the contact-angle can follow closely. In AC EWOD, if
the frequency of the signal is greater than the hydrodynamic response of the droplet, the liquid
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responds to RMS of the applied voltage and therefore, RMS is used in equation 2.31.
Frequency-Dependant Electromechanics of Droplet Electrowetting Behaviour
The standard Young-Lippmann equation (2.31) does not depend on the sign of the signal nor
the AC frequency. If the frequency of the applied AC signal is modulated, the response that is
observed depends on the frequency range [87]. There are two characteristic frequency regimes in
electrowetting; hydrodynamic resonant frequency and electrical transition frequency. For typical
drop sizes in electrowetting (microlitre), the hydrodynamic resonant frequency is in the range of
tens to hundreds of Hz. In this frequency regime the droplet contact angle and shape will follow
the predicted behaviour quasi-statically. The electrical transition frequency is where the droplet
transitions from a perfect conductor behaviour, to a dielectric. This behaviour is dependant on
the conductivity, dielectric constant and geometry of the droplet. This is typically in the range of
several tens to hundreds of kHz. Below this critical frequency, the droplet responds to the time
average of the applied voltage. For a sine wave voltage V (t) = Vpp sinωt where ω = 2π/τ
and Vpp is the peak-to-peak applied voltage. The Young-Lippmann equation for time-averaged
apparent contact angle is therefore,




Because the AC Young-Lippmann equation is the same as the DC Young-Lippmann equation ex-
cept the RMS voltage is used instead of peak-to-peak voltage, the RMS subscript is often omitted
in the literature. However, as the frequency of the signal approaches the electrical transition fre-
quency, the contact angle increases for a fixed voltage at increasing frequency [89]. Beyond this
critical value, as the droplet behaves like a dielectric and begins to increase in resistivity, the tem-
perature of the droplet can begin to increase [90,91]. Jones & Wang investigate the electrowetting
response in the high frequency regime and provide a simple RC circuit model to predict the fre-
quency dependant behaviour [92]. Ying-Jia et al. show experimentally the frequency dependence
in high frequency electrowetting [93].
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2.5.2 Dielectrowetting
The issue of contact angle saturation can be overcome using dielectrowetting [84, 94–97]. This
involves placing a dielectric droplet onto a structure of interdigitated electrodes (figure 2.15).
When a voltage is applied to this surface, a non uniform electric field is generated, which polarises
dipoles within the liquid close to the liquid solid interface. This energy imbalance causes the liquid
to spread with the increasing voltage. In this technique, liquid films can be induced.
Figure 2.15: A droplet sat on top of a dielectrowetting surface, on the left, is a droplet in equilib-
rium, where V = 0. Right is a droplet after a voltage is applied. The droplet spreads along the
electrodes. Diagram taken from (Edwards et al. 2018).
The cosine of the contact angle the liquid makes with the surface is again a function of the applied
voltage-squared V 2 (eq.2.33), as with electrowetting. However rather than a dependence on the
insulator thickness, such as in electrowetting , it is dependant on the penetration depth of the non-
uniform electric field, δ, into the liquid. The penetration depth is related to the width and gaps
between the interdigitated electrodes, d by δ = 4d/π [84].




where εl is the dielectric constant of the liquid. A limitation of both electrowetting and dielec-
trowetting is high contact angle hysteresis. That is the droplet getting pinned as it moves across the
surface causing changes in the contact angle between the solid and the liquid. Recently progress




2.6 Quartz Crystal Microbalance QCM
QCM is a method of measuring small mass changes per unit area on a surface by measuring the
change in resonant frequency of a quartz crystal resonator. Quartz is a crystalline material which
can experience the piezoelectric effect. The piezoelectric effect is the accumulation of electric
charge in certain materials as a response to mechanical charge. in QCM this effect is utilised
by applying an alternating current to electrodes on a quartz crystal which will induce thickness
shear mode vibrations. These vibrations can be extremely stable and accurate, allowing precise
measurement of the resonance frequency. The resonant frequency of the quartz crystal resonator
is dependant on the intrinsic properties of the crystal with most equipment able to measure the
accuracy of this to within a resolution of Hz for crystals of fundamental resonant frequency of
5 MHz. If a mass is added to the quartz crystal resonator then the resonant frequency will shift.
The Sauerbrey equation is used to to convert the change in resonant frequency to a change in
mass [99].







where, f0 is the resonant frequency of the unloaded crystal, ∆f is the frequency change (Hz), ∆m
is the change in mass (g), A is the area between the electrodes (cm2), ρq is the density of quartz
(2.646 gcm−3) and µq is the shear modulus of quartz (2.947× 10−10 gcm−1s−2). Sauerbrey’s
equation only applies to systems where the mass is rigid, evenly distributed and ∆f/f < 0.05.
Kanazawa and Gordon describe frequency shift and damping when the QCM is in contact with a
liquid [100]. This sensitivity to mass deposition allows deposition of monolayers and (potentially)
adsorbed mass to be monitored and measured. typically QCM measurements are taken in a hu-
midity and temperature controlled environment so there is no expected change in behaviour due




This chapter has given an overview of concepts and theories on how liquids interact with solid
surfaces. This included how the balance of the surface tensions of the three phases define the
shape of sessile droplets in the ideal case. It highlights a critical issue of contact-line pinning,
that prevents the ideal Young’s contact angle being achieved in various applications. A review
of three surfaces that look to prevent contact line pinning are given, superhydrophobic, SLIPS
and SOCAL surfaces. The theory of evaporation for both aerosol droplets and sessile droplets
resting on a solid surface. The model of diffusion limited evaporation and the droplet lifetime
dependence on contact angle is shown. The basic model of EWOD. These concepts together
with the literature detailed in this section are the foundation of the work presented in this thesis.
The next chapter details the experimental methods and techniques used to study sessile droplet
evaporation on pinning-free surfaces from manufacture and characterisation of the surfaces, to
measurements of there geometry during evaporation in controlled environments and with added






This chapter describes the methods used to make and characterise a surfaces repellance to liquids,
more specifically in this thesis the liquid to be repelled is water. The standard technique to charac-
terise a surfaces properties is through contact-angle hysteresis measurements and sliding angles.
Surface roughness can be measured through the use of profilometry. The adsorption of a liquids
to a solid surface can be measured using QCM. Once these standard techniques are understood
then the manufacture of slippery surfaces can be studied, using the aforementioned techniques to
quantify their liquid shedding properties. Once slippery surfaces have been made and have been
characterised to have good liquid shedding properties, experimental design and setup is discussed.
This includes the creation of a bespoke humidity chamber. This is used both in the manufacture
of SOCAL and to allow the observation of slow evaporation in a high humidity environment. The
symmetrical nature of sessile droplets allows for useful information to be obtained from side pro-
file images. Finally this chapter concludes with the basic electrowetting experimental setup.
3.1 Surface Characterisation
3.1.1 Inflation/ Deflation Contact-Angle Hysteresis
As previously described, a sessile droplet in thermodynamic equilibrium will form a contact angle,
θe based on the three interfacial tensions (2.6). This contact angle is rarely observed in practice
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due to contact-line pinning. Consider a sessile droplet on a surface with a thin capillary needle





Figure 3.1: contact-angle hysteresis measurement stages:(a) Droplet in thermodynamic equilib-
rium with a thin needle inserted into centre. (b) Same liquid as droplet pumped in, Contact angle
increases, base radius constant. (c) θA taken as angle instantly before radius increases.(d) Droplet
in thermodynamic equilibrium with a thin needle inserted into centre.(e) Liquid pumped out, Con-
tact angle decreases, base radius constant. (f) θR taken as angle instantly before radius decreases.
If liquid from the needle is dispensed into the droplet the contact angle observed would begin to
increase while the base radius remains pinned (figure 3.1 (b)). At some point the radius of the
droplet would begin to advance (figure 3.1 (c)). The contact angle at the moment the contact line
begins to move is known as the advancing angle θA. This is the largest angle a droplet can sit on
a surface without the contact line moving to try and return to equilibrium. To observe the smallest
angle a droplet can take on a surface without the movement of the contact-line, again a droplet is
placed on a surface with a thin needle in its centre (figure 3.1 (d)). This time liquid is pumped out
of the droplet causing the contact angle to decrease while the contact line remains pinned (figure
3.1 (e)). Eventually the contact line will de-pin causing the droplet to begin to retract across the
surface, the contact angle just before the contact line begins to move is known as the receding
angle, θr (figure 3.1 (f)).
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Figure 3.2: contact-angle hysteresis measurement plot of contact angle and contact radius in time
In practice the contact-angle of a stationary droplet on a surface will be between the bounds of
the advancing and the receding angle. The difference between the two is known as the contact-
angle hysteresis, ∆θCAH . The larger the contact-angle hysteresis, the more difficult it is to move
a droplet [3, 27, 31]. A drop must distort from the spherical cap shape in order to move if there is
any difference between θA and θR. Distorting the droplet requires the application of a force [101].
F = 2rγlv(cos θR − cos θA) (3.1)
where F is the dissapative force acting on the droplet and r is the droplet radius. Contact-angle
hysteresis makes it difficult to observe the true equilibrium contact angle as defined by the three
surface tensions, θe. The true value of θe lies between the advancing and receding angle θR <
θe < θA. As contact-angle hysteresis reduces, the envelope of angles a droplet can sit on a surface
in equilibrium reduces, until there is only a single angle a droplet can take with a surface θe. This
can be seen visually on a plot of the contact angle and radius in time of the contact-angle hysteresis
measurement (figure 3.2).
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3.1.2 Sliding Angle
While contact-angle hysteresis is a useful measurement, it is not always possible to take clear side
profile measurements of a droplets contact angle. On SLIPS when there is an excess of oil, a
wetting ridge is visible. This wetting ridge makes it difficult to measure the contact angle. The
sliding angle, α is characterised as the angle at which a droplet first begins to slide on a surface
[101, 102]. A droplet of a fixed volume is placed on a surface, the surface is then very accurately
(±0.2 degrees) tilted, the angle where the droplet begins to move continuously is measured as
the sliding angle. As the force acting upon the droplet is a component of the gravitational force, it
changes with with mass,m, F = mg sinα [30], it is important to consistently use the same volume
droplet, unlike contact-angle hysteresis measurements, which do not depend on volume.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Side profile image of a water droplet on (a) SOCAL, where a defined contact angle
with the solid surface is clearly visible (b) SLIPS, where a wetting ridge is present preventing
direct measurement of the contact angle. SLIPS image from Guan et al. (2015).
3.2 Materials & Surfaces
There are two types of surface used in this thesis to remove contact line pinning SOCAL and
SLIPS. In this section the manufacture and characterisation of these surfaces is detailed.
3.2.1 Glass Cleaning Method
To produce samples on glass slides, it is important to thoroughly clean the glass before adding
the SOCAL or SLIPS layer. This ensures the glass substrates are free from contaminants and are
beginning with the same initial conditions when the surface is prepared. New glass slides are
removed from their plastic wrapper and are rinsed with De-ionised (DI) water to remove any large
debris. 20 glass slides (25×75 mm) are placed into bespoke designed 3D printed glass slide holder
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that fits into a standard 500 mL laboratory beaker. The glass slide holder is designed in such a way
to grip the slides at the bottom maintaining minimal contact to ensure effective cleaning of the
entire face of the slide (figure 3.4). The slides in the slide holder are submerged in DI water in the
500 mL beaker. 3% Decon90 (Decon Laboratories Limited) is added to the DI water, the mixture
is then sonicated in a sonic bath (Fisherbrand™ S-Series) at room temperature for 30 minutes as
per the Decon90 manufacturer guidelines. Decon90 is used to remove smaller contaminants that
may not have been removed by the DI water rinse. The sonic bath is used to agitate the samples to
further promote removal of contaminants. After this time, the glass slide holder is lifted out of the
beaker and again rinsed with DI water to remove any remaining Decon90. The glass slide holder is
then placed in a fresh beaker of DI water without Decon90 and sonicated again for an additional 30
minutes. This removes any excess cleaning agent from the glass slides. The glass slides are then
removed from the holder and rinsed with acetone (Fisher Chemical) then immediately after with
Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) (Fisher Chemical). Acetone can leave a residue when dried which the
IPA removes. This solvent rinse step is an additional measure to remove any remaining Decon90
mixture. The glass slides are then air dried in a fume cupboard until IPA has visibly evaporated
(within a few seconds) as opposed to using compressed air which can reintroduce dust and debris
onto the surface. The glass slide is then inspected and the solvent rinse step is repeated if the glass
is streaky. Once complete, the glass slides are stored in individual plastic petri dishes until they
are to be coated. While SOCAL could be prepared on glass slides which have been cleaned via
less rigorous methods, any surfactants on the surface can present issues in coating uniformity so a
thorough cleaning regime is recommended.
3.2.2 Preparation of SOCAL
SOCAL was first created by Wang & McCarthy in 2016 [3]. Since then, at the time of writ-
ing, this article has received over 125 citations, highlighting its significance. Of those citations,
only six have reported successful creation of SOCAL surfaces and even then, with varying suc-
cess [3, 31, 56, 58–60]. To make SOCAL surfaces for the experiments in this thesis, Wang &
McCarthy’s method was adapted to specific equipment available and with process parameters it-
eratively developed until a reproducible and low contact-angle hysteresis method was achieved.
Glass slides which had been cleaned by the above method are placed into a Henniker plasma
cleaner (HPT-100) at 30 W power for 20 min. This step adds Oxygen-Hydrogen (OH) radicals to
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Figure 3.4: 3D printed slide holder: the grooves at the base hold the slides securely without
obstructing the face of the slide where the surface will be coated.
the surface, which will allow the PDMS chains to attach and grow to the surface. The effect of
changes to the plasma time and power are studied and detailed in the subsequent sub-sections. The
slide was then dipped into a reactive solution of IPA, dimethyldimethoxysilane (Sigma Aldrich),
and sulphuric acid (Fisher Chemical)(90, 9, and 1 % wt.) for 5 s, and then slowly withdrawn (figure
3.5 (a)). The choice of solvent, acid and silane and their concentrations is studied in depth by Wang
& McCarthy and characterise the SOCAL by the contact-angle hysteresis and coating thickness.
For the method used in this thesis, the recipe with the lowest contact-angle hysteresis has been
used. The OH radicals also increase the surface free energy, allowing liquids to wet more easily to
the surface. This allows a film of liquid to form on the surface more easily. It is observed that with
inadequate plasma cleaning power or time, the reactive solution can visibly de-wet from the sur-
face after dip coating. This prevents a homogeneous reaction occurring across the entire surface,
which is undesirable. The slides were then placed in a bespoke humidity-controlled environment
at 60 % Relative Humidity (RH) and 25 ◦C for 20 minute. During this step, an acid-catalyzed graft
polycondensation of dimethyldimethoxysilane creates a homogeneous layer of PDMS grafted to
the surface (figure 3.5 (b)). The relative humidity during the reaction process is studied by Wang
& McCarthy for relative humidities of 12, 30, 55 and 65%. As their results show large variations
of contact-angle hysteresis with changing relative humidity (1° < ∆θCAH < 20°), the effect of
relative humidity on contact-angle hysteresis is studied in the subsequent sub-section. Unreacted
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Figure 3.5: SOCAL preparation method: (a) plasma treated clean glass slide dipped in reactive
solution, (b) PDMS chains grow in high humidity environment, (c) un-reacted solution rinsed
off aft 20 min leaving uniform even coating of SOCAL. Figure adapted from Wang & McCarthy
(2016).
material was then rinsed away with DI water, then IPA, and then toluene (Fisher Chemical) (figure
3.5 (c)).
As dimethyldimethoxysilane is hygroscopic, the reactive solution was prepared in 100 mL wide-
mouthed screw top bottles, that allow dipping of the glass slides directly without the need to
decant, limiting the reactive solutions exposure to moisture in the air. Should the solution expire, it
visibly de-wets from the surface of the dipped glass slide rather than producing a desired uniform
thin film. To prevent expiration of the solution, new solution to make samples was prepared
approximately every two months. To prepare the reactive solution 91.45 mL IPA is poured into
screw cap bottle measured using 100 mL graduated cylinder. 8.16 mL dimethyldimethoxysilane is
measured using a syringe to the IPA and mixed using glass stirrer for 30 s. A volumetric pipette is
used to slowly add 390 µL sulphuric acid while stirring with glass stirrer. These give the volumes
of each chemical as reported by Wang & McCarthy. The solution was left to stand for 30 min at
room temperature before being used. It is important to note the reactive solution must be mixed
in the above stated order (IPA, dimethyldimethoxysilane, sulphuric acid) to prevent exothermic
reaction of the IPA and sulphuric acid.
Characterisation of Contact-Angle Hysteresis
To characterise the SOCAL, an inflation/ deflation contact-angle hysteresis method was used.
Contact-angle measurements were carried out using a Krüss Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA 30) and
Krüss DSA4 software. A 4 µL droplet of DI water was dispensed onto the surface at room tem-
perature (20-25 ◦C). A video sequence at 5 frames per second captured the inflation and deflation
of the droplet to determine advancing and receding contact angles. The droplet was inflated by
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2 µL at 20 µL min−1, left to stabilize for 5 s, and then, 2 µL was withdrawn at 1 µL min−1. A
slow withdrawal speed was used for contact-angle hysteresis measurements to limit the risk that
the measured angles were dynamic angles. In all reported measurements, the advancing angle,
θA, is the angle immediately before the droplet radius begins to increase. Similarly, the receding
angle, θR, is the angle immediately before the droplet radius begins to decrease. Each reported
contact-angle hysteresis value, ∆θCAH = (θA − θR), is the average of contact-angle hysteresis
values measured at three different locations on the SOCAL-treated glass slide. The error bars on
these measurements is the standard deviation, this is inline with how Wang & McCarthy report
the contact-angle hysteresis to allow a direct comparison of their surfaces and the ones produced
for this thesis. It must be noted however, this does not account for errors in fitting methods and
errors in the base radius so there is a larger level of uncertainty which is discussed in section
(3.3.2).
Reaction Parameters
To produce SOCAL reliably and consistently with low contact-angle hysteresis, the following
parameters need to be controlled and optimised: plasma exposure time; the relative humidity the
reaction takes place, and the reaction time. With the plasma cleaner set to 100 Watt power and
varying the treatment duration from 30 s to 30 min, a minimum in the contact-angle hysteresis
occurs at 5 min plasma time (∆θCAH = 1.8 ± 0.7°) shown in figure 3.6 (a). Although very
low, this contact-angle hysteresis is larger than previously reported by Wang & McCarthy [3]. By
reducing the plasma power to 30 W, the time sensitivity of the contact-angle hysteresis is reduced
to achieve (∆θCAH = 0.9 ± 0.3°) with 20 min plasma cleaning time (figure 3.6 (b)). To assess
the reproducibility and the uniformity of results across a surface, the contact-angle hysteresis for
each change in the process parameter was assessed using advancing and receding contact-angle
measurements taken at three different locations on the surface; the average of the results across all
the three locations is reported with its standard deviation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Contact-angle hysteresis as a function of plasma power and time, (a) 100 W plasma
power and (b) 30 W plasma power. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the advanc-
ing angle, receding and and contact-angle hysteresis separately.
With an optimum plasma power and time found at 30 W and 20 min, the relative humidity within
the reaction chamber was varied to find the value which yielded the lowest contact-angle hysteresis
(figure 3.7). A relative humidity of 60% gives ∆θCAH = 0.4 ± 0.2°. To confirm reproducibil-
ity a further six samples are made using the same optimised parameters and characterised using
contact-angle hysteresis (Table 1). The average contact-angle hysteresis of the samples using this
recipe gives ∆θCAH = 1.2± 0.5° showing a reliable and reproducible low contact angle hystere-
sis.
Figure 3.7: Contact-angle hysteresis as a function of contact angle as a function of relative humid-
ity during the reaction process.
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Table 1: Contact-angle hysteresis results for six SOCAL samples made using: 30 W plasma power,
30 min plasma time, 20 min reactive solution drying time and 60% reactive solution drying relative





















1 107.9 106.3 1.6
1.5 0.1 106.6 1.5 105.1 1.52 104.9 103.4 1.5
3 106.9 105.5 1.4
2
1 108.7 106.1 2.6
1.4 1.1 107.0 1.5 105.6 0.82 106.4 106.0 0.4
3 105.9 104.6 1.3
3
1 108.3 107.9 0.4
0.7 0.5 108.0 0.3 107.3 0.82 108.1 107.6 0.5
3 107.7 106.4 1.3
4
1 108.0 106.5 1.5
2.2 0.8 107.9 0.2 105.6 0.82 108.0 105.0 3.0
3 107.6 105.4 2.2
5
1 107.3 106.5 0.8
0.9 0.3 107.6 0.7 106.6 0.42 108.4 107.1 1.3
3 107.0 106.3 0.7
6
1 108.7 108.5 0.2
0.4 0.2 108.5 0.2 108.1 0.42 108.3 107.9 0.4
3 108.4 107.8 0.6
1.2 0.5 107.6 0.8 106.4 0.8
Future Characterisation
While the aim of this study into the parameters was designed in such a way to achieve low hys-
teresis surfaces reliably and reproducibly, there are still many aspects of SOCAL surfaces that
can be characterised and studied. Wang & McCarthy show with ellipsometry that the thickness
of the SOCAL layer increases with longer reaction times [3]. For the reaction parameters used
in this thesis, the expected SOCAL layer thickness is 4 nm. Further work could be done to un-
derstand how the other parameters can affect the film thickness such as relative humidity and dip
withdrawal speed. The uniformity of the coating can be analysed with Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM), determining whether pinholes are present.
3.2.3 Preparation of SLIPS
The preparation of SLIPS has been widely documented and has been easily reproduced in the
literature [47, 77, 103, 104]. A common method is to use a pillared SU-8 surface for the oil to
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wick into. The pillared structure is often coated with a chemically hydrophobic layer such as
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) [105] or Teflon [106], this makes the structure superhydrophobic.
Creating a superhydrophobic surface reduces the surface affinity for water preventing the imbibing
oil from being as easily displaced. If a water droplet was deposited on the superhydrophobic
surface it would sit on top of the pillars in a Cassie-Baxter state with a large > 150° contact angle.
With a pillared structure, the surface must be created on a flat surface on a small scale, which
reduces the possibility of industrial or commercial applications. If photolithography is used to
create the pillared structure, it can be expensive and time consuming. If the oil thickness or the
pillar spacing is too great, a visible oil ridge between the droplet and lubricating layer observed,
this makes characterisation of contact-angle hysteresis difficult. Recently the use of hydrophobic
nanoparticles has allowed for conformal SLIPS where the excess oil can be shed until no visible
wetting ridge is present [44, 107–109]. In this thesis, a GLACO™ coating is used with a silicone
oil lubricating layer to make SLIPS. GLACO™ is a silica nanoparticle coated with a hydrophobic
chemical coating. The nanoparticles are sprayed onto a surface out of a can using propellants and
IPA. When the IPA evaporates, a porous nano-structure of particles is left.
Super-hydrophobic Characterisation
The glass substrates are first cleaned using the method detailed in section 3.2.1. In a fume cup-
board, the glass slide is placed flat on a paper towel. The GLACO™ is then sprayed uniformly
across the entire surface. The slide is then gently blown with compressed air until the IPA in the
GLACO™ evaporates. This step is repeated for a total of 5 times, then the surface preparation is
complete. To confirm the application was successful, the surface is now tested for superhydropho-
bic properties, static contact angle θs > 150° and low contact-angle hysteresis ∆θCAH < 10° [16].
An alternative but equally effective method of applying the GLACO™ nanoparticles is to spray
coat the glass slides while they are held at a 45° incline, then remove any excess liquid at the
bottom of the slide using a paper towel. There are then two choices for the drying stage, at either
high or low temperature. At room temperature, the coated slide can be left to air dry for 1 to 3
hours. The slide can be left to dry in an oven for 30 min at 250 ◦C. Each method requires 5 coats
to provide the lowest contact-angle hysteresis as shown in previous studies [44, 109, 110].
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Lubricant Imbibition
Once the superhydrophobic coating is confirmed it is then imbibed with silicone oil. Various
imbibition techniques are reported in the literature for creating SLIPS using a GLACO™ porous
texture. Orme et al. use dip coating at various speeds to tune the thickness of the oil layer [108].
Goodband et al. take a 500 µL drop of 20 cSt silicone oil placed at the center of the slides and
immediately spin coat at 1000 rpm for 1 min, then 500 rpm for 1 min [110]. Keiser et al. simply
introduce the surface to a bath of oil where it spontaneously fills the textures ensuring overfilling
does not occur [111]. An excess of oil is often undesirable, the water droplets can remove excess
oil as they move across the surface, resulting in changing properties of the surface over time.
McHale et al. show that the excess oil on an oil infused GLACO™ surface can be removed down
to a conformal layer by rinsing the excess of oil from dip coating, this allows the observation of an
apparent contact angle without a visible wetting ridge [107]. This is the technique used for studies
in this thesis.
When dip coating a solid surface by withdrawal at a constant speed,U , from a bath of the liquid,
the liquid will form a film on the surface of the solid of uniform thickness, hd. The film thickness
can be calculated by balancing the viscous forces responsible for the coating with the opposing






where Ca2/3 = ηU/γlv is the capillary number and η is the viscosity. For a textured solid,
Seiwert et al. propose a modified LLD equation which accounts for the texture entrapping some
liquid by [114]. As GLACO™ coatings are built on a surface via multiple spray coatings until it
resembles a flat layer, the standard LLD equation can be used [108].
Characterisation
Previous literature has defined SLIPS water shedding ability only by sliding angle [44, 47, 108,
109]. However, creation of a conformal SLIPS allows for a clearly defined apparent static, ad-
vancing and receding contact angles without the lubricant ridge (as well as characterisation of
the apparent contact angle hysteresis). Characterisation of a conformal SLIPS gives ∆θCAH =
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0.4± 0.4° (table 2).







1 109.7 109.5 0.2
2 109.5 109.5 0.0
3 109.7 108.8 0.9
109.6± 0.1° 109.2± 0.3° 0.4± 0.4°
Ageing of SLIPS surfaces
SLIPS have a broad range of potential applications due to their water shedding properties discussed
in section 2.2. However, the ageing of the surface is often overlooked, despite it being one of the
biggest problems of self-cleaning surfaces [115]. Previous studies have looked at static storage
in air as the mechanism for oil loss [108, 116], or under external perturbations on a freshly made
surface [117–120]. Durability is assessed in terms of recovery after damage incidents [121–123].
As long as the oil layer is not depleted, SLIPS will retain their slippery properties [124–126]. It is
possible for surfaces to regain their slippery properties if re-imbibed with oil [127].
To understand the ageing effect on the GLACO™ SLIPS used in this thesis, a systematic study
is conducted on the ageing process. This is achieved by immersion into an aqueous solution
of either DI water or 0.6 mol NaCl solution, then sonicated in an ultrasonic bath to ensure a
reproducible but accelerated ageing compared to ambient laboratory conditions. This strategy
enables the identification some of the mechanisms responsible for the oil loss and degradation of
the porous layer, including the impact of dissolved salt ions in the aqueous solution that are in
contact with the surface. The ageing of the surface is tracked and linked to nanoscale changes that
occur within the different components. This is achieved by combining macroscopic contact angle
and contact-angle hysteresis measurements. This approach allows for a systematic study into the
effects of ageing across different length scales. The GLACO™ SLIPS surfaces are compared to a
flat smooth dichlorodimethylsilane (DMS)-functionalized surface, imbibed with oil as a reference
to single out the effect of porosity on oil retention. The two surfaces are left in ambient conditions
with periodic measurements of weight and static contact angle (Figure 3.8). The thickness of
the silicone oil layer decreases in time because of the losses to the environment (Figure 3.8(a)).
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The loss is significantly more pronounced for the DMS-LIS, which depletes to below an oil layer
thickness of 2 µm within 15 days. Static contact angle measurements (3.8(b)) show no evolution
over the GLACO™ SLIPS, but a progressive return to oil-free values for the DMS-LIS. This is
consistent with the almost complete oil depletion measured in figure 3.8(a).
Figure 3.8: Oil retention ability of the DMS-LIS (Green) and GLACO™ SLIPS (Blue) in air
under ambient laboratory conditions compared to the static contact angle: (a) Oil layer thickness
as a function of time and (b) Static contact angle measurements. The two data sets are independent
and were taken on different samples but placed together for comparison. Each point represents an
average of 3 measurements with its standard error. The solid lines in (a,b) serve as eye guides.
Figure adapted from Goodband et al. (2020).
To assess the impact of ageing in accelerated conditions, the GLACO™ SLIPS samples were im-
mersed in aqueous solutions containing either DI water or a 0.6 mol NaCl (saline) solution and
exposed to pressure waves by ultrasonication. The choice of the saline solution is to mimic condi-
tions in a number of SLIPS applications, such as for medical devices, transport vehicles, and un-
derwater structures. The ageing process used here is harsher than most natural conditions and can
be seen as accelerated ageing. In both liquids, the average contact angle remains unchanged within
error as the infused oil layer thickness decreases figure 3.9(c), but the spread of the contact angle
values increases rapidly past 8 min of sonication (green dashed line). This indicates significant
fluctuations arising with time, presumably due to pinning effects as the oil layer progressively be-
comes patchy. The oil layer thickness figure 3.9(c) was deduced from weight measurements taken
every 30 s (<5 min) or every 60 s (>5 min) This is despite an exponential decay in the oil layer’s
thickness (Figure 3.9(c)). Both solutions exhibit a large spread of measured contact angle values
with a rapid increase past 8 min of sonication. This transition approximately coincides with the
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point where the oil layer thickness starts to plateau after an initial rapid decrease shown in figure
3.9 (c). This behaviour suggests the appearance of defects in the oil layer, with possible localized
exposure of the GLACO™ SLIPS surface underneath. This exposure is localized enough not to
affect the contact angle value on average, but sufficient to induce droplet pinning and a higher
contact angle variability. Overall, this study shows that the ageing effect on GLACO™ SLIPS can
be significant when exposed to non-ideal environmental conditions. This is a part of a larger study
on LIS which also tracks the changes to the nanoscale structure [110].
Figure 3.9: Accelerated ageing of the model LIS under ultrasonication in DI water and in a 0.6 mol
NaCl (saline) solution. For both DI water (a) and saline solution (b), the evolution of the contact-
angle hysteresis is presented in box and whisker plots (black) showing the median value and the
upper and lower quartiles. The standard deviation (green) is shown as a function of sonication
time with a fitted curve serving as an eye guide. Separate samples were used for the contact-angle
hysteresis data (a,b) and the weight measurements in (c) to avoid the extended time periods neces-
sary to take contact-angle hysteresis hysteresis measurements between weight measurements. The
data represents 20 CA measurements taken over 5 different locations for each sample and at each
time step for the box plots (a,b). Figure adapted from Goodband et al. (2020).
3.3 Experimental Design and Setup
3.3.1 Humidity Chamber
Evaporation of sessile water droplets are sensitive to their environment. Often laboratories are
temperature controlled to maintain consistent experimental conditions. However, humidity is less
often controlled. To ensure repeatability of experiments and because of the sensitivity of the
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SOCAL manufacture process on humidity, a humidity controller was created for experiments.
Compressed air, between 0.5− 1.5 bar is introduced to the system. Two stepper motors open and
close the wet-line (figure 3.10 (a)) and dry-line (figure 3.10 (b)) valves proportionally depending
on the difference between the target humidity and actual humidity. The air in the wet line is
saturated by two gas washing bottles, the first forces the air through water, where it picks up
moisture, the second prevents large droplets being blown into the chamber (figure 3.10 (c)). A
Raspberry Pi micro computer to read the input of real time temperature and humidity data in the
chamber where the experiment is being carried out (figure 3.10 (d)). The Raspberry Pi also has a
9 inch touch screen which allows the user to change the target humidity, calibrate the sensitivity of
the proportional control and view a plot of the humidity and temperature on a scrolling 5 minute
plot. The humidity controller has a 2% dead band where both valves are closed and the humidity
is considered at the target value. The deadband prevents overshoot of the control in place of
full Proportional Integral Differential (PID) control. This system can control relative humidity to
within ±1% of the target value with a range of 10− 80% RH. The range can be further extended
with either additional water reservoirs in the chamber to increase relative humidity or silica beads
to reduce relative humidity.
Figure 3.10: Schematic of humidity control setup: (a) Saturated air line control valve and stepper
motor, (b) dry air line control valve and stepper motor, (c) gas washing bottles to saturate the air
and to catch larger droplets, (d) temperature and humidity sensor for feedback control.
3.3.2 Image Analysis
To study sessile droplets on surfaces, side profile images can be taken, the droplet radius and
contact angle can be measured. There are different challenges to overcome to do this. As water is
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transparent, light will reflect and refract around the droplet making the shape of the droplet difficult
to determine. By using a small aperture light, a shadow can be cast around the droplet, creating
a sharp contrast of the droplet and background allowing for easier analysis. For this thesis, two
software solutions were used for the measurement of droplets. Krüss Drop Shape Analysis (DSA)
commercial software and pyDSA python freeware program [128]. The Krüss DSA commercial
software has a stated resolution of 0.01° [129].
When analysing images using the pyDSA software, the first stage of analysis is to take a side
profile image of the droplet, such as in figure 3.11 (a). To accurately measure lengths in the
images, an object of known length is used to calibrate how many pixels represent a given length.
As the pixels are square, calibrating an image with a horizontal length will allow measurements
in all directions to be carried out. The needle used in experiments is of a known gauge and has a
well defined outer diameter which can be used to scale the image, in figure 3.11 the needle is a
22 gauge needle, which gives an outer diameter of 0.72± 0.01 mm according to the Birmingham
gauge scale [130]. The baseline is set manually to the point the droplet meets the surface, the
reflection of the droplet contact angle from the surface is a good visual cue to this point. Contact
angles close to 90° may be difficult to determine so care must be taken to select the baseline
from an image within an image sequence away from this value. Vuckovac et al. discuss the
importance of good baseline fitting and resolution of images on the uncertainties in contact angle
goniometry, where a single pixel error can lead to errors of ±0.5° to ±1° for contact angles up
to 150° [131]. The edge detection of the droplet will pick up the syringe needle, preventing an
accurate polynomial fit. The region of interest is selected to remove the needle while keeping the
majority of the droplet in view.
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Figure 3.11: PyDSA Image analysis steps: (a) Side profile shadowgraph image taken of droplet,
(b) baseline (blue line), region of interest (red box) and scale (green circles) are manually selected,
(c) droplet contour detected, (d) close up of detected contour showing discrete points, (e) 3rd order
polynomial fit of droplet curve from contour points and (f) close-up of contact angle from where
3rd order polynomial fit intersects baseline .
Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) Canny edge detection function is used to de-
tect the edges of the droplet. This is a multi stage algorithm developed by John Canny in 1986
which detects the edge between two threshold values while filtering noise to give a single smooth
edge [132]. In the pyDSA software, this returns an array of coordinates of where the edge is
detected (figure 3.11 (c) and close up (d)). These coordinates are discrete positions, in order to
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obtain the position of the triple-phase point and contact angle a fit of this discrete data is made.
A polynomial fit is made to obtain these values, taking the contact angle from the tangent of the
intersection between the fitted curve and the baseline (figure 3.11 (e) and close up (f)). The ac-
curacy of the fitting used to measure contact angles of sessile droplets is the subject of research
interest [133, 134]. Quetzeri-Santiago et al. consider the optimal order polynomial for the fitting
of impacting droplets, and find a quadratic fit provides the most consistent results [135]. This
analysis is automated to measure contact angles and droplet radius for entire image sequences,
this information is then exported for further analysis.
3.3.3 Electrowetting
Section 2.4 describes the basic theoretical principles of EWOD. Experimentally, an AC sys-
tem using a signal generator (TTi Instruments TGA1244) to generate a sinusoidal wave with
programmable frequency (1 Hz to 50 kHz) which is then amplified (Trek PZD700A) as a pro-
grammable root mean square (rms) voltage, V, with a range of 0 to 600 V (figure 3.12). A second
channel with a triangle wave can be used to modulate the signal amplitude to allow sweeping
voltages at a constant V s−1 rate. This functionality allows observation of dynamic contact angles
during changing voltages. The amplified signal is then applied to an aluminium-coated glass slide
(100 µm, vapour deposited) as one electrode and a thin metal, 0.2 mm diameter, in the centre of
the droplet, as the second electrode.
Different dielectrics such as Teflon™, SU-8, S18-13 and glass are used to alter the electrowetting
properties (discussed in section 5.1). A slippery layer of either SLIPS or SOCAL can be added to
the dielectric layer by the aforementioned methods. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 5.
The droplets of deionized water used in the experiments had KCl and NaCl salts added to ensure
the electrical conductivity required for electrowetting (section 5.2). The thin metal electrode is
lowered into the centre of the droplet after deposition. experiments are conducted at room temper-
ature (22± 2 ◦C) within a transparent chamber with the ability to control the relative humidity to
regulate the conditions local to the droplet. The chamber also shields the droplet from the presence
of air draughts which might effect the droplet or surface. electrowetting sequences are recorded
using a camera. Contact radius, r, and contact angle, θ, measurements are then determined using
open-source pyDSA software. Experimentally, profiles of the droplet are accurately described by
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Figure 3.12: Electrowetting setup schematic: 2 channel input signal with triangle and sine wave
sends a rate programmable signal into a 0-600 V amplifier. The amplified signal goes to the
0.2 mm probe and the Aluminium contact.
a spherical cap to within a slight distortion around the electrode needle.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter gives an overview of that standard experimental techniques to create and characterise
slippery surfaces. This includes the inflation/ deflation contact-angle hysteresis measurement
method and sliding angles. Surface preparation including a process for cleaning glass substrates is
detailed. Preparation of SOCAL, including optimisation of the the process to get consistently low
hysteresis surfaces. A method of preparing SLIPS surfaces using nano-particle based GLACO™
is detailed, including a review of different techniques used in the literature to imbibe with silicone
oil. This technique results in the capability to create a conformal SLIPS without a visible wet-
ting ridge, the significance of this result is the ability to characterise the SLIPS surface using the
inflation/ deflation method as opposed to sliding angle characterisation.
Experimental setups and methods have also been detailed. A bespoke humidity controller has been
made to control the environmental conditions of the experiments. Image analysis of side profile
sessile droplets has been detailed. The electrowetting on dielectric setup has been detailed with
the ability to modulate the signal to allow the rate of change in voltage to be studied along with
fixed voltage experiments. With these materials and experimental techniques and the theoretical




Evaporation on SOCAL Surfaces
Previous chapters describe the theory of sessile droplet evaporation (section 2.3) and the difficulty
in observing the ideal CCA mode evaporation (section 2.3.2). A key challenge remains the abil-
ity to remove contact line pinning during evaporation of sessile droplets from non-textured solid
surfaces. In this chapter, experiments of the evaporation of sessile droplets of water on SOCAL-
coated glass surfaces with contact-angle hysteresis of less than 1° over a wide range of relative
humidity from 10 to 70% are reported. CCA mode evaporation for small sessile water droplets
is observed; confirmed with the linearity of the contact area decrease in time. Images are taken
above the droplet evaporation also confirm qualitatively the removal of pinning. Contact angles
are consistently measured close to the static values, and within the bounds expected from the
measured and extremely low contact-angle hysteresis. The entire evaporation sequence including
a step change in the observed value of the CCA that occurs at RH between 30 and 40%. The
step change is reminiscent of a type V adsorption isotherm. To investigate the source of the step-
change, mass change in humidity is studied using QCM and DVS. Finally, the Picknett and Bexon
model is used to analyse the evaporation of individual droplets and provide a set of estimates of
the diffusion coefficient. By comparing the evaporation rate to the RH across all experiments, a
second estimate of the diffusion coefficient is obtained. Both types of estimate are within 2% of
the literature value and show how SOCAL surfaces, which are omniphobic, provide a simple but
accurate methodology to determine the diffusion coefficient of volatile liquids.
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4.1 Experimental Setup
Small (4.0± 0.3 µL) droplets of room-temperature DI water (type III, purified in an Elga PURE-
LAB Option-Q lab water purification system) are deposited on a SOCAL-treated glass slide (SO-
CAL manufacture method detailed in section 3.2.2), in a commercial humidity and temperature-
controlled chamber (TC30) that had been equilibrated at 25.0± 0.1 ◦C, attached to a Krüss (DSA
25)(figure 4.1). The evaporation of the droplets is observed for a range of RH from 10 to 70%
(±0.5%) in intervals of 10%. A further sequence of evaporation experiments refined the RH range
between 30 and 40% in steps of 2%. The evolution of the contact angle and the contact radius as
a function of time are recorded with time-lapse image capture at 10 s intervals. The data and im-
ages for each evaporation sequence are analysed individually to verify the absence of contact-line
pinning.
Figure 4.1: Krüss DSA 25: (a) Automatic syringe dosing unit, (b) Camera with macro lens and
barrel, (c) Humidity and temperature-controlled chamber (TC30), (d) Light-emitting diode back-
light and (d) Krüss DSA 25 chassis
The contact radius is calculated by identifying the contact base line by eye; the Krüss Advance
software package then tracks the drop radius throughout the evaporation. The contact angle is
then evaluated using an elliptical fit in the Krüss Advance software, which uses the tangent of the
ellipse intersecting the contact base line. This gives a mean contact angle from the average of the
left and right contact angle. Because SOCAL is a transparent coating, it is possible to confirm
that droplets on the surfaces retain an axisymmetric shape during evaporation by conducting con-
trol experiments using the simultaneous side profile and bottom up views. Data presented in this
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chapter show typical curves for each RH obtained from the average of three repeated evaporation
sequences. The data for each RH is averaged into 100 equally spaced bins for each measured
quantity (elapsed time, contact angle, contact radius). All of the experiments are carried out on
five separately made SOCAL-treated glass slides at various locations on the slides. The differ-
ent humidity experiments were carried out non-sequentially to ensure that no ageing effects are
observed.
4.2 Typical Evaporation Sequence
Figure 4.2 shows the contact angle, θ, and contact area, πr2, as a function of time, t, during
a typical sessile droplet evaporation sequence. After short initial relaxation, when a droplet is
deposited, a CCA is observed for the majority of the evaporation time. During the CCA period,
the contact area reduces linearly with time. The short initial relaxation is likely to be due to the
droplet equilibrating to the surface, temperature, and RH (see McHale et al. [136]). The final stage
of evaporation appears to be correlated to the observation of mineral deposit formation when the
droplet radius reduced to 0.5 mm, which is the radius at which the contact angle first begins to
decrease.
Figure 4.2: Typical evaporation showing the contact-angle,theta (ooo) and contact area, πr2 (∗∗∗)
as a function of time. The conditions of this typical evaporation are a 4 µL droplet of DI water,
25°, and 70% relative humidity. The inset shows the ellipse fitting of the droplet to measure the
contact angle, θ, contact radius, r, and spherical radius, R.
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4.3 Axisymmetric Evaporation
To confirm the no pinning was present throughout the entirety of the evaporation, top down images
were taken during an evaporation (figure 4.3). Inspecting the images the droplet remains visibly
axisymmetric throughout the entire evaporation sequence.
Figure 4.3: Top down view of sessile droplet evaporation sequence of a 4 µL droplet of DI water.
The spherical radius, R, of the droplet can be measured throughout the evaporation sequence and
plotted as cross sectional area, πR2, as a function of time, t (figure 4.4). The result of which,
shows a linear decrease in the cross sectional area in time depicted by the dashed line. Through
geometry this shows a constant contact angle evaporation, and the analysis of the evaporation
sequences of side view images can be assumed to form a spherical cap and be treated using the
geometric relations detailed in section2.3.2.
Figure 4.4: plot of the spherical cross sectional area, πR2 in time from images in figure 4.3 where




The qualitative features of typical evaporation sequences are focused on first. After a droplet is
deposited, there is an immediate and short duration initial relaxation of the contact angle. The
decrease in the contact angle could be due to changes in temperature as evaporation establishes it-
self and evaporative cooling of the droplet and substrate occurs. For isolated evaporating spherical
drops, the cooling is determined by the evaporation rate [137], and this will also occur for sessile
droplets with the evaporative cooling correlated to the RH, which controls the rate of evaporation.
In addition, thermal properties of the substrate will influence how effectively thermal energy can
be supplied to maintain the temperature of the substrate surface. For example, David et al. show
a link between the cooling effect on a droplet and the thermal properties of the substrate [138].
A further possibility is that evaporation creates a local RH which, given the contact angle is over
90°, may be important for the precise value of the contact angle because of the confined wedge
space defined by the droplet and the substrate near the contact line. The simplest interpretation is
that, although the contact-angle hysteresis is very small, an evaporating droplet is simply adopting
a receding contact angle, which is slightly lower (1 to 2 ◦C) than its initial value on deposition.
The initial relaxation is then followed by a CCA period that dominates the overall evaporation
time.
4.5 Effect of Relative Humidity
The CCA mode of evaporation occurs across a broad range of RH (10 − 70%). Figure 4.2 illus-
trates a typical evaporation at the lowest and highest values of RH. Even though these extremes in
RH result in significantly different total evaporation times of 23 min and 2 h 15 min, the droplet
evaporation sequences demonstrate the same behaviour. The presence of the syringe (seen at the
top of each image in Figure 4.2) illustrates that an evaporating droplet remains centred, close to
the initial deposition location, from the start to end of their evaporation. This provides confidence
that the droplet contact line is completely mobile and free from pinning at all locations around the
droplet.
Figure 4.6 shows a full set of sessile droplet evaporation sequences across the range of RH from
10 to 70% in steps of 10% and using the volume as the horizontal axis to collapse all the data
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Figure 4.5: Evaporation time lapse at 10 and 70% relative humidity. The syringe needle is kept in
the image to show the droplets evaporate, moving radially inward in all directions.
onto a single plot. The central inset in figure 4.2 reveals that the CCA during evaporation has two
distinct values. The contact angle in the range of the RH of 10−30% is 101° while in the range of
the RH of 30− 40%, there is a sharp rise in the CCA to 104.5°, which remains the value observed
for the range from 40 to 70%. The step nature of this transition is further detailed in figure 4.7 (a),
which presents data for the RH range 30 − 40% using steps in the RH of 2%. Advancing angle
measurements were carried out at each RH value to confirm the surface retained low contact-angle
hysteresis despite this step change in the contact angle. Evaporation causes the contact line to
retreat slower than a needle withdrawing liquid; therefore, the receding angle at a given RH is the
angle observed during evaporation of liquid at that RH. Contact-angle hysteresis estimated using
the constant receding angle during evaporation and the measured advancing contact angle prior to
evaporation was largest at RH = 34% with ∆θCAH = 1.09± 0.27° and lowest at RH = 60% with
∆θCAH = 0.41± 0.16°. Figure 4.7 shows ∆θCAH remains low for both contact angle regimes
with ∆θCAH < 2°.
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Figure 4.6: Contact angle as a function of volume: The dashed lines indicate the constant contact
angle mode of evaporation. The central inset is a magnification of the CCA mode evaporation,
showing the two contact angles for low (10− 30%) and high (40− 70%) relative humidity. Each
data series is a binned average of three experiments, the standard deviation of each marker is
typically 0.5°.
4.5.1 Step-Change in Contact Angle
An unexpected feature in the data is the apparent separation into two distinct values of the CCA
of 101° and 104.5° for this CCA evaporation mode. This step change for RH between 30 and
40% is shown in Figure 4.7 and is reminiscent of the shape of a type V adsorption isotherm [139].
These two contact angle values can be compared to the 0.6° increase in contact-angle hysteresis
at the lower RH values quantified using measurements via addition and withdrawal of liquid to a
droplet.
The possible origins of the step change can be considered using Young’s law (2.6), for which there
are two interfacial tensions, γlv and γsv, that depend on the vapour. The first of these, the surface
tension γlv, is known from pendant drop measurements to have a smooth change with temperature
and RH over the range used in the experiments (72.2-75.5 mN m−1) [140, 141]. However, the
second of these, the solid-vapour interfacial tension γsv, is a candidate for the origin of a step
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: (a) Step change in the value of the constant contact angle for evaporation at different
relative humidity reminiscent of a type V adsorption isotherm, (b) Types of adsorption isotherms
(from Sing et al. 1985).
change in the observed contact angle. This might occur if a film of vapour condensed on the solid
over the narrow 30−40% range of RH, thereby replacing the solid-vapour interface by solid-liquid
and liquid-vapour interfaces.
4.5.2 Dynamic Contact Angle
Droplets in lower humidity environments evaporate faster than those in high humidity because the
vapour is able to diffuse easier into surroundings that are not already saturated with the vapour of
the same liquid. The data from the evaporation experiments can be plotted in terms of contact line
velocity during the constant contact angle evaporation regime, taken from the change in contact
radius in time from the image sequence, and the corresponding contact angle (figure 4.8). There is
an apparent overlap in contact line velocity in the 40 and 50% relative humidity evaporations and
that of 30 and 20% however there is no obvious relationship between the contact line velocity and
the contact angle. This rules out the step change in contact angle cause as a result of the contact
line moving quicker in low humidity.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of contact angle as a function of contact line velocity for evaporating sessile DI
water droplets at 10 to 70% relative humidity
4.5.3 Adsorption Characterisation
A possible explanation for the step change in contact angle is that the solid-vapour interfacial
tension changes because of the adsorption of a monolayer of vapour at a threshold humidity. This
could cause an increase in the contact angle as the RH increases, as observed experimentally,
because of increased cohesion of the water molecules and, hence, a decrease in the solid-vapour
interfacial tension γsv. It is important to understand the distinction between adsorption and the
similarly named, more familiar phenomena, absorption. The left-hand-side image in figure 4.9
shows molecules in a vapour moving into the bulk of a liquid phase, this is known as absorption.
The right-hand-side shows molecules moving within a liquid and attaching to the surface of a
solid, known as adsorption. The attachment of these molecules could occur from a vapour or a
liquid.
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Figure 4.9: Diagram showing the key difference between absorption and adsorption.
Dynamic Vapour Sorption (DVS)
To consider this possibility that the solid-vapour interfacial tension changes because of the ad-
sorption of a monolayer of vapour, experiments are conducted to measure mass change on a SO-
CAL-coated glass surface using a DVS method. Initially, experiments were carried out at 25 ◦C
with the machine cycling through each relative humidity (0-90%) moving onto the next humidity
when the measured change in mass was smaller than dm/dt < 0.0001. Because the mass of the
adsorbed layer would be so low in comparison to the sample the machine only ran until it reached
the set-point humidity, and the mass for each humidity does not have time to adjust (figure 4.10
and 4.11).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: DVS measurements of SOCAL mass change as a function of relative humidity: (a)
the relative humidity and mass plotted as a function of time over the entire experiment and (b)
The change in mass as a function of the relative humidity taken when the setpoint humidity was
reached and dm/dt < 0.0001
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: DVS measurements of SOCAL mass change as a function of relative humidity: (a)
the relative humidity and mass plotted as a function of time over the entire experiment and (b)
The change in mass as a function of the relative humidity taken when the setpoint humidity was
reached and dm/dt < 0.0001
As the change in mass was so small, humidity was fixed for 2 hours in hopes that the humidity
would settle to a fixed value (figure 4.12). Again no trend was apparent in these experiments.
Again with the conclusion that the adsorption would be such a low amount, it is not visible within
the resolution of the machine.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: DVS measurements of SOCAL mass change as a function of relative humidity: (a)
the relative humidity and mass plotted as a function of time over the entire experiment and (b) The
change in mass as a function of the relative humidity taken 2 hours after the set point humidity
was reached.
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
QCM is another technique that is used to attempt to measure if any mass change occurs on the
surface at increased relative humidity. A quartz glass crystal (figure 4.13 (a)) were coated with
SOCAL and placed in a humidity control chamber. The QCM Measures the resonant frequency
for each relative humidity and the phase shift is recorded and plotted as a function of relative
humidity compared to the uncoated quartz glass (figure 4.13 (b)). Comparing both coated and






Figure 4.13: (a) Image of quartz glass used in QCM. The SOCAL coating is applied to the top
contact (b) plot of resonant frequency shift as a function of relative humidity for quartz glass and
SOCAL coated quartz glass.
The nature of the step change remains elusive, however the explanation that the step change being
due to adsorption of molecules remains plausible and requires further investigation. It could be
possible to attempt to measure the adhesion forces of water molecules to the surface at different
humidities using AFM.
4.6 Salt Deposits
In the very final stages of evaporation, the contact angle reduces rapidly and after the droplet
had completely evaporated, deposits are observed over an area corresponding to that at which the
contact angle first began to reduce. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and scanning electron
microscopy analysis of these deposits showed them to be composed of NaCl, AlCl, MgCl, and
KCl. This suggests trace amounts of salts precipitated out of water at a volume of 0.6± 0.1 µL, and
their deposition on the SOCAL-coated glass surface then created a self-pinning effect (figure 4.14).
This figure is a single experiment, unlike figure 4.6 which is a binned average of three repeats, this
is to directly compare the pinning radius to that of the salt deposit. This was conducted on a
drop-shape analyser without temperature and humidity control. These two factors likely account
for the different scatter and slope in the contact angle compared to that of the previous study. To
understand this behaviour in more detail, a more thorough and robust study using many droplets
should be conducted in future work.
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Figure 4.14: Salt deposit from water droplets on SOCAL: (a) microscope image of salt deposit
and (b) contact angle measurement and base radius of an evaporating droplet with the dashed lines
highlighting the diameter of the salt deposit.
4.7 Diffusion Coefficients
Previously in section 2.3.2, an exact solution for sessile droplets evaporating in a CCA mode
evaporation is given. Because the droplets in the experiments conform to spherical caps, and
unlike the previous work of Guan et al., observing sessile droplet evaporation on SLIPS [77],
there is no wetting ridge present, these equations can be used directly to analyse the data. For
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the CCA mode with side profile observations providing both contact angle and contact radius,
equation (2.23) is most appropriate. As the right-hand side of (2.23) does not depend on time for
CCA mode of evaporation, the contact area should reduce linearly with time.
Figure 4.15 shows representative data for sessile droplet evaporation on SOCAL surfaces for each
value of RH (10-70%) and each can be seen to provide excellent agreement with a linear fit; the
inset in figure 4.15 illustrates the time range used to define the CCA range (dashed lines). From
the slopes in figure 4.15, the diffusion coefficient for each RH, DRH , has been calculated us-
ing equation (2.23) and is shown in Table 3. These values of DRH range from 2.31× 10−5 to
2.87× 10−5 m2 s−1 with an average of (2.58± 0.20× 10−5 m2 s−1, which compares well to the
literature value of 2.48× 10−5 m2 s−1. Figure 4.15 provides confidence that we have observed
CCA mode evaporation, which is diffusion-limited, and Table 3 confirms that the extracted dif-
fusion coefficients from each RH are consistent with the literature values. However, because
the diffusion coefficient should not depend on the RH, rearranging (2.23) and relating the RH to
vapour concentration by ∆c = c0((RH/100)−1), allows a single estimated diffusion coefficient,
DE , to be calculated using all experiments across the range of RH 10-70%.
Figure 4.15: Contact area πr2 as a function of time for evaporations at relative humidity 10-70%:
The line through each data set represents the linear fit used to calculate DRH . The inset shows
the representative contact angle and contact area as a function of time, where the data between the
dashed lines show the section of the evaporation that is the CCA mode.
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10 -0.002699 2.47 2.48
20 -0.002513 2.58 2.48
30 -0.002202 2.58 2.48
40 -0.001678 2.44 2.48
50 -0.001640 2.87 2.48
60 -0.001297 2.82 2.48
70 -0.000754 2.31 2.48
Average: 2.58± 0.20 2.48
Figure 4.16 shows data from figure 4.15 plotted using (2.23), and the gradient from this gives an
estimate of the diffusion coefficient of DE = 2.44± 0.48× 10−5 m2 s−1, which is an improved
estimate compared to the single RH estimates and which is within 2% of the literature value. Fi-
nally, because Wang and McCarthy have reported that SOCAL surfaces are omniphobic and have
low contact-angle hysteresis to a wide range of liquids, including diiodomethane, toluene, hexade-
cane, cyclohexane, decane, and hexane [3] the accuracy of our evaporation method of determining
the diffusion coefficient for water suggests that a SOCAL-coated glass surface could be used to
determine the diffusion coefficients for a wide range of other liquids.
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Figure 4.16: Contact area as a function of relative humidity. The gradient of the plot gives the
calculated diffusion coefficient DE .
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter has shown it is possible to observe the CCA evaporation mode on a flat smooth
(non-textured) solid surface by creating SOCAL-coated surfaces with extremely low contact-angle
hysteresis. This differs from previous attempts to observe the CCA mode, which have relied
on the use of textured solid surfaces, or a lubricant oil that removes all contacts with a solid
surface. A step change in the CCA value is observed, occurring in a narrow range of RH (30-
40%), which is indicative of the adsorption of water vapour on the surface and reminiscent of
a type V isotherm. The value of the CCA during evaporation has been shown to be consistent
with the ideal contact angle from Young’s law estimated by using independent measurements of
the advancing and receding contact angle. Quantitative analysis of the sessile droplet evaporation
sequences provides accurate measurements of the diffusion constant of the evaporating liquid.
Hence, this methodology can provide a simple and reliable way to characterise the volatility of a





In this chapter the development of Electrowetting on SOCAL is detailed. The function of the
electrowetting setup is first verified by conducting an electrowetting experiment on PTFE and
recovering the Young-Lippmann relationship between the contact angle of the droplet and the
applied voltage. This highlights the effect of hysteresis of even a hydrophobic material such as
PTFE and therefore the necessity for pinning-free surfaces such as SOCAL surfaces. As SOCAL
needs to be supported by a substrate. Glass is suitable substrate which can also be used as a
dielectric. A glass dielectric is used with thin enough thickness so to the actuation voltage required
is lower than the limits of the equipment used while thick enough to not experience dielectric
breakdown. The performance of electrowetting on SOCAL coated glass dielectrics by studying
the effect of salt type and concentration on the electrowetting, the rate of change of voltage and,
the effect of subsequent cycles on the contact angle.
5.1 EWOD Development
There are many practical considerations when designing an electrowetting system. The materials
and design of an electrowetting on dielectric system can cause experimental results which deviate
from the expected performance of the ideal Young-Lippmann contact angle-voltage relationship.
The parameters which the relationship depends upon are: the permittivity of the dielectric, εd,
the dielectric thickness, d, The liquid-vapour surface tension, γlv and the applied voltage. Di-
electrics also have a breakdown voltage, Vbd depending on the thickness of the dielectric, and the
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permittivity.
Vbd = Eds · d (5.1)
where Eds is the dielectric strength measured in [V m−1] which is related to the dielectric per-
mittivity Eds = ε0/εd. If the breakdown voltage for a given thickness dielectric is lower than
the required voltage to actuate the droplet contact angle, then the voltage will punch-through the
dielectric, creating a short circuit and a device failure. A thicker dielectric will increase the break-
down voltage, however it will also increase the actuation voltage. For a desired change in contact







where α = cos θ − cos θE = 2 cos(θ + θE/2) cos(θ − θE/2). When V∆θ < Vbd, the device
will be able to reach the desired contact-angle of the droplet without damaging the device. If
voltage breakdown occurs, a leakage current can cause gas bubbles in the water to be observed as
electrolysis takes place at the electrode, which will permanently destroy the device.
Contact-angle hysteresis can cause electrowetting behaviour to deviate from the expected theory.
This can be demonstrated experimentally using a PTFE dielectric. An aluminium coated glass
slide acts as a bottom contact, this is covered with PTFE tape of ∼ 75 µm thickness. A 4 µL
salt/water solution droplet (0.01 mol) with a thin metal probe 0.2 mm diameter. The device is
connected to a function generator, amplifier and oscilloscope as the experimental setup in figure
3.12. The droplet contact angle can be viewed captured and measured using shadowgraph and im-
age analysis techniques detailed in section 3.3.2. Images are taken of the droplet at 50 V intervals
of increasing then decreasing fixed-voltage between 0 − 500 V. Figure 5.1 (a) shows the contact
angle as a function of voltage on a PTFE dielectric device. The blue circles represent the voltage
increasing, figure 5.1 (b) shows the relationship for ∆ cos θ/V 2 is linear which is expected by the
theory. However, when the voltage decreases (orange squares), the contact angle does not follow
the same path as the increasing voltage, in-fact the contact angle appears to still decrease with
decreasing voltage, which is unlike the theory. This is due to the contact-angle hysteresis, when
a droplet is spread via electrowetting below the receding angle, and the voltage is then removed,
the contact angle is expected to increase until it reaches the receding angle, where it is in equi-
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librium. For the voltage applied in the experiment, it is likely the receding angle was not reached
and therefore as the experiment continued, and the droplet evaporated during the experiment, it
continued to reduce the contact angle. This experiment illustrates several considerations in design
of an electrowetting device. Lower contact-angle hysteresis will allow the droplet contact angle
to return closer to the equilibrium contact angle. If several cycles are to be performed, the contact
angle at 0 V after the first cycle would considered the initial contact angle and the contact angle
would then follow the theory for both increasing and decreasing voltage. If a pinning-free coating
was used, then the contact angle would be reversible from the first cycle.































Figure 5.1: Electrowetting on PTFE: (a) Contact angle, θ as a function of Voltage, V and
(b)∆ cos θ as a function of V 2. Blue circles represent the contact angles at increasing voltage,
orange squares represent the contact angle at decreasing voltage and the dashed line represents the
Young-Lippmann Contact angle-voltage relationship based on the fit of contact angles for increas-
ing voltage in (b).
The evaporation of the conducting liquid also creates issues of the droplet evaporating to the re-
ceding angle. To mitigate the effects of droplet evaporation, higher relative humidity can be used,
lower ambient temperature, larger droplets and a faster experiment. To help improve the elec-
trowetting device performance, a glass dielectric of 170 µm thickness is coated with SLIPS using
the method detailed in section 3.2.3 as the dielectric layer. The SLIPS layer acts to reduce contact-
angle hysteresis allowing the contact angle to reversibly follow the theory. The thick glass dielec-
tric acts to prevent dielectric breakdown. In the previous experiment the voltage is set manually,
then an image is taken before moving to the next voltage. This means the total experiment length
is uncontrolled, therefore the total evaporated volume is uncontrolled. To improve the experiment
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a 600 V sine wave is modulated with a triangle wave of frequency 0.017 Hz. This translates to a
voltage rate of change 20 V s−1. The experiments are also performed in a humidity chamber at
70 % relative humidity to reduce the evaporation during the experiment time.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Electrowetting on SLIPS coated 170 µm glass dielectric: (a) Contact angle, θ as a
function of Voltage, V and (b)∆ cos θ as a function of V 2. Blue circles represent the contact
angles at increasing voltage, orange squares represent the contact angle at decreasing voltage.
Figure 5.2 shows electrowetting on SLIPS to follow the theory for both increasing voltage and
decreasing voltage. This is confirmed by the linear ∆ cos θ as a function of V 2 plot in figure
5.2 (b). This confirms the electrowetting experimental setup is working as expected. Recovery
of the initial contact angle during electrowetting was first performed by Brabcova et al. [95]. To
investigate whether the electrowetting theory can be recovered for SOCAL coated glass cover
slips the experiment is repeated but now with a SOCAL coating instead of a SLIPS coating. The
coating is prepared using the method detailed in section 3.2.2. Figure 5.3 shows the electrowetting
curve for SOCAL does not follow the expected theory. One possible explanation is the contact
line cannot move quickly enough to follow the voltage. To investigate this further experiments in





Figure 5.3: Electrowetting on SOCAL coated 170 µm glass dielectric: (a) Contact angle, θ as
a function of Voltage, V and (b)∆ cos θ as a function of V 2. Blue circles represent the contact
angles at increasing voltage, orange squares represent the contact angle at decreasing voltage.
In both series of experiments, contact angle saturation is not reached. Contact angle saturation is
the experimental observation of a limit where the contact angle will no longer change with increas-
ing voltage. Contact angle saturation is often observed between 60 − 80° [87]. The equipment
used in these experiments is limited to a maximum output contact angle of 600 V, so it is not
possible to reach saturation in this current setup. The thickness of the selected dielectric can be
modified to obtain lower contact angles for the same voltage. The slope of the plot in figure 5.2
(b) gives ε0εd/2dγlv = 1.71× 10−6 V−1. As the value for each of the variables are known, the
effect of using different thickness dielectrics of the same material can be plotted to help inform ex-
periments. Figure 5.4 shows the theoretical EWOD curves for three different thicknesses, 170 µm,
the thickness used in the experiments of figure 5.2, which is used to calculate 80 and 120 µm.
80 − 120 µm is the range of thickness stated in a pack of precision glass cover slips (Thorlabs
CG00K1). Figure 5.4 for the range of available cover slip thicknesses contact angle saturation
should be possible.
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Figure 5.4: Electrowetting performance as a function of glass dielectric thickness:(a) Contact an-
gle, θ as a function of Voltage, V for 170 µm (blue), 120 µm (orange) and 80 µm (yellow) dielectric
thicknesses. Dashed lines show minimum achievable contact angle - disregarding contact angle
saturation - at 600 V(maximum voltage for equipment).
As 600 V is the maximum limiting voltage of the available equipment, equation (5.2) can be
rearranged and plotted to show the lowest achievable contact angle at as a function of dielectric
thickness at fixed voltage. Figure 5.5 shows that using a glass dielectric of thickness < 125 µm
will allow contact angles down to saturation (∼ 60°).
Figure 5.5: Actuation Voltage at 600 V for changing dielectric thickness.
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From the initial experiments thinner coverslips were procured to assure actuation to the saturation
contact angle. These coverslips were placed on an aluminium coated glass slide to provide the
bottom contact. To control the rate of change in the voltage the signal was modulated with a
triangle wave with a 60 s period. This gives a rate of change in the voltage of 20 V s−1. Figure 5.6
shows the contact angle as a function of time for 600 V, 10 kHz AC on 100 µm glass dielectric,
using a 8 µL droplet of DI water with 0.1 mol KCl. These results shows a different behaviour of
the contact angle for increasing/ decreasing voltage. This could be due to the slow moving contact
line observed on SOCAL. There is also an unexpected hysteresis from the initial angle to the angle
the droplet returns to. The droplet is left to relax at the end of the experiment which suggests a
slow moving contact line. Another possible explanation is the addition of salt to the water, which
is necessary for better conduction within the droplet. To further investigate, studies of the effect
of salt concentration and rate of change of voltage are conducted.
Figure 5.6: Contact angle as a function of time of 8 µL DI water with 0.1 mol KCl on a SOCAL
coated 100 µm glass coverslip actuated between 0-600 V at a rate of 20 V s−1 for 3 cycles then left
at 0 V to allow the contact line to relax.
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5.2 Effect of Salt Type and Concentration
To investigate whether the unexpected hysteresis on SOCAL was due to the salt used in the DI
water, contact-angle hysteresis measurements were taken of varying concentration of monovalent
KCl and divalent CaCl2 (Table 5). 100 mL salt solutions were prepared with the two salt types.
Table 4 shows the mass of salt [g] required to be added to 100 mL to achieve a specific concen-
tration [mol]. The salt is weighed on a micro-balance, then 100 mL water is added, the solution
is then stirred using a glass stirring rod for 60 s to ensure it is completely diluted. The solution is
then decanted into smaller 20 mL scintillation vials for use.











To confirm whether the salt was the cause of the unexpected hysteresis on SOCAL in the elec-
trowetting experiments, contact-angle hysteresis measurements are carried out on SOCAL coated
coverslips following the method detailed in section 3.1.1. For DI water on the glass coverslips the
contact-angle hysteresis is measured as ∆θCAH = 2.6± 0.4°, slightly larger than that measured
on glass slides (θCAH = 1.2± 0.5°), this could be due to the roughness of the coverslip compared
to the glass, however the measured contact angles are still lower than the ∼ 95° contact angle
the droplet returned to after an electrowetting cycle. On average CaCl2 has a lower contact-angle
hysteresis than KCl for both 0.01 mol and 0.2 mol. KCl also has a higher standard deviation than
either CaCl2 or DI water, this makes it unsuitable for electrowetting on SOCAL. It is also noted
that both salt types have a higher receding angle than the observed∼ 95° contact angle the droplet
returned to after an electrowetting cycle.
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1 105.6 103.2 2.4
2.6 0.42 106.4 103.3 3.1
3 105.6 103.2 2.4
CaCl2 0.01
1 106.7 102.3 4.4
3.3 0.92 105.8 102.9 2.9
3 106.1 103.4 2.7
CaCl2 0.2
1 106.7 103.5 3.2
2.6 0.82 106.4 104.7 1.7
3 106.5 103.6 2.9
KCl 0.01
1 106.3 103.5 2.8
3.8 1.52 106.0 100.4 5.6
3 105.5 102.4 3.1
KCl 0.2
1 106.2 103.9 2.3
3.7 1.82 107.6 104.5 3.1
3 106.1 100.3 5.8
Figure 5.7: Contact angle as a function of time of droplets evaporating on SOCAL with different
initial salt concentrations. Solid line shows the average contact angle of three evaporation experi-
ments. The shaded area shows the standard deviation of the contact angle of the experiments
Droplets of these different concentrations were then evaporated at 40% RH and 25 ◦C to confirm
whether constant contact angle evaporation was still present (Figure 5.7). DI water, (blue), shows
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a typical evaporation sequence as expected from the results of chapter 4, where a constant contact
angle is observed for the majority of the evaporation, with a drop in the contact angle at the end of
the evaporation. 0.01 mol KCL salt/water solution droplet evaporation (red), again shows constant
contact angle evaporation. 0.2 mol KCL (green) shows constant angle evaporation but with a
larger standard deviation. The decrease in the contact angle at the end of the evaporation occurs
sooner than the 0.01 mol solution and a large salt deposit is visible at the end of the evaporation.
0.01 mol CaCl2 appears to give the constant contact angle evaporation with the lowest standard
deviation. 0.2 mol CaCl2 on the visually appears the least like the expected constant contact
angle evaporation with a decreasing contact angle for the majority of the evaporation. This is an
unexpected result as the 0.2 mol CaCl2 had the lowest of any of the salt/water solutions tested.
The was also a visible large salt deposit at the en of the evaporation which explains why the
contact angle plateaus at a larger value than the other evaporations. Although these experiments
do not explain the low returning contact angle in the SOCAL electrowetting experiments, they
help inform which salt concentration gives the most consistent results. For these experiments,
0.01 mol CaCl2 is used for any electrowetting experiments conducted here out.
5.3 Comparison of AC Frequency
The standard theory of electrowetting does not depend on sign or frequency of the applied voltage
[87]. For AC electrowetting, there is a range of frequencies in the order of tens to hundreds
of kHz where typical electrowetting experiments are conducted with the lower and upper limits
between causing undesired behaviour as described previously in section 2.4. Tests to observe
the optimum frequency for electrowetting on SOCAL coated glass dielectrics are conducted. An
8 µL droplet is place on the electrowetting device and an applied voltage is cycled three times
(0-600 V at 20 V s−1) at varying frequency (1-50 kHz). Figure 5.8 (a) shows contact angle as
a function of time at 1 kHz frequency. The contact line pins on the left side of the droplet as
the voltage decreases at the end of each cycle. This could be the upper limit of the hydrodynamic
resonant frequency, where the droplet would follow the AC signal transitioning to the time-average
apparent contact angle. Any lower frequency, the contact-angle is observe to be following the
frequency of the applied signal. This could be a source of the pinning. (b) 10 kHz looks to be
the optimum frequency of the trialled frequencies, there is the least deviation between the left
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and right contact angle and the least visible pinning. This is likely between the hydrodynamic
resonant frequency and the electrical transition frequency. Within this range, the droplet is acting
as a perfect conductor and therefore no heating is expected. There is still a decrease from the initial
contact angle to the 0 V contact angle after the first, second and third cycle. (c) 20 kHz is similar
to 10 kHz except there is a larger variation in the contact angle at 0 V contact angle after the first,
second and third cycle. The lower minimum contact angle than the 10 kHz may be explained by
a similar phenomenon to that witnessed by Li et al. where the frequency of modulating the signal
can cause charge-trapping to charge and discharge, allowing a lower contact angle [93]. While this
could be an explanation further study would be required to fully understand this phenomenon. (d)
50 kHz appears to have the most pinning and variation throughout the three cycles. This regime
must be reaching the electrical transition frequency, where the saturation angle is increased which
is visible between 500-600 V. In this regime, some heating of the droplet could be expected as the
droplet transitions from a perfect conductor to dielectric and a resistance begins to occur. From
these experiments 10 kHz gives the lowest pinning, however all frequencies still observe the lower
contact angle after the initial cycle.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Contact angle as a function of time of 8 µL DI water with 0.01 mol CaCl2 on a SOCAL
coated 100 µm glass coverslip actuated at a rate of 20 V s−1 between 0-600 V. The frequency of
the actuated signal is varied between (a) 1 kHz, (b) 10 kHz, (c) 20 kHz and (d) 50 kHz.
5.4 Rate of Change of Voltage
To elucidate the origin of the reduced contact angle experiments are conducted to observe the
effect the rate of change in voltage has on the contact angle for electrowetting droplets on SOCAL
coated glass coverslips. An 8 µL droplet of 0.01 mol CaCl2 DI water is placed on a 100 µm
SOCAL coated glass coverslip on an electrowetting setup as previously described. A 10 kHz AC
signal is modulated with a triangle wave to ramp the signal 0-600-0 V at a set rate. The voltage
is cycled four times then left to observe if the contact angle relaxes back to the original value.
The experiments are conducted in a humidity controlled environment to reduce the evaporation
occurring during the experiments.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: 10 V s−1 Voltage rate change experiments: 8 µL droplets of 0.01 mol CaCl2 DI water
for cycles of 0-600 V at a rate of 10 V s−1 (a) Contact angle as a function voltage (b) Radius as a
function of voltage. Shaded area shows standard deviation of 3 repeated and averaged experiments
and yellow dashed line shows voltage in time.
Figure 5.9 (a) shows the contact angle change at a voltage rate of 10 V s−1. The contact angle
decreases from 100° to 95° between the initial angle and the end of the first cycle. When returning
from 600 to 0 V, the contact-angle in time is asymmetric, the contact angle still increases when
the voltage first begins to increase again, this suggests the contact angle is not able to move as fast
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as the voltage changes. The contact angle then returns to 95° every subsequent cycle. The contact
angle remains constant after the three cycles at 95°, showing the receding angle to be altered from
previous hysteresis results. Figure 5.9 (b) shows the radius change at a voltage rate of 10 V s−1.
The rate of change in the radius appears linear for the majority of a cycle. The rate of change in
the radius slows down when V > 500 V and when V < 250 V. A possible explanation is that at
V > 500 V the droplet is nearing contact-angle saturation and is unable to spread further.
Figure 5.9 (b) shows the contact angle change at a voltage rate of 2 V s−1. Unlike the 10 V s−1,
The contact angle follows the voltage from 100− 600− 100 V, this is also seen in the radius. At
low voltage, the contact angle still appears slightly asymmetric, suggesting 2 V s−1 is still faster
than the contact line can move over the SOCAL.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.10: 2 V s−1 Voltage rate change experiments: 8 µL droplets of 0.01 mol CaCl2 DI water
for cycles of 0-600 V at a rate of 2 V s−1 (a) Contact angle as a function voltage (b) Radius as a
function of voltage. Shaded area shows standard deviation of 3 repeated and averaged experiments
and yellow dashed line shows voltage in time.
Further comparisons between 10 V s−1 and 2 V s−1 by taking the average of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
cycle, and plotting them against the voltage (figure 5.11). 10 V s−1 shows no movement in the
contact angle or base radius from 0-200 V. This could be interpreted as a threshold voltage that is
required to be overcome before the contact line begins to move, however, at the slower 2 V s−1, the
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contact angle changes in this region. Another explanation is that as the contact angle is still trying
to relax from the previous cycle and the competing forces are preventing the movement.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: Contact angle and base radius as a function of Voltage for 2nd, 3rd and 4th cycles of
voltage rate: (a) 10 V s−1 and (b) 2 V s−1.
Plotting the contact angle as a function of time while varying the frequency of the triangle wave
(which amplitude modulates the rate of change in the voltage), the contact angle as a function of
frequency can be plotted. This shows how the contact angle varies with frequency. Figure 5.12
shows a decrease in the contact angle at 0 V after a cycle, θ0 and an increase in the minimum
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contact angle at V = 600 V, θV max. In order to observe the quasi-static contact angle voltage
relationship expect from theory, one can evaporate the droplets at fixed voltage for a range of
voltages. This will be explored in the next chapter.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: Contact angle as a function of voltage rate: (a) contact angle in time throughout
experiments and (b) Maximum and minimum contact angle as a function of frequency.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has detailed the experiments conducted to setup and calibrate electrowetting experi-
ments on SOCAL. This has included preliminary tests on PTFE to recover the Young-Lippmann
theory. This experiment also highlights how hysteresis prevents reversible electrowetting mod-
ulation of the contact angle. Experiments using coverslips and SLIPS replicate the hysteresis
free electrowetting results of Brabcova et al. [98]. These experiments inform of the appropriate
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thickness of glass dielectric, while preventing dielectric breakdown, and allowing actuation of the
contact angle of the droplet to the limit of contact angle saturation within the maximum voltage of
the available equipment. Experiments on glass covered dielectrics show an unexpected behaviour
where the contact angle does not follow the theory. To investigate further, the effect of the salt type
on the contact-angle hysteresis. What salt type and concentration do appear to have an impact, the
effect is minimal compared to the contact-angle hysteresis observed in electrowetting experiments.
The effect of frequency on the system is also studied, which informs the best frequency for the
experiments. The rate of change in voltage is also varied to study the effect. This does appear to
increase the hysteresis and deviation from the theory, however, within the experiments conducted
they are still not slow enough to recover the theory. The slowest possible movement is to evap-
orate the droplet at high humidity and observe whether the constant contact angle evaporation of
droplets, while under an applied electrowetting voltage, will recover the Young-Lippmann theory.
This will be detailed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Tunable Evaporation on Slippery
Surfaces
Sessile droplet evaporation underpins a wide range of applications from inkjet printing to coat-
ing. However, drying times can be variable and contact-line pinning often leads to undesirable
effects, such as ring stain formation. Here, voltage programmable control of contact angles during
evaporation on two pinning-free surfaces is shown. This is achieved using an electrowetting-on-
dielectric approach and SLIPS or SOCAL surfaces to achieve a constant contact angle mode of
evaporation. Evaporation sequences and droplet lifetimes across a broad range of contact angles
from 105°−65° are studied. The values of the contact angles during evaporation are consistent
with expectations from electrowetting and the Young-Lippmann equation. The droplet contact
areas reduce linearly in time and this provides estimates of diffusion coefficients close to the ex-
pected literature value. Further findings show that the total time of evaporation over the broad
contact angle range studied is only weakly dependent on the value of the contact angle. It is con-
cluded that on these types of slippery surfaces droplet lifetimes can be predicted and controlled
by the droplet’s volume and physical properties (density, diffusion coefficient, and vapour concen-
tration difference to the vapour phase) largely independent of the precise value of contact angle.
These results are relevant to applications, such as printing, spraying, coating and other processes,
where controlling droplet evaporation and drying is important.
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6.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments require surfaces that are both free of contact line pinning and which have contact
angles that can be adjusted to different constant values. To do this, two types of surfaces are used,
SOCAL and SLIPS, as slippery layers on a glass substrate (as the dielectric) in an electrowetting
configuration as described below (Figure 6.1). The electrowetting configuration allows the initial
contact angle determined by the droplet-solid, droplet-lubricant and other interfacial tensions to
be reduced in a programmable manner by application of a voltage.
Figure 6.1: Electrowetting and evaporation on slippery surfaces: (a) Schematic of droplet in an
electrowetting setup with a glass dielectric substrate and a slippery top layer. (b) example images
of droplets evaporating under fixed rms voltage (300 V) at constant angle on SOCAL. Sketches
of the two types of slippery top-layers (c) droplet on hydrophobic nano-particle SLIPS, and (d)
droplet on SOCAL.
The electrowetting configuration to investigate evaporation at different constant contact angles on
these surfaces is shown in figure 6.1(a) with example evaporation images in figure 6.1(b) and the
schematics showing the two types of slippery surfaces in figure 6.1(c) and figure 6.1(d). An AC
system using a signal generator (TTi Instruments TGA1244) to generate a 10 kHz sinusoidal wave
which was then amplified (Trek PZD700A) as a programmable root mean square (rms) voltage,
V, within the range 0 to 450 V. The amplified signal was then applied to an aluminium-coated
glass slide (100 µm, vapour deposited) as one electrode and a thin metal, 0.2 mm diameter, in the
centre of the droplet, as the second electrode. The cross sectional area of the needle is 0.13 mm2,
compared to the surface area of a 8 µL droplet with 105° contact angle which is 15.6 mm2 which
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is less than 1% of the total surface area, the needle is therefore not expected to have a significant
effect on the spherical cap shape during the evaporation. The 100 µm thick glass cover-slip on
which the slippery coating (SOCAL or SLIPS) was attached acts as a dielectric enabling storage
of capacitive energy and allowing the contact area, and hence contact angle, to be adjusted by
altering the balance between capacitive and interfacial energies. The droplets of deionized water
used in the experiments had a volume of 8 µL and 0.01 mol KCl was added to ensure the electri-
cal conductivity required for electrowetting. Although the findings of the previous chapter show
CaCl2 shows more consistent results, KCl was more readily available and the difference between
two salts although measurable, small enough to be negligible. The thin metal electrode was low-
ered into the centre of the droplet after deposition and evaporation experiments were conducted at
room temperature (22± 2 ◦C) at a controlled relative humidity of 70% within a transparent cham-
ber to regulate the conditions local to the droplet. The chamber also shields the droplet from the
presence of air drafts which might otherwise entrain the lubricant from a SLIP surface over an
evaporating droplet [104]. Droplet evaporation sequences were recorded using a camera at 0.05
frames per second and contact radius r and contact angle θ measurements were determined using
open-source pyDSA software. Experimentally, profiles of the droplet are accurately described by
a spherical cap to within a slight distortion around the electrode needle, however, further improve-
ments could be made in future EWOD designs by using a co-planar electrode whereby the probe
is replaced with an in plane electrode [142]. Such a design would require further work to apply
SOCAL to the electrode to prevent pinning. The volume of the droplet during evaporation was
calculated using the contact radius and contact angle. The data set presented in this chapter is a
representative sample of wider body of experiments, and each evaporation at a fixed voltage for
each surface is the average of three evaporation sequences.
The first type of slippery surface used SLIPS samples prepared by taking new glass cover-slips
(Thorlabs, CG00K1) of thickness 100± 5 µm, coating them with 5 layers of GLACO™ Mirror
Coat (Nippon Shine) to create a nanoparticle-based superhydrophobic porous structure and then
infusing a layer of lubricant by withdrawal from a bath of 20 cSt silicone oil (Sigma Aldrich,
378348) at 0.1 mm s−1. Excess oil is rinsed off to ensure only a thin conformal oil layer remained
on the surface so that there is no visible wetting ridge of oil on subsequent sessile droplets. The
water contact-angle hysteresis ∆θCAH was determined by measuring advancing contact angle θA
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and receding contact angle θR through the average of three droplet inflation/deflation experiments
in different locations on the substrate (∆θCAH = 0.4± 0.3°, θA/θR = (109.6°)/(109.2°)). Slid-
ing angles, α, were also measured by placing a 20 µL droplet of deionized water on the surface and
tilting the substrate until the droplet begins to slide, and the average of three measurements gives
α(20µL) = 0.2± 0.2°. The measured contact angle is consistent with theoretical expectations of
108° based on a liquid-form of Young’s law (eq. 4 in [107]) using an effective droplet-vapour
interfacial tension as sum of the droplet-oil and oil-vapour interfacial tensions and indicates sili-
cone oil should cloak the droplet-vapour interface despite the absence of a visible wetting ridge
at the contact line [53, 107]. The second type of slippery surface used, smooth liquid-like SO-
CAL surfaces, are prepared on glass samples (see references [3, 143] and section 3.2.2). New
glass cover-slips of thickness of 100± 5 µm were exposed to air plasma in a (Henniker HPT-
100) at 30 W for 20 min. The cover-slips were then dipped in a reactive solution of 91.45 mL
isopropyl alcohol (≤ 99.7%, Sigma Aldrich, 292907), 8.16 mL dimethyldimethoxysilane (95%,
Sigma Aldrich, 104906) and 0.39 mL sulphuric acid (95.0-98.0%, Sigma Aldrich, 258105) for
5-10 s and then slowly removed. These coated glass slides were subsequently placed in a bespoke
humidity chamber for 20 min at 60± 2 % relative humidity to allow the acid-catalysed polycon-
densation to take place. After this time, the surface was rinsed with isopropyl alcohol, toluene
(≤ 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich, 179418), and deionized water (type III, purified in an Elga PURELAB
Option-Q lab water purification system) to remove any remaining reactive solution. This cre-
ates flexible polydimethylsiloxane chains approximately 4 nm in length, that allow mobility of the
droplet contact-line thereby minimizing contact line pinning [3]. To confirm successful and homo-
geneous coating, contact-angle hysteresis and sliding angles were measured in the same manner
as for the first surface and determined to be (∆θCAH = 1.0± 0.5°, θA/θR = (105.7°)/(104.7°))
and α(20µL) = 5.6± 0.4°. These values are in good agreement with Wang & McCarthy who
reported (∆θCAH = 1.0°, θA/θR = (104.6°)/(103.6°)) and α(20µL) = 4° for droplets of wa-
ter. Using the same interfacial tensions as for the silicone oil in the SLIPS, but assuming the
PDMS chains on a SOCAL surface cannot cloak the droplet-vapour interface, the liquid-form of
Young’s law suggests the water droplet should have a contact angle on SOCAL of 104° and this is
consistent with the measured value.
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6.2 Diffusion Coefficient Calculation
First the qualitative features of the droplet evaporation is discussed. It is observed that after a
brief initial period (corresponding to a volume reduction from 8 µL to 7 µL), the contact angle
remained approximately constant during the evaporation for most of the evaporation period on
both types of slippery surfaces (Figure 6.2). Focusing on SLIPS, the droplet evaporation sequences
was consistent with prior literature [77]. However, because the samples here use thin conformal
SLIPS layers based on a hydrophobic nanoparticle coating, rather than lithographically produced
micro-pillar textures with thicker layers of lubricant, there were no visible wetting ridges around
the contact line. This is an improvement for evaporation studies since the oil in a wetting ridge
removes some of the droplet-vapour surface area for evaporation. The application of a constant
amplitude electrowetting voltage reduced the initial contact angle in a reproducible manner over
many voltage cycles on the SLIPS consistent with previous reports [98]. Figure 6.2(a) provides
the first reports of droplet evaporation sequences with voltage selectable constant contact angle
(70° to 105°) on SLIPS and covers the voltage range up to the saturation region well-known for
electrowetting (see reference [87]). Greater voltage than the 450 V would be required to observe
contact-angle saturation, however the voltages were kept consistent with the SOCAL experiments
for comparison. The added dielectric thickness of the GLACO™ on the SLIPS surface increases
the required voltage to reduce the contact-angle. In addition, when comparing directly to SOCAL,
SLIPS has a marginally larger equilibrium angle, requiring a greater voltage to reduce to the same
contact-angle as SOCAL. Focusing now on SOCAL surfaces, the evaporation sequences were
observed to be consistent with that on the SLIPS surfaces and at zero applied voltage, consistent
with the study of CCA mode evaporation on SOCAL in chapter 4. the contact angle was able to be
reduced by the application of the electrowetting voltage and observe, for the first time, evaporation
sequences with voltage selectable constant contact angle (67°-105°) on SOCAL (Figure 6.2(b)).
When repeatedly cycling the electrowetting voltage the contact angle increased to 3.6± 0.4°,
which nonetheless remains low compared to other hydrophobic coatings. In such experiments, the
contact angle measured during the constant contact angle period of evaporation at zero voltage
after the first was cycle was reduced from 102.1± 1.2° to 94.9± 1.5°. However, it was possible
to apply a constant electrowetting voltage to a freshly deposited droplet on different areas of a
SOCAL surface and observe smoothly receding contact lines as the droplets evaporated. Figure
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6.2(b) shows such data with each data point an average of three droplets on a sample and shows
constant contact angles of 102.1± 1.2° to 67.2± 0.3° for voltages with rms values between 0-
450 V. The corresponding contact areas of droplets decreases linearly in time during the constant
contact angle period of the evaporation (Figure 6.2(a) inset).
Figure 6.2: Contact angle as a function of reducing volume for 0.01 mol KCl deionized water
droplets evaporating at fixed electrowetting voltages on: (a) SLIPS and (b) SOCAL surface. Inset
shows contact area as a function of time for the constant contact angle regime indicated by dashed
lines.
Quantitative analysis of the constant contact angle regime is now considered for both types of slip-
pery surfaces to confirm the absolute slopes from the data in Figure 6.2 are physically reasonable.
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Rearranging (2.27), the diffusion coefficient can be determined from the evaporation of a droplet
using the average rate of change in contact area (slope in the insets to Figure 6.2), i.e.
D = − ρβ(θ)




where f(θ) is evaluated using the Picknett & Bexon interpolation formula (eq. 2.16). Table 6
shows these calculated diffusion coefficients across the electrowetting voltage range (prior to con-
tact angle saturation) is in good agreement with the literature diffusion coefficient. On the SLIPS,
the average diffusion coefficient measured experimentally is DExp = 2.06± 0.26× 10−5 m2 s−1
compared to the literature value of DLit = 2.41± 0.05× 10−5 m2 s−1 On the SOCAL surfaces,
the experimental average was found to be DExp = 2.14± 0.21× 10−5 m2 s−1 and using data for
droplets on both types of surface the experimental average wasDExp = 2.10± 0.24× 10−5 m2 s−1.
The rate of change in contact area in time for constant contact angle evaporation (2.26), can be
arranged to give the rate of change in volume and be expressed in terms of the instantaneous




















where Ωi is the initial droplet volume t = 0. The 2/3rd power law for the drop volume is verified
experimentally and the slopes from the analysis are also given in Table 6 along with the value
determined for the constant contact angle and the droplet lifetime (see section 2.3.3). These re-
sults also support the assumption that electrowetting does not significantly alter the evaporation of
sessile droplets from these surfaces. Any significant heating caused from the AC voltage would
increase the evaporation rate and effect the experimentally obtained evaporation rate.
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0 105.3±1.6 -5.18±0.03 -4.49±0.03 8034±960 1.84±0.06
150 102.5±2.6 -6.60±0.09 -4.43±0.05 7877±940 2.17±0.07
212 98.2±2.2 -7.31±0.05 -4.97±0.04 9416±1100 2.28±0.08
260 95.8±0.4 -6.42±0.02 -3.98±0.02 8698±1040 1.89±0.05
300 86.3±3.6 -7.15±0.06 -4.25±0.04 10876±1300 1.76±0.09
357 81.0±6.0 -8.70±0.09 -4.35±0.02 9255±1100 1.95±0.16
406 74.6±2.2 -9.83±0.05 -4.46±0.02 9004±1070 2.03±0.09
450 70.1±1.4 -13.27±0.12 -5.12±0.05 10151±1210 2.54±0.11
SOCAL
0 102.1±1.2 -5.76±0.06 -4.10±0.02 7806±930 2.06±0.06
150 95.5±2.8 -7.41±0.10 -4.09±0.04 9692±1160 2.17±0.09
212 89.8±3.6 -7.68±0.08 -4.34±0.03 9779±1170 2.06±0.10
260 83.3±2.8 -7.43±0.06 -3.89±0.03 10323±1230 1.78±0.07
300 79.4±3.6 -9.88±0.08 -4.27±0.04 10712±1280 2.23±0.11
357 70.3±2.2 -10.29±0.30 -4.83±0.07 8560±1020 2.00±0.10
406 67.7±2.4 -13.43±0.26 -5.72±0.04 8810±1050 2.44±0.12
450 67.2±3.0 -13.57±0.29 -4.54±0.08 10252±1220 2.35±0.13
6.3 Contact Angle Dependence on Voltage
The consistency of the observed voltage-selected contact angles with expectations from the theory
of electrowetting is now evaluated. In the absence of contact line pinning, the initial contact angle
without an applied voltage is assumed to be given by Young’s law. The effect of applying a voltage
and charging a dielectric using the contact area of a droplet as one electrode is to introduce a
capacitive energy in addition to interfacial energies. This causes a voltage dependent contact angle,
θ(V ), described by the Young-Lippmann equation, (2.31). A quadratic power law is expected,
with dependence of cos θ on the voltage and this is confirmed for both the SLIPS and SOCAL
surfaces by figure 6.3. The insets in figure 6.3 show a linear plot of the ∆ cos θ with V 2 and the
saturation effect of wetting is clearly visible for the SOCAL surface.
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Figure 6.3: Cosine of average contact angle during evaporation (constant contact angle regime)
as a function of voltage: (a) SLIPS and (b) SOCAL. Inset shows ∆ cos θ as a function of V 2rms
fit (solid line) before saturation (voltage rms<400 V). The dashed and dotted lines for SLIPS are
predictions from theory assuming the droplet is cloaked and not cloaked in oil, respectively. The
dashed lines for SOCAL are predictions from theory.
To compare quantitatively to the theoretical expectations from (6.3), the slippery SOCAL layer is
considered. This has a sufficiently small thickness (∼4 nm) to be a negligible correction to the di-
electric thickness due to the 100 µm thick glass substrate and the covalently attached PDMS chains
mean there is no cloaking of the droplet-vapour interface. The glass has a manufacturer-stated rela-
tive permittivity εglass = 6.7, and so using a surface tension for water of γlv = 72.8 mN m−1 gives
ε0εd/2γlvd = 4.07× 10−6 V−2. This can be compared to the slope ∆ cos θ/V 2 in the inset in fig-
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ure 6.3(b) for the experimental data for SOCAL. The experimental result of 4.20± 0.10× 10−2 V−2
using data below the contact angle saturation voltage of 400 V is in excellent agreement with the
theoretical value.
We now consider the consistency theory between the theory and the experimental results for
droplets on SLIPS. In this case, the glass substrate and the SLIPS layer is regarded as a series
capacitive combination of the glass with the SLIPS layer so that the relative dielectric thickness
is (d/εr)total = (d/εr)glass + (d/εr)SLIPS . The major contribution to the capacitance is there-
fore from the glass substrate and this gives an order of magnitude estimate consistent with the
experimental data. (2.31)To estimate the small correction due to the SLIPS, The thickness of
the porous GLACO™ layer ∼2 µm was used, infused with silicone oil with excess oil remove
through rinsing as the thickness of the SLIPS. Moreover, since the relative permittivity of the sil-
ica nanoparticles (εr = 2.5 − 3.5) and oil (εr = 2.68) in the SLIPS layer are similar and the
layer is a small correction, it is approximate to a uniform dielectric layer with ε+ r ∼ 2.68. This
provides an estimate of (d/ε+ r)SLIPS = 6.38× 10−4 m. In addition to these dielectric consid-
erations, it is expected that the droplet-vapour interface is cloaked so that an effective interfacial
tension should be used in equation (2.31) replacing γlv by γEff = γWO + γOA, where γWO and
γOA are the water-oil and oil-air interfacial tensions, respectively. Using the interfacial tension
data from Banpurkar et al. [144], the water-oil interfacial is estimated at γWO = 38 mN m−1 and
from the data of McHale et al. [107] the oil-air interfacial tension is γOA = 19.8 mN m−1 giv-
ing an effective interfacial tension of γEff = 57.8 mN m−1. Including this cloaking effect gives
ε0εd/2γEffd = 4.89× 10−6 V−2 and so over-estimates the contact angle changes compared to
the experimental data (dashed line compared to symbols in figure 6.3(a)). However, we note
that assuming oil does not cloak the droplet-air interface gives ε0εd/2γEff = 3.88× 10−6 V−2,
where γlv = 72.8 mN m−1, and this is closer to the fit to the data which is ε0εd/2γEff =
3.47± 0.11× 10−6 V−2 (dotted lines compared to solid lines in figure 6.3(a)). To fit the curve
using equation (2.31) and an oil-cloaked droplet-air, would require a significantly smaller value
of the relative permittivity (∼ 75%) than the manufacturer provided value and/or a significantly
thicker (∼ 40%) glass substrate.
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6.4 Evaporation Time Dependence on Contact Angle
The extent to which the lifetime of an evaporating droplet, tf , depends on its initial contact angle
is now considered. From the fits to the contact area for each evaporating droplet sequence the life-
time was determined (figure 6.2 inset) and these values are given in Table 6 for each surface. To
show the scaling dependence, figure 6.4 shows the contact area normalized by the initial contact
area (using the intercepts in the insets in figure 6.2) as a function of time normalized by total evap-
oration time for droplets on each surface. The secondary y-axis in each figure shows the contact
angle normalized by the constant contact angle. A similar collapse of data onto a single scaling
curve can be observed by for the 2/3rd power law for the drop volume and this illustrates the good
agreement with the power law on these slippery surfaces (insets in figure 6.4). Equation (2.29)
shows that the lifetime is a separable product of three functions involving the constant contact
angle, θc, the initial droplet volume, Ωi, and the parameter λ which incorporates the density, ρ,
difference in vapour concentration ∆c, and diffusion coefficient, D, i.e.
tf (θc, λ,Ωi) = t̃(θc)ξ(λ)Ω
2/3
i (6.4)













According to Stauber et al. the droplet lifetime in the constant contact angle mode of evaporation
has a maximum at cos θ = 0 [145]. This is illustrated by the solid curve in Figure 6.5 showing a
plot of equation (6.5) over the full contact angle range from a film with cos θ = 1 to a spherical
sessile droplet with cos θ = −1 using the Picknett & Bexon polynomial interpolation for f(θ) in
equation (6.5). Expanding Stauber et al.’s formula analytically (or, equivalently, numerically fitting
the Picknett & Bexon formula) gives a quadratic expansion approximation around the maximum
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Figure 6.4: Scaling of evaporation measurements with droplet lifetime. Normalised contact area,
πr2/πr2i as a function of normalised time, t/tf and normalized contact angle, θ/θc as a function
of normalised time t/tf . Insets: normalised volume Ω2/3/Ω
2/3
i as a function of normalised time,
t/tf . Data presented is every 50th data point for clarity of presentation.
of,




where θ is in radians. From the full plot in figure 6.5, the contact angle dependence is predicted
to be relatively insensitive to the precise value of θ and remains within 10% of the maximum
value over the contact angle range from 40° to 180°. In experiments using smooth surfaces, i.e.
not superhydrophobic, the maximum achievable contact angles with surface chemistry is ∼ 115°
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rather than the parameter maximum of 180° in the theory. The inset in figure 6.5 shows the more
limited range bounded by the lower limit due to contact angle saturation in electrowetting (∼ 67°)
and the maximum achievable contact angle (105°) on our smooth surfaces; this covers a wide
range of cos θ from 0.39 to -0.26.





















Figure 6.5: Drop lifetime contact angle dependence factor, t̃(θ) (Solid line theory, solid symbols
are experimental data for SLIPS and empty symbols are experimental data for SOCAL surfaces).
Inset: expanded view of the contact angle range 67°−105° (i.e. cos θ = 0.39 to −0.26) plotted
with absolute time as the vertical axis (eq. (2.29)).
To analyse the contact angle dependence of the experimentally determined lifetimes, an assumed
initial droplet volume of 8.0± 0.1 µL and temperature 22± 2 ◦C and evaporated in air with a
relative humidity 70± 1 % which gives a value of ξ(λ)Ω2/3 = 9070± 990. The values of droplet
lifetime tf from table 6 scaled down by this value are plotted in figure 6.5 for comparison to
the theory with the absolute lifetimes shown in the inset; the average value for tf from Table
6 is 9330± 1000 s. The solid symbols show the data from the SLIPS and the empty symbols
show the data from the SOCAL surface. This data covers a contact angle range from hydrophilic
(lowest valueθc = 67°) to hydrophobic 106° (highest value) and shows a scatter around an average
value without an obvious contact angle trend. The data appears to lie slightly above equation
(6.5) suggesting a slight systematic error in the value of ξ(λ)Ω2/3 used in the analysis. From the
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results, it is concluded that in the constant contact angle mode of evaporation and for constant
contact angles above 40°, drop lifetimes can be predicted within a 10% tolerance range without
precise knowledge of the exact value of the contact angle by using equation (6.4) with t̃ ∼ 1.
Improved estimates could also be made by calibrating experimentally over a specific contact angle
range to use a value of t̃ slightly below unity. It should also be possible to decide a desired
tolerance on the droplet lifetime and from that determine what range of contact angles needs to
be achieved. In practical applications where drying is important, knowledge of initial droplet
volume, the liquid density and the temperature and relative humidity (or diffusion coefficient and
difference in saturation and ambient vapour concentration) should be sufficient to predict drying
time providing the surface allows a mobile contact line without contact line pinning and the contact
angle is above ∼ 40°. These results also show that the initial droplet contact area on a slippery
surface can be selected when the contact angle is above ∼ 40° without significantly changing the
overall droplet evaporation time.
6.5 Conclusion
The results of this chapter show control of constant contact angle mode evaporation over a wide
range of receding contact angles from hydrophilic to hydrophobic of droplets on pinning free
SLIPS and SOCAL surfaces can be achieved using electrowetting. The results are consistent with
the model of diffusion-controlled evaporation of sessile droplets and can be used to estimate the
diffusion coefficient. The contact angle-voltage relationship is in excellent agreement with the
Young-Lippmann equation for electrowetting of droplets on both types of slippery surfaces. It has
been observed that over a range of contact angles above 67° on these surfaces, droplet evaporation
times are relatively insensitive to the precise value of the contact angle. Thus, a desired tolerance
on droplet lifetime can be used to determine what contact angle range and accuracy is required.
This may have practical application in processes involving evaporation, such as inkjet printing,
where consistent drying times would then depend mainly on the liquid density, control of droplet
deposition volume and environmental factors, such as temperature and relative humidity.
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Summary & Future Works
This thesis has explored evaporation of sessile droplets on slippery surfaces. The experiments
detailed in the results chapters have explored the optimisation and creation of reproducible SO-
CAL surfaces and shown they can evaporate in an ideal CCA mode of evaporation. Experimental
techniques have been developed to allow the observation of voltage programmable contact angle
on SOCAL surfaces for the first time. Electrowetting is employed as a tool to control the constant
contact angle droplets on SLIPS and SOCAL evaporate at allowing control of the evaporation time
of droplets using contact angle.
Optimisation of the experimental parameters used to create SOCAL have shown to reliably pro-
duce pinning-free, low hysteresis surfaces. The plasma treatment is found to be crucial to success-
ful creation of surfaces. an envelope of low hysteresis is found at 5 min plasma time at 100 W.
Either increasing or decreasing the plasma time by a couple of minutes increases the hysteresis,
and the reproducibility is unreliable with a large standard deviation in the contact-angle hystere-
sis (∆θCAH = 1.8± 0.7°). Changing the plasma power to 20 W opens this envelope to provide
lower hysteresis and more repeatable results (∆θCAH = 0.4± 0.2°). Creating pinning-free low
hysteresis SOCAL is an achievement which has not been widely replicated in research, with this
work expanding upon the work of Wang & McCarthy enabling wider usage of SOCAL in research
that requires improved droplet mobility [3].
The first experimental results chapter (Chapter 4: Evaporation on SOCAL surfaces) shows con-
stant contact angle mode evaporation of sessile droplets of water for the first time on a smooth
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flat solid surface. Experiments showed this result was valid for a broad range of relative hu-
midities. This has allowed accurate calculations of the diffusion coefficient of water (DE =
2.44± 0.48× 10−5 m2 s−1) which is within 2% of the literature value. Because SOCAL surfaces
are reported to be omniphobic and have low contact-angle hysteresis to a wide range of liquids,
this work determining the diffusion coefficient of water suggests SOCAL could be used to de-
termine the diffusion coefficient for a wide range of other liquids. An unexpected step-change
increase in the constant contact angle observed when evaporating at relative humidities ≥ 40%.
The step change was further verified by conducting additional experiments between 30-40% rela-
tive humidity. The step change is reminiscent of a type V adsorption isotherm, although, attempts
to quantify this using DVS and QCM proved inconclusive. In future works, AFM could provide an
opportunity to measure the adhesion forces of water molecules on the surface at different relative
humidities to try and elucidate this effect. Evaporation is a widely studied field with many prac-
tical applications, specifically the evaporation of particle laden droplets and particle deposition,
contact-line pinning is a widely documented challenge for such applications, one which SOCAL
has the potential to address.
The second results chapter (Chapter 5: Electrowetting on SOCAL) shows successful manipulation
of droplet contact angle using an applied voltage via electrowetting. Initial experiments showed
PTFE to have a non-reversible electrowetting cycle due to contact-angle hysteresis. Hysteresis-
free electrowetting cycles are then shown on SLIPS coated glass coverslips. These experiments
inform electrowetting device design in conjunction with theory to select an appropriate dielectric
thickness that will be thick enough to prevent dielectric breakdown while being thin enough to
allow the contact angle to reduce to the electrowetting limit of contact angle saturation at< 600 V.
SOCAL coated glass coverslips behaved unexpectedly compared to theory. There was a decrease
in the contact angle after the first cycle, this decrease is larger than the receding angle expected
in contact-angle hysteresis experiments on SOCAL. The salt type and concentration was varied
to observe the effect on hysteresis. 0.01 mol CaCl2 was found to have the lowest hysteresis,
although, none of the tested concentrations or salt types effected the hysteresis as much as was
being observed after the initial electrowetting cycle. The AC frequency was varied to see the effect
on hysteresis, 10 kHz appeared to give the electrowetting curve with the least visible pinning,
however the initial decrease in contact angle was still present. The rate of change in voltage was
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studied to see if the contact-angle was simply not left enough time to recover to the original angle.
While the rate prevented the contact angle to follow the same path during decreasing voltage
as it took during increasing voltage, the contact angle was still lower than expected after the
voltage was removed. The conclusion is that the parameters used in these experiments were still
to fast to observe the quasi-static contact-angle/ voltage relationship expected from theory. These
results help inform good experimental design for pinning-free electrowetting on SOCAL coated
coverslips. It also seems clear that whilst SOCAL is virtually pinning-free (low to vanishing static
friction) droplets moves slowly suggesting higher dynamic friction. This is unusual and contrasts
with SLIPS, Further work could be done to investigate this.
The third and final results chapter (Chapter 6: Tunable Evaporaion on Slippery Surfaces) shows
consant contact angle mode evaporation on SLIPS and SOCAL with tunable evaporation across
a broad reange of contact angles 105°−65°. This is the first report of CCA mode evaporation
of sessile droplets of water at hydrophillic contact angles θ < 90°. SOCAL and SLIPS coated
devices are made from 100 µm glass dielectric coverslips, with an aluminium coating as a bottom
contact. 8 µL 0.01 mol CaCl2 DI water droplets are placed on the device with a thin probe placed
in the top of the droplet. The evaporation of the droplet is observed, measuring the base radius and
contact angle while applying a fixed voltage 0 − 450 V. Analysis of the evaporation sequences
allows calculation of the diffusion coefficient for water to be recovered for both SLIPS and SOCAL
using the standard sessile droplet diffusion model. This shows the effect of the electric field and
the oil layer on the SLIPS sample are negligible. The he implied inhibition by the electric field of
cloaking of a water droplet by silicone oil is also an interesting future topic. When comparing the
average constant contact value obtained for a given voltage and the expected value from the Young-
Lippmann equation for the given experimental parameters, both values are in good agreement.
In experiments from the previous chapter, this result was not obtained for SOCAL, this result
shows that the contact-angle will follow the expected value at long times. From the sessile droplet
evaporation theory, it is possible to isolate the effect of the contact angle on the total evaporation
time. This shows that for all contact angles below cos θ < 0.75 the contact angle has< 10% effect
on the total evaporation time. The effect of the contact angle on the evaporation is at a minimum
around 90° which can be achieved using electrowetting on slippery surfaces, this could prove a
useful tool in applications where the total drying time is important such as inkjet printing.
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The results of this thesis are important and directly applicable for applications which utilise sessile
droplet evaporation, from heat transfer, to inkjet printing and DNA florescence in spotted micro
arrays. Removing contact-line pinning is also a challenge in other other applications where the
ability to easily move droplets on a surface is desired. This can include micro-fluidics, Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices and self cleaning surfaces. At the time of writing, few labs have
reported successful creation of low hysteresis SOCAL surfaces, hopefully this thesis provides an
insight into how to optimise SOCAL creation and allow more widespread adoption in applica-
tions which will benefit from the removal of contact-line pinning. While the thesis focuses on
the removal of pinning in sessile droplet evaporation and the control of the contact angle during
evaporation, this work provides the foundations of further studies into evaporation on SOCAL,
such as particle laden droplets and evaporation of other liquids and binary mixtures.
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Pinning-Free Evaporation of Sessile Droplets of Water from Solid
Surfaces
Steven Armstrong, Glen McHale,* Rodrigo Ledesma-Aguilar, and Gary G. Wells
Smart Materials & Surfaces Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering & Environment, Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1
8ST, U.K.
ABSTRACT: Contact-line pinning is a fundamental limitation to the
motion of contact lines of liquids on solid surfaces. When a sessile droplet
evaporates, contact-line pinning typically results in either a stick−slip
evaporation mode, where the contact line pins and depins from the surface
in an uncontrolled manner, or a constant contact-area mode with a pinned
contact line. Pinning prevents the observation of the quasi-equilibrium
constant contact-angle mode of evaporation, which has never been
observed for sessile droplets of water directly resting on a smooth,
nontextured, solid surface. Here, we report the evaporation of a sessile
droplet from a flat glass substrate treated with a smooth, slippery, omni-
phobic covalently attached liquid-like coating. Our characterization of the
surfaces shows high contact line mobility with an extremely low contact-
angle hysteresis of ∼1° and reveals a step change in the value of the
contact angle from 101° to 105° between a relative humidity (RH) of 30
and 40%, in a manner reminiscent of the transition observed in a type V adsorption isotherm. We observe the evaporation of
small sessile droplets in a chamber held at a constant temperature, T = (25.0 ± 0.1) °C and at constant RH across the range RH
= 10−70%. In all cases, a constant contact-angle mode of evaporation is observed for most of the evaporation time.
Furthermore, we analyze the evaporation sequences using the Picknett and Bexon ideal constant contact-angle mode for
diffusion-limited evaporation. The resulting estimate for the diffusion coefficient, DE, of water vapor in air of DE = (2.44 ± 0.48)
× 10−5 m2 s−1 is accurate to within 2% of the value reported in the literature, thus validating the constant contact-angle mode of
the diffusion-limited evaporation model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Evaporation of liquids occurs when the atmosphere surround-
ing the liquid is not saturated with the vapor of the liquid.1 It is
a widely observed natural phenomenon and is important for
many applications, including inkjet printing,2 fuel delivery,3
and heat exchange.4 In these applications, droplets rest on a
solid surface and this introduces two fundamental differences
as to how evaporation occurs compared to spherical droplets in
free space far from any surface. First, the spherical symmetry
for diffusion of vapor into the space around the droplet is
broken by the presence of the surface. Second, droplet contact
with a surface introduces contact-line pinning, which can be
problematic, for example, causing nonuniform deposition of
colloidal particles as in the well-known formation of coffee-ring
stains.5 Nonuniform particle deposition causes problems in a
diverse range of applications, from nonuniform delivery of the
active components in aerosols used in pesticides to nonuni-
form fluorescence in spotted microarrays.1,5−8 While, the effect
on diffusion of a surface can be modeled, contact-line pinning
is usually an unavoidable consequence of the contact between
a droplet and the surface to which it is attached.
When a droplet is in contact with a solid surface, and at
thermodynamic equilibrium, the contact angle that the droplet
makes with the surface, θe, in principle, is determined by the





= −cos e SV SL
LV (1)
where γSV is the solid−vapor interfacial tension, γSL is the
solid−liquid interfacial tension, and γLV is the liquid−vapor
interfacial tension. When a droplet is small compared to its
capillary length κ−1 = (γLV/ρg)
1/2, where ρ is the density of the
liquid and g = 9.81 m s−2, it adopts an axisymmetric spherical
cap shape when the surface is flat and smooth with no contact-
line pinning. However, in practice, contact-line pinning has
always been observed to some extent. Picknett and Bexon
provided an analytical model describing the ideal case of
diffusion-limited evaporation of a sessile droplet in the absence
of gravity.10 Their analysis includes two ideal modes of
evaporation.10 The first corresponds to a constant contact
radius (CCR) mode, where the apparent contact angle
decreases during evaporation. Because the CCR mode of
evaporation requires complete pinning of the contact line, it
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can be achieved experimentally and has been widely studied.1
The second mode is a constant contact angle (CCA) mode
evaporation, where the contact angle is expected to retain a
constant value approximating the contact angle predicted by
Young’s law, while the square of the base radius of the droplet
decreases linearly in time.
The observation of the CCA mode evaporation on a smooth
(nontextured) flat solid surface remains elusive because it
requires complete mobility of the contact line, and the
roughness of ordinary flat solid surfaces always results in some
contact-line pinning. Contact-line pinning is quantified
experimentally by the so-called contact-angle hysteresis: the
difference between the advancing and receding contact angles
of the droplet. Instead, many experimental studies have
reported a stick−slip mode of evaporation, whereby the
droplet’s contact line is repeatedly pinned until the force from
the out-of-equilibrium contact angle increases sufficiently and a
depinning event and rapid contact-line motion occurs. Stauber
et al. have also detailed another mode of evaporation known as
the stick−slide mode of evaporation, where the contact line
and contact angle decrease at the same time. They provide a
model to predict the lifetime of evaporating drops in stick−
slide mode evaporation.11 Recent comprehensive reviews of
sessile drop evaporation are given by Erbil,1 Cazabat and
Gueńa,12 and Larson.13
Attempts to experimentally observe the CCA mode of
evaporation have included the use of superhydrophobic
surfaces and slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS),
sometimes referred to as liquid-infused surfaces.14,15 Super-
hydrophobic surfaces take advantage of surface texture to
suspend droplets in a Cassie−Baxter state16 on a small solid
surface fraction, thereby reducing the droplet−solid contact
area, increasing its contact angle and reducing contact-angle
hysteresis.17−19 McHale et al.20 reported the first experiments
of this type using SU-8 textured surfaces with water droplets
initially evaporating in CCR mode evaporation, before
retreating in a step-wise fashion as the droplet jumps between
micropillars and ultimately converting into a Wenzel state,
where the droplet is impaled in the texture with a completely
pinned contact line.21 Since then, many works studying
evaporation on super hydrophobic surfaces and the effect of
contact angle hysteresis has been reported.22−27 In all of these
studies, the surface is no longer smooth but is textured or
rough and hydrophobic, with a contact angle far from the value
given by Young’s law for a smooth nontextured solid surface.
A second approach to observing a CCA mode of evaporation
was introduced by Guan et al. who used a SLIPS approach,
with a lubricant oil impregnated into a hydrophobic SU-8
textured surface.28 The lubricant oil completely coats the solid
and is immiscible to water, therefore, is not displaced by it.
SLIPS enable droplets to slide at tilt angles of less than 1°.
However, the high mobility of droplets on SLIPS arises by the
replacement of the droplet−solid interface by a droplet−
lubricant interface and the removal of all direct contact
between the droplet and the solid. On SLIPS, contact angles
and contact radii have to be interpreted as apparent contact
angles and apparent contact radii from the change in slope of
the droplet close to the surface. Guan et al. were able to
observe the pinning-free evaporation of water droplets on
SLIPS and interpret their evaporation using the Picknett and
Bexon diffusion-limited model, modified for the presence of a
wetting ridge of the impregnated oil, which surrounds the
droplet’s base.28 Ultimately, neither of these two approaches
have provided observation of the evaporation of sessile
droplets on flat smooth (nontextured) solid surfaces without
contact-line pinning. A key challenge remains the ability to
remove contact-line pinning during evaporation of sessile
droplets from nontextured solid surfaces.
Recently, Wang and McCarthy have reported a method to
create slippery omniphobic covalently attached liquid-like
(SOCAL) surfaces with contact-angle hysteresis less than 1°.29
SOCAL surfaces use polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chains
grafted to the substrate. The chains are flexible and have the
ability to move independently of each other. This flexibility
results in a completely mobile contact line on the solid that
enables droplets to move across a surface with virtually no
pinning. Importantly, SOCAL is a covalently attached layer,
rather than a liquid coating retained by a surface texture as
occurs in SLIPS. It also provides a coating that is on the
nanometric scale as opposed to the micrometric scale of
SLIPS, allowing for a clearly defined contact angle for a sessile
droplet on the coated flat smooth solid surface. The report by
Wang and McCarthy of smooth low-hysteresis surfaces via a
liquid-like coating with advancing and receding water contact
angles of θA = 104.6° and θR = 103.6° and tilt angles for
motion of 4.7° and 1.3° for droplet volumes of 3 and 20 μL,
respectively,29 has been noted by a range of researchers, but
few have implemented the method. Jin et al. reported SOCAL
contact angles of θA = 103.0° and θR = 98.2° on silicon
substrates30 and Mizutani et al. have reported grafting SOCAL
to surgical diamond wheels for minimally invasive bone
surgery, and they also grafted SOCAL to a nickel substrate
with a static contact angle θs = 94.1° and a sliding angle of
40°.31 Daniel et al. also reported dissipative force acting on a
droplet moving on several types of low-hysteresis surfaces,
including a SOCAL surface (prepared following the Wang and
McCarthy method) with a minimum critical tilt angle between
5° and 15° to move a 10 μL water droplet but with no values
reported for their advancing or receding contact angles.32
Here, we report experiments of the evaporation of sessile
droplets of water on SOCAL-coated glass surfaces with
contact-angle hysteresis of less than 1° over a wide range of
relative humidity (RH, from 10 to 70%). In Section 2.1, we
describe preparation of SOCAL coatings with highly
reproducible contact angles ∼101°−105° and low contact-
angle hysteresis ΔθCAH ≈ 1°. In Section 3, we report data
showing the CCA mode evaporation for small sessile water
droplets; we consistently measure contact angles close to the
static values, and within the bounds expected from the
measured and extremely low contact-angle hysteresis. In
Section 4, we discuss the entire evaporation sequence
including a step change in the observed value of the CCA
that occurs at RH between 30 and 40%. Finally, we use the
Picknett and Bexon model to analyze the evaporation of
individual droplets and provide a set of estimates of the
diffusion coefficient. By comparing the evaporation rate to the
RH across all experiments, we obtain a second estimate of the
diffusion coefficient. Both types of estimate are within 2% of
the literature value and show how SOCAL surfaces, which are
omniphobic, provide a simple but accurate methodology to
determine the diffusion coefficient of volatile liquids.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
2.1. SOCAL Preparation. SOCAL surfaces were created on 25 ×
75 mm glass slides, using the method detailed by Wang and
McCarthy, adapted to our specific equipment and with process
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parameters iteratively developed until a reproducible and low contact-
angle hysteresis method was achieved.29 Our optimized method used
clean glass slides placed into a Henniker plasma cleaner (HPT-100) at
30% power for 20 min. This step adds OH bonds to the surface. The
slide was then dipped into a reactive solution of isopropanol,
dimethyldimethoxysilane, and sulphuric acid (90, 9, and 1% wt) for 5
s, and then slowly withdrawn. The slides were then placed in a
bespoke humidity-controlled environment at 60% RH and 25 °C for
20 min. During this step, an acid-catalyzed graft polycondensation of
dimethyldimethoxysilane creates a homogeneous layer of PDMS
grafted to the surface. Unreacted material was then rinsed away with
deionized (DI) water, isopropanol, and toluene.
We found that to reliably produce SOCAL surfaces with low
contact-angle hysteresis, the following parameters need to be carefully
controlled and optimized: plasma exposure time; the RH at which the
reaction takes place and the reaction time. With the plasma cleaner set
to 100 W power and varying the treatment duration from 30 s to 30
min, we found a minimum in the contact-angle hysteresis occurs at 5
min plasma time (ΔθCAH = 1.8 ± 0.7°). Although very low, this
contact-angle hysteresis is larger than previously reported by Wang
and McCarthy.29 By reducing the plasma power to 30 W, we were
able to reduce the time sensitivity and achieve ΔθCAH = (0.9 ± 0.3°)
with 20 min plasma cleaning time (Figure 1). To assess the
reproducibility and the uniformity of results across a surface, the
contact-angle hysteresis for each change in the process parameter was
assessed using advancing and receding contact-angle measurements
taken at three different locations on the surface; the average of the
results across all the three locations is reported with its standard
deviation.
2.2. Contact-Angle Measurements. Contact-angle measure-
ments of droplets of water on the SOCAL surfaces were carried out
using a Krüss drop shape analyzer (DSA 30) and Krüss DSA4
software. A 4 μL droplet of DI water was dispensed onto the surface
at room temperature (20−25 °C). A video sequence at 5 frames per s
captured the inflation and deflation of the droplet to determine
advancing and receding contact angles. The droplet was inflated by 2
μL at 20 μL/min, left to stabilize for 5 s, and then, 2 μL was
withdrawn at 1 μL/min. A slow withdrawal speed was used for
contact-angle hysteresis measurements to limit the risk that the
measured angles were dynamic angles. In all reported measurements,
the advancing angle, θA, is the angle immediately before the droplet
radius begins to increase. Similarly, the receding angle, θR, is the angle
immediately before the droplet radius begins to decrease. Each
reported contact-angle hysteresis value, ΔθCAH = (θA − θR), is the
average of contact-angle hysteresis values measured at three different
locations on the SOCAL-treated glass slide.
2.3. Evaporation Experimental Procedure. Small (4.0 ± 0.3
μL) droplets of room-temperature DI water (type III, purified in an
Elga PURELAB Option-Q lab water purification system) were
deposited on a SOCAL-treated glass slide, in a commercial humidity
and temperature-controlled chamber (TC30) that had been
equilibrated at (25 ± 0.1) °C, attached to a Krüss (DSA 25). The
evaporation of the droplets was observed for a range of RH from 10 to
70% (±0.5%) in intervals of 10%. A further sequence of evaporation
experiments refined the RH range between 30 and 40% in steps of 2%.
The evolution of the contact angle and the contact radius as a
function of time were recorded using a Krüss drop shape analyzer
(DSA 25), with time-lapse image capture at 10 s intervals (Figure 2).
The data and images for each evaporation sequence were analyzed
individually to verify the absence of contact-line pinning.
The contact radius was calculated by identifying the contact base
line using the eye; the Krüss Advance software package then tracks the
drop radius throughout the evaporation. The contact angle was
evaluated using an elliptical fit in the Krüss Advance software, which
uses the tangent of the ellipse intersecting the contact base line. This
gives a mean contact angle from the average of the left and right
contact angle. Because SOCAL is a transparent coating, we were also
able to confirm that droplets on the surfaces retained an axisymmetric
shape during evaporation by conducting control experiments using
the simultaneous side profile and bottom up views.
Data presented in this paper show typical curves for each RH
obtained from the average of three repeated evaporations. The data
for each RH was averaged into 100 equally spaced bins for each
measured quantity (elapsed time, contact angle, contact radius). All of
the experiments were carried out on five separately made SOCAL-
treated glass slides at various locations on the slides. The different
humidity experiments were carried out nonsequentially to ensure that
no aging effects were observed.
Figure 1. Contact-angle hysteresis (ΔθCAH) as a function of plasma time. (Left) shows ΔθCAH as a function of time for 100 W plasma power.
(Right) shows ΔθCAH as a function of time for 30 W. The green dashed line is a guide to the eye.
Figure 2. Diagram of experimental setup for evaporation. (1)
Automatic syringe dosing unit. (2) Camera with macro lens and
barrel. (3) Humidity and temperature-controlled chamber (TC30).
(4) Light-emitting diode backlight. (5) Krüss DSA 25.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Typical Evaporation Sequence. Figure 3 shows the contact
angle θ, and contact area, πr2, as a function of time during a typical
sessile droplet evaporation sequence. After short initial relaxation,
when a droplet is deposited, a CCA is observed for the majority of the
evaporation time. During the CCA period, the contact area reduces
linearly with time. The short initial relaxation is likely to be due to the
droplet equilibrating to the surface, temperature, and RH (e.g., see
McHale et al.33). The final stage of evaporation appears to be
correlated to the observation of mineral deposit formation when the
droplet radius reduced to ∼0.5 mm, which is the radius at which the
contact angle first begins to decrease.
3.2. Influence of RH. The CCA mode of evaporation occurs
across a broad range of RH (10−70%). Figure 4 illustrates a typical
evaporation at the lowest and highest values of RH. Even though
these extremes in RH result in significantly different total evaporation
times of 23 min and 2 h 15 min, the droplet evaporation sequences
demonstrate the same behavior. The presence of the syringe (seen at
the top of each image in Figure 4) illustrates that an evaporating
droplet remains centered, close its initial deposition location, from the
start to end of their evaporation. This provides confidence that the
droplet contact line is completely mobile and free from pinning at all
locations around the droplet.
Figure 5 shows a full set of sessile droplet evaporation sequences
across the range of RH from 10 to 70% in steps of 10% and using the
volume as the horizontal axis to collapse all the data onto a single plot.
The central inset in Figure 5 reveals that the CCA during evaporation
has two distinct values. The contact angle in the range of the RH of
10−30% is 101° while in the range of the RH of 30−40%, there is a
sharp rise in the CCA to 104.5°, which remains the value observed for
the range from 40 to 70%. The step nature of this transition is further
detailed in Figure 6, which presents data for the RH range 30−40%
using steps in the RH of 2%. Advancing angle measurements were
carried out at each RH value to confirm the surface retained low
Figure 3. Typical evaporation showing the contact angle (ooo) and
contact area (***) as a function of time. The conditions of this typical
evaporation are a 4 μL droplet of DI water, 25 °C, and 70% RH. The
inset shows the ellipse fitting of the droplet to measure the contact
angle (θ), contact radius (r), and spherical radius (R).
Figure 4. Evaporation time lapse at 10 and 70% RH. The syringe needle is kept in the image to show the droplets evaporate, moving radially inward
in all directions.
Figure 5. Contact angle as a function of volume. The dashed lines
indicate the CCA mode of evaporation. The central inset is a
magnification of the CCA mode evaporation, showing the two contact
angles for low (10−30%) and high (40−70%) RH.
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contact-angle hysteresis despite this step change in the contact angle.
Evaporation causes the contact line to retreat slower than a needle
withdrawing liquid; therefore, the receding angle at a given RH is the
angle observed during evaporation of liquid at that RH. Contact-angle
hysteresis estimated using the constant receding angle during
evaporation and the measured advancing contact angle prior to
evaporation was largest at RH = 34% with ΔθCAH = (1.09 ± 0.27)°
and lowest at RH = 60% with ΔθCAH = (0.41 ± 0.16°). Figure 6
shows ΔθCAH remains low for both contact angle regimes with ΔθCAH
< 2°.
4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
We first focus on the qualitative features of typical evaporation
sequences. After a droplet is deposited, there is an immediate
and short duration initial relaxation of the contact angle. The
decrease in the contact angle could be due to changes in
temperature as evaporation establishes itself and evaporative
cooling of the droplet and substrate occurs. For isolated
evaporating spherical drops, the cooling is determined by the
evaporation rate,34 and this will also occur for sessile droplets
with the evaporative cooling correlated to the RH, which
controls the rate of evaporation. In addition, thermal properties
of the substrate will influence how effectively thermal energy
can be supplied to maintain the temperature of the substrate
surface. For example, Sefiane et al. show a link between the
cooling effect on a droplet and the thermal properties of the
substrate.35 A further possibility is that evaporation creates a
local RH which, given the contact angle is over 90°, may be
important for the precise value of the contact angle because of
the confined wedge space defined by the droplet and the
substrate near the contact line. The simplest interpretation is
that, although the contact-angle hysteresis is very small, an
evaporating droplet is simply adopting a receding contact
angle, which is slightly lower (1−2°) than its initial value on
deposition.
The initial relaxation is then followed by a CCA period that
dominates the overall evaporation time. An unexpected feature
in our data is the apparent separation into two distinct values
of the CCA of 101° and 104.5° for this CCA evaporation
mode. This step change for RH between 30 and 40% is shown
in Figure 6 and is reminiscent of the shape of a type V
adsorption isotherm.36 These two contact angle values can be
compared to the 0.6° increase in contact-angle hysteresis at the
lower RH values quantified using measurements via addition
and withdrawal of liquid to a droplet. We excluded the step
change being a consequence of a dynamic contact angle,
defined by the speed of retreat of the contact line, by
conducting receding contact-angle measurement by withdrawal
of liquid at different rates. We can also consider possible
origins of the step change using Young’s law (eq 1), for which
there are two interfacial tensions, γLV and γSV, that depend on
the vapor. The first of these, the surface tension γLV, is known
from pendant drop measurements to have a smooth change
with temperature and RH over the range used in our
experiments (72.2−75.5 mN m−1).37,38 However, the second
of these, the solid−vapor interfacial tension γSV, is a candidate
for the origin of a step change in the observed contact angle.
This might occur if a film of vapor condensed on the solid over
the narrow 30−40% range of RH, thereby replacing the solid−
vapor interface by solid−liquid and liquid−vapor interfaces. To
consider this possibility, we attempted to measure mass change
on a SOCAL-coated glass surface using a dynamic vapor
sorption (DVS) method, but unfortunately, it was not possible
to obtain reliable results because of the small relative changes
in mass. We also visually observed changes in reflectivity with
RH changes using a glass surface which had half of its area
treated with the SOCAL coating but did not observe any
change indicating condensation had occurred. Another
possibility is that the solid−vapor interfacial tension changes
because of the adsorption of a monolayer of vapor. This could
cause an increase in the contact angle as the RH increases, as
observed experimentally, because of increased cohesion of the
water molecules and, hence, a decrease in the solid−vapor
interfacial tension γSV. A further possibility is that adsorption of
a monolayer of water vapor could cause a step change in the
mobility of the PDMS chains in the SOCAL coating for RH
above and below the 30−40% range. From these possibilities,
vapor adsorption appears to be the most likely reason for the
step change in the contact angle with increasing RH.
In the very final stages of evaporation, the contact angle
reduces rapidly and after the droplet had completely
evaporated, we observed deposits were present over an area
corresponding to that at which the contact angle first began to
reduce. We therefore verified that the water we used did not
contain solid particles. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
and scanning electron microscopy analysis of these deposits
showed them to be composed of NaCl, AlCl, MgCl, and KCl.
This suggests trace amounts of salts precipitated out of water at
a volume of 0.6 ± 0.1 μL, and their deposition on the SOCAL-
coated glass surface then created a self-pinning effect.
We now focus on a quantitative analysis of the evaporation
sequences. Consider a sphere of liquid suspended in air far
from any surface for which the rate of change in its volume due









where V is volume, R is the spherical radius of the droplet, D is
the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air, Δc is the
difference between the vapor concentration close to the
droplet and far away (Δc = c0 − c∞), and ρ is the density of the
liquid. Here, the rate of change of volume arises from the net
flux at the liquid−vapor interface integrated over the free
surface of the droplet as discussed in the review by Cazabat
and Gueńa.12 The same droplet resting on a solid surface will
adopt a spherical cap shape, provided it is smaller than the
capillary length, which for water is κ−1 = 2.73 mm, and its
contact area is not prevented by contact-line pinning from
adopting a circular shape. Geometrically, this shape is defined
by its contact angle, θ, with the surface and a contact radius r,
as illustrated in the inset to Figure 3. Knowing these two
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Other geometrical parameters, such as the spherical radius,











In addition to the change in the droplet geometry from
spherical to spherical cap, diffusion-limited evaporation is also
influenced by the change in space into which vapor can diffuse.
Thus, a completely spherical droplet with a contact angle of
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180° just touching in the flat solid surface does not evaporate
as fast as a spherical droplet far from the surface. Picknett and
Bexon considered sessile droplet evaporation and provided an
exact closed-form solution for its diffusion-limited evaporation,
which has a similar form to eq 2 but with an additional factor,












To aid numerical calculations, they provided polynomial fits
to f(θ), covering the full contact-angle range. For our
experiments, the appropriate polynomial fit is for angles













where θ is in radians. Because the droplets in our experiments
conform to spherical caps, and unlike the work of Guan et al.
on SLIPS28 there is no wetting ridge present, these equations
can be used directly to analyze our data. For the CCA mode
with side profile observations providing both contact angle and
contact radius, the most appropriate equation arises by
substituting eq 3 into eq 5 to give
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As the right-hand side of eq 7 does not depend on time for
the CCA mode of evaporation, the contact area should reduce
linearly with time.
Figure 7 shows representative data for sessile droplet
evaporation on our SOCAL surfaces for each value of RH
(10−70%) and each can be seen to provide excellent
agreement with a linear fit; the inset in Figure 7 illustrates
the time range used to define the CCA range. From the slopes
in Figure 7, the diffusion coefficient for each RH, DRH, has
been calculated using eq 6 and is shown in Table 1. These
values of DRH range from 2.31 × 10
−5 to 2.87 × 10−5 m2 s−1
with an average of (2.58 ± 0.20) × 10−5 m2 s−1, which
compares well to the literature value of 2.48 × 10−5 m2 s−1.39
Figure 7 provides confidence that we have observed CCA
mode evaporation, which is diffusion-limited, and Table 1
confirms that the extracted diffusion coefficients from each RH
are consistent with the literature values. However, because the
diffusion coefficient should not depend on the RH, rearranging
eq 7 and relating the RH to vapor concentration by Δc =
c0((RH/100) − 1), allows a single estimated diffusion
coefficient, DE, to be calculated using all experiments across
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Figure 8 shows data from Figure 7 plotted using eq 8, and
the gradient from this gives an estimate of the diffusion
coefficient of DE = (2.44 ± 0.48) × 10
−5 m2 s−1, which is an
improved estimate compared to the single RH estimates and
which is within 2% of the literature value.
Finally, because Wang and McCarthy have reported that
SOCAL surfaces are omniphobic and have low contact-angle
hysteresis to a wide range of liquids, including diiodomethane,
toluene, hexadecane, cyclohexane, decane, and hexane,29 the
accuracy of our evaporation method of determining the
diffusion coefficient for water suggests that a SOCAL-coated
glass surface could be used to determine the diffusion
coefficients for a wide range of other liquids.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have shown it is possible to observe the CCA
evaporation mode on a flat smooth (nontextured) solid surface
by creating SOCAL-coated surfaces with extremely low
contact-angle hysteresis. This differs from previous attempts
to observe the CCA mode, which have relied on the use of
Figure 7. Contact area πr2 as a function of time for evaporations at RH 10−70%. The line through each data set represents the linear fit used to
calculate DRH. The inset shows the representative contact angle and contact area as a function of time, where the data between the dashed lines
show the section of the evaporation that is the CCA mode.
Table 1. Calculated Diffusion Coefficient for Each RH









10 −0.002699 2.47 2.48
20 −0.002513 2.58 2.48
30 −0.002202 2.58 2.48
40 −0.001678 2.44 2.48
50 −0.001640 2.87 2.48
60 −0.001297 2.82 2.48
70 −0.000754 2.31 2.48
average 2.58 ± 0.20 2.48
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textured solid surfaces, or a lubricant oil that removes all
contacts with a solid surface. We have also observed a step
change in the CCA value occurring in a narrow range of RH
(30−40%), which is indicative of the adsorption of water vapor
on the surface and reminiscent of a type V isotherm. The value
of the CCA during evaporation has been shown to be
consistent with the ideal contact angle from Young’s law
estimated by using independent measurements of the
advancing and receding contact angle. Quantitative analysis
of the sessile droplet evaporation sequences provides accurate
measurements of the diffusion constant of the evaporating
liquid. Hence, this methodology can provide a simple and
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ABSTRACT: Liquid-infused surfaces (LISs) exhibit unique
properties that make them ideal candidates for a wide range of
applications, from antifouling and anti-icing coatings to self-healing
surfaces and controlled wetting. However, when exposed to
realistic environmental conditions, LISs tend to age and
progressively lose their desirable properties, potentially compro-
mising their application. The associated ageing mechanisms are still
poorly understood, and results reflecting real-life applications are
scarce. Here, we track the ageing of a model LIS composed of glass
surfaces functionalized with hydrophobic nanoparticles and infused
with silicone oil. The LISs are fully submerged in aqueous solutions
and exposed to acoustic pressure waves for set time intervals. The
ageing is monitored by periodic measurements of the LIS’s wetting
properties. We also track the changes to the LIS’s nanoscale structure. We find that the LISs rapidly lose their slippery properties
because of a combination of oil loss, smoothing of the nanoporous functional layer, and substrate degradation when directly exposed
to the solution. The oil loss is consistent with water microdroplets entering the oil layer and displacing oil away from the surface.
These mechanisms are general and could play a role in the ageing of most LISs.
■ INTRODUCTION
Liquid-infused surfaces (LISs) represent a family of functional
surfaces inspired by the Nepenthes pitcher plant whose porous
outer surface is imbibed with a lubricating liquid. This
effectively replaces the plant’s exposed outer surface with a
fluid layer that creates a slippery surface able to shed liquid
droplets and trap insects.1 LISs are of considerable economical
interest because they provide a nontoxic method for preventing
the fouling and corrosion of surfaces by blocking the
attachment of organisms or blocking direct interaction
between the solid support and the outside environment.2,3
Potential applications range from reducing the natural fouling
of buildings, windows, transport vehicles, and underwater
structures (e.g., rigs, turbines, water treatment systems, and
power plants) to preventing biofilm formation on the surface
of medical devices and implants.4−7 Moreover, LISs have been
shown to be anti-icing8−10 and self-healing,2,11 exhibit low roll-
off angles12 and drag reduction,13 present a high optical
transparency,2,9 and may be used for fog-harvesting applica-
tions.14
Regardless of the intended application, all designs of LISs
have to meet three main criteria: (1) the chemical affinity
between the lubricating fluid and the solid should be higher
than that between the ambient fluid and the solid, (2) the solid
should preferably be roughened so as to increase the surface
area for the adhesion of the lubricating fluid and its
immobilization, and (3) the lubricating fluid and the ambient
fluid must be largely immiscible.2,3 Since the initial develop-
ment of LISs,2,15−17 many different geometries and materials
have been proposed for the porous substructure and
lubricating fluid. These include the development of flexible
surfaces from self-assembling polymers18 or using novel ferro-
fluids to infuse surfaces.19 Experimental advances have further
been complemented by theoretical studies to examine ideal
geometries and the interplay of the infused liquid with
supported liquid droplets moving across the LIS.20−22
While there is abundant research investigating the design of
LISs, their ageing and wear is often overlooked despite it being
considered one of the biggest problem facing self-cleaning
surfaces.23 When available, studies typically examine LIS
ageing during static storage in air or in solution at room
temperature,10 or under steady external perturbations on a
freshly made LIS.3,24−26 Durability is assessed in terms of
substrate recovery after damage incidents (such as incision or
impact in the infused layer),4,5,27 oil loss, and the ageing of
surfaces under soaking conditions. Generally, LISs retain their
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slippery properties8,28,29 provided the oil layer is not depleted,
and periodic reimmersion in oil has been shown to allow most
LISs to regain their self-healing properties and high droplet
mobility.30 Indeed, in nature, the nepenthes pitcher plant
exhibits a unique system of continuous liquid transport, which
is used to allow the surface to retains its slippery properties.31
Synthetic mimics have also been designed to replicate this
spreading behavior.32−34
This suggests the integrity of the infused oil layer to be the
single most important factor; upon oil depletion, LISs
progressively lose their antifouling properties and biomaterial
is able to attach.28 Several mechanisms may be responsible for
the oil loss, including exposure to shear flows,24−26 failure
under gravity,26 and aqueous droplet cloaking by the oil
resulting in the LIS material being carried away.35
In this study, we investigate the ageing of a model LIS
exposed to an environment that aims to mimic real-life
applications such as waves in the sea, rain falling, or localized
impacts. This is achieved by immersing our model LIS in
aqueous solutions and exposing them to ultrasonic pressure
waves. The use of well-defined ultrasonic waves ensures a
reproducible but accelerated LIS ageing compared to ambient
laboratory conditions. This strategy enables us to identify some
of the mechanisms responsible for the oil loss and degradation
of the porous layer, including the impact of dissolved salt ions
in the aqueous solution that are in contact with the LIS.
Significantly, we track the functional evolution of the ageing
LIS and link it to nanoscale changes that occur within the
different LIS components. We do this by combining
macroscopic contact angle (CA) and CA hysteresis (CAH)
measurements with atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the
porous and liquid-infused surface. This approach allows for a
systematic study into the effects of ageing across different
length scales.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Preparation of LIS Substrates. Glass slides were prepared
following a literature protocol as described elsewhere.36 Briefly, glass
substrates were cleaned using Decon 90 (Sigma-Aldrich-Merck,
Gillingham, UK), followed by alternating steps of rinsing and
sonication (30 min bursts) in ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ, Merck-
Millipore, Hertfordshire, UK). The slides were then left to dry in air.
Subsequent rinsing of the slides was carried out consecutively in
acetone (purity 99% (Emplura), Sigma-Aldrich-Merck, Gillingham,
UK) and isopropanol (purity 99.8%, Fisher Scientific, Loughborough,
UK) and dried under a stream of nitrogen. After 30 min in air, a layer
of hydrophobized nanoparticles (NPs) was sprayed evenly across the
slide surface (GLACO spray, SOFT 99 Corp. Japan) and left to dry
for 60 min. Additional layers were applied every hour until a total of
five coats was achieved unless otherwise specified. A drop (0.5 mL) of
silicone oil (20 cSt @ 25 °C, Sigma-Aldrich-Merck, Gillingham, UK)
was then placed at the center of the slides and immediately spin-
coated (1000 rpm 1 min, then 500 rpm 1 min). Slides were used
fresh, and any storage (outside ageing) was done with the slides
placed in Petri-dishes with closed lids at ambient temperatures.
Preparation of the Dichlorodimethylsilane Hydrophobized
Glass Substrate. Glass slides were hydrophobized with dichlor-
odimethylsilane (DMS) to serve in control experiments. The
preparation followed established protocol.37 Slides were soaked
sequentially in acetone and isopropanol, each for a minimum of 30
min. They were then dried using a stream of nitrogen, plasma-cleaned
for 15 min (>30 W, VacuLAB-X, Tantec, UK), and subsequently
dehydrated in an oven at 100 °C for 60 min. The slides were then
immediately placed inside a desiccator next to 1 mL of DMS placed in
an open dish. The desiccator was then placed under vacuum overnight
to allow for DMS vapor deposition on the slides. After
functionalization, the slides were rinsed with acetone and ultrapure
water and dried overnight at 40 °C.
Ageing Using Static Soaking. Freshly prepared NP-function-
alized slides and the LIS were placed in a sealed beaker containing
either ultrapure water or a 600 mM NaCl solution. The samples were
removed periodically to make CA measurements or for nanoscale
imaging with AFM.
Accelerated Ageing Using Sonication. Samples were placed in
a beaker containing either ultrapure water or a 600 mM NaCl solution
and sonicated in bursts of 1 min, using a VWR, USC-TH bath
sonicator (VWR, Lutterworth, UK). The ultrasonic bath operates at
45 kHz and has an average output power of 180 W. Using a bespoke
liquid displacement sensor built from piezo-ceramic bi-morph (RS
PRO Vibration Sensor, model 285-784, RS Components, Northants,
NN17 9RS, UK), it was possible to estimate the average ultra-
sonication power at the location of the sample, yielding a value of 800
± 400 Wm−2. The associated oscillatory displacement velocity of the
aqueous solution at the sample’s surface is in the order of 8 ms−1.
Details about the setup geometry and the deduction of the above
estimations are presented in the Supporting Information (Section S1
and Figure S1). Similar to static ageing, samples were removed
periodically to make CA measurements or for nanoscale imaging with
AFM.
High-resolution AFM imaging. In order to fit into the AFM
chamber, glass slides were cut into small (<10 mm) pieces and epoxy-
glued to steel disks (12 mm, SPI Supplies, West Chester, USA) before
undergoing the ageing procedures described above (either sonication
or soaking). AFM imaging was carried out in amplitude modulation
using a commercial Cypher ES equipped with photothermal excitation
of the cantilever (Asylum Research, Oxford Instruments, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA). Imaging was carried out in air or in the aqueous
solutions using Arrow-UFHAuD-10 cantilevers (nominal stiffness of 1
N/m, Nanoworld, Neuchatel, Switzerland). Image optimization was
achieved following established protocol.38
CA and CAH Measurements. All CA images were captured using
a portable digital microscope (Dino-lite Edge) and analyzed using the
ImageJ freeware, in particular FIJI plugins Dropsnake39,40 (100 μL
drops) or CA41 (10-20 μL drops). Static CA measurements were
conducted with 100 μL droplets. For CAH measurements, a 10 μL
droplet was first deposited on the surface. A second 10 μL droplet was
then added to measure the advancing angle and subsequently
removed by gently tilting the surface to obtain the receding angle
while video-recording the experiment. Stills of the videos were then
analyzed to infer the advancing and receding angles.
Characterization of the Infused Oil Layer Thickness. The
NP-coated slides were weighed before and after spin coating with
silicone oil. Knowing the oil density and the area of the slide, a
thickness for the oil film could be derived. This approach is
convenient to track oil losses and rapidly estimate changes in the
infused layer thickness. However, it rests on the assumption of a
uniform, homogenous oil film and neglects any of the oil contained
within the rough porous NP layer. These assumptions are justified
considering the order of magnitude in thickness difference between
the oil and porous layers, at least for the fresh samples. Values
obtained are in the range of 6−8 μm. Alternatively, an estimation of
the oil film thickness can be derived from the equation for the thin
film thickness after spin coating. This determines the oil film thickness
to be around 5 μm, in good agreement with the weight measurements
(see Section S2 of the Supporting Information).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to objectively and systematically investigate the ageing
of the model LISs, we have organized the study in three
consecutive parts. First, we establish the ideal LIS model to be
used in the ageing study and characterize its surface properties
at the nano and macroscopic scale. The stability of the
resulting LIS is also examined (standard ageing under nominal
laboratory conditions and with no external perturbations).
Second, we investigate the impact of ultrasonication and
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soaking on the LISs and their NP-based retention substrates,
both from structural and functional perspectives. Finally, the
different experiments are brought together, revealing a
dynamical ageing mechanism able to remove the infused LIS
liquid and degrade the underlying nanoporous NP substrate.
Determination of an Ideal LIS Model. To maximize the
practical relevance of our findings, we use a model LIS made
with a commercially available spray of hydrophobized silica
NPs (GLACO, see the Experimental Methods section), which
creates a porous nanolayer that can be readily infused with
silicone oil.42 GLACO-based LISs are often used to create
inexpensive and facile LIS model systems,36,43,44 making them
an ideal research platform for this study. There is, however, no
set protocol to create an optimal porous layer of hydro-
phobized NPs. We therefore started by testing a variety of NP-
functionalized supports with a varying number of NP layers for
oil infusion. We characterized these supports and tested the
resulting LIS (Figure 1).
AFM images of a sample taken in ultrapure water,
immediately after coating with a single layer of NPs (Figure
1a,b) reveal a full layer composed of NPs 20−50 nm in size,
and creating a surface with an average root-mean-square (rms)
roughness of 60 ± 5 nm. Interestingly, the associated phase
image (Figure 1b) shows additional contrast over single NPs
with the cores appearing darker than the hydrophobic shell
(inset with arrows). The phase image is sensitive to the local
viscoelastic properties of the surface,38,45,46 and able to
distinguish between the stiffer silica cores and the softer
perfluoroalkyltrichlorosilane shell when operated with a
sufficiently large imaging amplitude.47 Consistently, the cores
appear well-defined, but the shells induce a fuzzy outer ring.
The NPs are often clustered, which can lead to the solid
centers appearing to overlap in some areas, with a range of
particle sizes. This can also be seen in the EM image taken on a
glass substrate (Figure 1c). The layer is uniform and around
1.6 μm thick. The NPs layers were extensively characterized by
AFM in air and water, demonstrating them to be consistent,
stable, and well-attached (Supporting Information Figure S2).
Increasing the number of layers tends to decrease the surface
roughness of the coating (Figure 1e, see also Figure S2). This
is expected, as additional layers allow for newly added particles
to settle in more stable positions by filling up grooves in the
previous coating layer. After 5 coats, the rms roughness is
comparable to the size of single NPs (∼40 nm), suggesting 5
layers to be close to the optimal limit for a smooth, regular
coating (45 ± 5 nm). In order to create control surfaces, we
used glass slides coated with a single monolayer of DMS
directly evaporated onto the surface, resulting in a significantly
lower roughness of 9 ± 1 nm when imaged under identical
conditions (Figure 1e). The DMS-functionalized surfaces can
be considered flat and hydrophobic, and hence serve as a
reference to single out the effect of porosity on oil retention
when compared to a NP-functionalized surface.
To create a full LIS, the NP- and DMS-functionalized glass
slides were infused with silicone oil (see the Experimental
Methods section). AFM imaging of the oil−water interface
atop an infused 5-layer NPs sample reveals a smooth regular
surface with occasional ripples, presumably due to the AFM tip
probing the oil−water interface and causing small disturbances
(Figure 1d). Estimates of the average oil layer thickness based
on the weight of the samples after infusion yields values
between 6 and 8 μm. These values are typical, but can vary,
Figure 1. Characterization of the different surface functionalizations
used to create the model LIS. AFM images of the NP-functionalized
glass surface taken in ultrapure water (a,b) reveal a cohesive but rough
NP layer with multiple NP clusters (a, topography). The associated
phase information (b) exhibits some contrast between the harder
silica core (darker) and the softer perfluoroalkyltrichlorosilane corona,
which appear lighter and less well-defined (inset with arrows
indicating the center and edge of two NPs). An scanning electron
microscopy image of the section of the NP-functionalized glass taken
after 5 NP layers were applied shows a homogeneous ∼1.6 μm thick
NP coating (c). After infusion with silicone oil, AFM imaging of the
oil−water interface shows a smooth surface with occasional tip-
induced ripples (d). The surface roughness of the NP-functionalized
glass tends to decrease with the number of NP layers sprayed but
remains significantly larger than the glass substrate directly coated
with a single evaporated layer of DMS (e). The rms roughness of each
sample was systematically quantified by analyzing 3 distinct regions of
2 μm × 2 μm in each case. All the measurements were taken in air
except for the LIS, yielding an overall rms roughness ranging between
20 and 50 nm. Roughness measurements conducted on the LISs are
unreliable because of the probing technique inducing ripples in the oil
layer. The corresponding roughness values should be considered as
indicative only (dashed box). Static CA measurements conducted
over all samples (f) yield a value of ∼150° for all the NP-
functionalized surfaces (within experimental error), changing to 101
± 1° after infusion with silicone oil. On DMS-functionalized surfaces,
the CA changes from 95 ± 1 to 101 ± 1° upon infusion with silicone
oil. The plotted CA values represent 20 or more independent
measurements on a minimum of 2 samples for each set of surfaces.
The error boxes (e,f) represent the standard error on the
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depending on the oil temperature during spin coating, and the
environmental conditions in the laboratory.
Static CA measurements, taken across the different surfaces,
show the biggest difference between the infused and the
noninfused surfaces for any type of functionalization (Figure
1f). For NP-functionalized surfaces, infusion with silicone oil
reduces the CA from ∼150 to ∼101°. Within the experimental
error, no differences can be observed between NP-function-
alized surfaces with different numbers of layers, which remain
stable over days (Figure S3). This is not surprising, given that
we expect the oil to fully cover the surface corrugations. For
DMS-functionalized surfaces, the CA changes from ∼95 to
∼101° upon silicone oil infusion, with an initial measured oil
layer thickness comparable to that of the NP-functionalized
surfaces (Figure S4). Overall, the CA values are identical for all
fresh LISs within the experimental error, reflecting the fact that
the CA is then entirely determined by the oil−water interfaces,
with no direct effect on the functionalization. The measured
values are also in agreement with the predictions based on a















where σog and σol represent the interfacial energies between oil
and air, and oil and water, respectively, and σlg
eff represents the
effective interfacial energy between water and air. For
simplicity, here, we have used σlg
eff = σog + σol because the
water droplet is expected to be cloaked by the silicone oil. We
note that CA values can exhibit changes of several degrees
when measured multiple times over days because of the
changes in the ambient laboratory relative humidity and
temperature (Figure 2). The error associated with the above
derivation takes into account such changes, which will be
discussed later in detail.
Next, to ensure the basic stability of our model LIS, we
examined the effect of surface porosity on oil retention as the
sample aged unperturbed in air. This was done by comparing
the ability of a 5-layer NP−LIS and the control DMS−LIS to
retain the infused silicone oil, evaluated by periodic weighing
and CA measurements. The results are shown in Figure 2.
Static CA measurements on the freshly oil-infused LIS give a
similar CA consistent with Figure 1a. As the LIS ages, oil is lost
from both the porous and nonporous surface, but the oil loss
occurs more rapidly from the nonporous surface, with the
initial oil layer thickness halving over ∼4 days. This rapid loss
correlates to a change in CA for the DMS−LIS, a behavior not
observed for the NP-functionalized LIS, even after partial oil
loss. For the NP−LIS, the CA remains constant at ∼104o. The
apparent insensitivity of the CA on the oil layer thickness for
the NP-based LIS has been demonstrated in previous
computer simulation studies. These predict a negligible change
in the CA for relatively large water droplets (>2−3 mm as used
here) on thin oil films upon changes in the film thickness.21
This is because the typical size ratio between the oil film and
the droplet is very small (less than 0.01). We note that this is
not true for smaller aqueous droplets whose oil ridge becomes
comparable to the droplet size, resulting in an apparent CA
that noticeably depends on the oil layer thickness.48
The main source of error in the experimental measurements
of the CA comes from fluctuations in the laboratory’s
temperature T (16 °C < T < 25 °C) and relative humidity
RH (50% < RH < 90%), both of which are not controlled
throughout the experiments. The associated variations in the
CA over the same sample are ∼2% because of T variations and
∼2% because of RH variations (See Section S4 of the
Supporting Information). These uncertainties are in agreement
with previous reports indicating CA variations of up to 15%.49
Changes in RH would, in principle, also affect the droplet
evaporation rate, but given the short experimental timescales
and the relatively large droplets this can be neglected here. Oil
loss over the course of hours can be considered negligible, as
can be the impact of gravity due to vertical storage of the LIS
(see Supporting Information Figures S4 and S5, respectively).
Overall, the results presented in Figures 1 and 2 confirm the
suitability of the 5-layer NP−LIS as a model system to
investigate the ageing of the LIS under external perturbations.
The 5-layer NP−LIS will hence be used systematically
hereafter unless otherwise specified.
Figure 1. continued
measurements. Samples were stored horizontally and measurements
taken over the entire slide length. The color scale bar represents a
height variation of 140 nm (a), 60 nm (inset a), 500 nm (d) and
phase variation of 30 (b) and 10° (inset b).
Figure 2. Oil retention ability of the DMS- and 5-layer NP−LIS in air
under ambient laboratory conditions compared to the static CA. The
thickness of the silicone oil layer decreases in time because of the
losses to the environment (a). The loss is significantly more
pronounced for the DMS-functionalized LIS, which depletes to
below an oil layer thickness of 2 μm within 15 days. Static CA
measurements (b) show no evolution over the NP-functionalized LIS,
but a progressive return to oil-free values for the DMS-functionalized
LIS. This is consistent with the almost complete oil depletion
measured in (a). The two data sets are independent and were taken
on different samples but placed together for comparison. Each point
represents an average of 3 measurements with its standard error. The
solid lines in (a,b) serve as eye guides.
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Accelerated LIS Ageing. To assess the impact of ageing in
more realistic conditions, the 5-layer NP−LIS samples were
immersed in aqueous solutions containing either ultrapure
water or a 600 mM NaCl (saline) solution and exposed to
pressure waves by ultrasonication. The choice of the saline
solution is to mimic conditions in a number of LIS
applications, such as for medical devices, transport vehicles,
and underwater structures. The ageing process used here is
harsher than most natural conditions (Table 1) and can be
seen as accelerated ageing.
In both the pure water and the saline solution, the static CA
remains on average constant over time (Box plot in Figure
3a,b) with no observable trend within error (standard
deviation of the measurements). This is despite an exponential
decay in the oil layer’s thickness (Figure 3c). Both solutions
exhibit a large spread of measured CA values with a rapid
increase past 8 min of sonication. This transition approx-
imately coincides with the point where the oil layer thickness
starts to plateau after an initial rapid decrease (Figure 3c). This
behavior suggests the appearance of defects in the oil layer,
with possible localized exposure of the NP-functionalized
surface underneath. This exposure is localized enough not to
affect the CA value on average, but sufficient to induce droplet
pinning and a higher CA variability. To better quantify this
effect and confirm its origins, we conducted CAH measure-
ments on a new set of ageing samples, simultaneously tracking
the oil layer thickness (Figure 4). While the strategy allows for
less measurement points than in Figure 3, it provides a more
complete picture of the ageing process.
The CAH values in both solutions are initially low, starting
with ∼2° and increasing to ∼6° with a wider spread after 4 min
of sonication (Figure 4a,d). The hysteresis spread rapidly
increases up to values exceeding 30° for times exceeding 12
min. This variability can be quantified by an increase in the
CAH standard deviation (Figure 4b, e) and directly visualized
by comparing representative images of the aqueous droplets
sitting on the LIS during ageing (Figure 4c,f): little variation is
seen in early droplets, whereas the droplets on the aged LIS
exhibit pinning and significant variations between droplets,
consistent with the apparition of multiple localized defects in
the oil layer. The details of these local surface changes are not
trivial. Simple oil depletion would be consistent with the
increased CA variability and CAH values, but directly exposing
hydrophobic NPs should increase the CA upon ageing. This is
clearly not the case (Figure 3) pointing to localized structural
and chemical changes to the porous NPs structure.
Ageing Mechanisms. Examining the nanoscale details of
the ageing porous NPs structure indicate that several related
processes are simultaneously operating during the depletion of
the initially thick oil layer (Figure 5). First, the oil removal
partly exposes the NPs structures underneath enabling them to
become visible by AFM (Figure 5a,b). Second, the exposed
NP-functionalized regions degrade in time, as will be shown
later in Figure 6. (It is worth noting that these exposed features
in general have distinct wetting properties compared to surface
regions that are never infused). Third, water microdroplets get
trapped in the oil layer (Figure 5c,d), locally changing the
Table 1. Comparison of the Mechanical Energy Experienced
by Surfaces in Various Natural and Experimental
Situationsa
process energy [Wm−2]
ultrasonic waves (bath sonicator) 400−1200
ocean wave 100−600050,51
rain fall (vertically, per drop) 0.6−1252
rain fall (on a windscreen@100 km/h, per drop) 120−620
aThe typical power per surface area associated with natural processes
such as the impact of an ocean wave or a raindrop. The values are
compared with that calculated for the ultrasonic bath used for
accelerated ageing of the LIS in this study. Detailed calculations for
the different estimates can be found in Sections S1 and S5 of the
Supporting Information.
Figure 3. Accelerated ageing of the model LIS under ultrasonication
in ultrapure water and in a 600 mM NaCl (saline) solution. For both
ultrapure water (a) and saline solution (b), the evolution of the CAH
is presented in box and whisker plots (black) showing the median
value and the upper and lower quartiles. The standard deviation
(green) is shown as a function of sonication time with a fitted curve
serving as an eye guide. In both liquids, the average CA remains
unchanged within error as the infused oil layer thickness decreases
(c), but the spread of the CA values increases rapidly past ∼8 min of
sonication (green dashed line). This indicates significant fluctuations
arising with time, presumably due to pinning effects as the oil layer
progressively becomes patchy. The oil layer thickness (c) was
deduced from weight measurements taken every 30 s (<5 min) or
every 60 s (>5 min). Separate samples were used for the CAH data
(a,b) and the weight measurements in (c) to avoid the extended time
periods necessary to take CAH hysteresis measurements between
weight measurements. The data represents 20 CA measurements
taken over 5 different locations for each sample and at each time step
for the box plots (a,b).
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layer’s wetting properties, and paving the way for degradation
of the NP-functionalized surface. This entrapment of the
aqueous solution can be directly visualized at the nanoscale by
AFM imaging, with aqueous microdroplets appearing as
circular depressions in the oil−water interface (arrows in
Figure 5c,d), leading to macroscopic consequences for the
LIS’s wetting properties (Figure 5e,f). The entrapment results
in oil droplets being pinched off the surface, and previously
submerged microdroplets leaving the oil layer cloaked. As a
result, it is impossible to remove the sonicated LIS from its
aqueous bath without losing some of the infused oil layer.
This effect could be confirmed by assessing the stability of
pure water and saline emulsion formed in silicone oil by
sonication (Figure S6). Over a timescale of hours, the
microdroplets can been seen, on average, to increase in size
with the saline solution exhibiting a slightly higher stability.
This is likely to be due to the fact that saline droplets have a
higher colloidal stability than their pure water counterpart
where only hydroxyl ions are able to stabilize the droplet.53
When NaCl is added at high molarity, the co-ions
preferentially sit at the oil−water interface next to the hydroxyl
ions, effectively creating an ionic surfactant layer, which
renders the droplet positively charged and more stable against
coalescence.54
The porous NP-layer substrate used for the LIS ages too as a
result of sonication. This occurs not only as a direct,
mechanical result of the sonication waves, but also by increased
exposure to the aqueous solution,29 an effect exacerbated in the
presence of more stable saline droplets. Controlled sonication
experiments carried out on NP-functionalized surfaces without
any oil present show that direct mechanical effects mainly
decrease the porous layer’s roughness from ∼60 to 35−40 nm
(Figure S7). This is likely due the removal of loose or
protruding particles, leaving a more uniform surface. As can be
expected, the wetting properties of the surface change with the
roughness55,56 (Figure 6a; NP-5 in water). Superhydrophobic
surfaces have poor underwater stability due to the difficulty in
retaining air pockets.29,57 Here, sonication could force water
against the surface, displacing any residual air pockets.
However, the surface itself remains fully and uniformly covered
with the NPs well attached (Figure S7). This suggests a limited
impact of the pressure waves on the integrity of the
nanoporous surface. Instead, damage to the nanoporous layer
mainly results from prolonged exposure to the saline solution,
which can cause the NPs to detach or become loose.
Upon soaking in a saline solution, the uncoated nanoporous
NPs layer exhibits a progressive decrease of static CA values
(Figure 6a; NP-5 in saline), suggesting a transition between
two wetting states, similar to a Cassie to Wenzel transition.
This interpretation is supported by the presence of some
degradation of the surface with localized irregularities and NPs
clustering, revealed by AFM (Figure 6c). The surface is also
fragile with NPs easily removed during AFM imaging after only
two days of soaking. The CA measurement (5-layer NP−LIS
in saline, Figure 6a) does not show any significant change. This
result indicates that without any external perturbation the oil
layer provides a protective coating, preventing the solution
from interacting with the NPs and degrading the surface
(Figure 6d). If the solution comes into contact with the NPs, it
can destabilize and modify the surface, likely due to metal ions
facilitating the removal of the hydrophobic ligands from the
surface of the silica NPs. Because the ligand is tethered to the
Figure 4. Changes in CAH upon accelerated ageing of the LIS in ultrapure water and a 600 mM NaCl solution. The evolution of the CAH is
shown in both solutions (a,d) with an exponential fit (blue line) and the errors bars representing the data standard error. The infused oil layer
thickness is superimposed (red curve, exponential fit) for comparison. The standard deviation of the CAH (b,e) can be seen to increase with the
sonication time, supporting the hypothesis of localized defects forming in the infused layer. Images (c,f) show representative droplets at early and
late sonication times in both media (left to right). Each CAH data point in (a,d) represents 12 measurements taken over 4 samples for each
solution. Arrows indicate the direction of the reference axis label. The scale bars in images (e,f) represent 1 mm.
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silica core by silane chemistry, they can be displaced under
appropriate conditions.58 This would result in hydrophobic
ligand clusters aggregating on the surface, consistent with the
AFM images of the degraded surface (Figure 6b,c).
General Discussion. LISs have the potential to revolu-
tionize antifouling coating, offering a more efficient and
environmentally friendly alternative to existing solutions.
However, any real-life application requires a clear under-
standing of the LIS ageing over time so as to enable the
targeted development of better, more flexible surfaces that can
withstand the demands of their intended application. Here, we
track the ageing of the model LIS prepared according to
standard protocols. Using a dual micro- and macroscale
experimental strategy, we link functional changes in the LIS’s
performance with specific oil loss mechanisms and nanoscale
effects in the porous layer. We find that the initial oil layer is
usually not at equilibrium, leading to significant oil loss, even
when stored under ambient conditions and without any
external perturbation. When immersed in aqueous solutions
and exposed to high intensity ultrasonic pressure waves, the oil
loss significantly accelerates, inducing changes in the CA and
CAH. The pressure waves create aqueous micro-droplets in the
oil layer, progressively pinching out the oil from the LIS, as
cloaked droplets move out of the oil phase back into the bulk
aqueous solution. The rapidity of the depletion process is
weakly dependent on the colloidal stability of the micro-
droplets. This mechanism, to the best of our knowledge has
not been previously reported, appears central to the ageing of
the LIS exposed to the impact of waves. In our simple model
LIS, this “pinching” mechanism induces an important side-
effect: the irreversible degradation of the hydrophobic NP
coating used to retain the LIS’ liquid. The NP coating plays an
important role in the LIS performance, which is maintained
more than ten times longer for the nanoporous NP-coated
supports compared to the smooth flat supports. However, the
current findings highlight inherent weaknesses in the use of
facile nano-structured NP coating exposure of the LIS support
to the aqueous solution causing both chemical and structural
degradations.
Taken together, the present results provide clues to design
robust LISs, for example, aimed at real-life applications that
entail the impact of water drops or waves. First, using a
retention support that does not require chemical functionaliza-
tion, unlike the hydrophobized particles used here, would offer
an obvious strategy to remedy LIS degradation, potentially
increasing the lifetime of both the support and the resulting
LIS. This is especially true for substrates exposed to saline
solutions, where the contaminate degrades the substrate more
Figure 5. Images of the oil−aqueous solution interface during
accelerated ageing. AFM images reveal a progressive depletion of the
infused oil-layer, exposing some surface features of the NPs
nanoporous layer (a). More features are visible at longer sonication
time (b), consistent with the oil layer shedding to reveal the surface
underneath with small nano-ridges emerging from the depleted oil
layer (arrows in a,b). The main mechanism for oil removal (c) is the
replacement of oil microdroplet by aqueous droplets, inducing
characteristic circular depleted regions in the oil layer (arrows). A
magnified view of one such circular depletion is highlighted by a white
dashed circle and arrow (d). The horizontal streaks in (c,d) confirm
that the AFM tip is still scanning a fluid and mobile layer. Optical
images of droplets on fresh (e) samples show an oil ridge at the drop
edge. When the layer is sufficiently depleted (f), the oil ridge is no
longer visible. The color scale is as for Figure 1, with a maximum
height variation of 124 (a), 242 (b), 129 (c), and 90 nm (d).
Figure 6. Impact of NP-5 soaking in an aqueous solution on the
integrity and properties of the NPs layer. Over 20 days, the static CA
decreases significantly on the nanoporous NP-5 surfaces in saline
solution while no evolution is seen for the LIS (a). AFM images taken
on the NP-5 surface at day 5 in pure water (b), the NP-5 surface at
day 2 in saline solution (c), and the LIS at day 14 in the saline
solution (d), reveal some key differences in ageing. Permanent surface
degradation is evident for the non-infused surfaces (b,c) where large
clusters are present (arrows) and more pronounced in the saline
solution. Increased roughness is also visible on the LIS but much less
pronounced, and the characteristic scanning streaks confirms the
presence of a mobile oil layer. The color scale in all AFM images
represents a height variation of 400 nm (as for Figure 1).
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quickly. If the LIS is designed for being reinfused periodically,
chemical resistance to the environment (other than the
infusing liquid) is necessary to avoid degradation over short
timescales. Second, mechanical restructuring of the porous
layer may also need to be considered depending on the
application.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Overall, this work shows that the ageing effect on LISs can be
significant when exposed to nonideal environmental con-
ditions. Practical and application-oriented developments of
LISs are likely to become a key aspect to LIS adoption in
technology and industry, beyond the many fundamental
developments currently driving the field.3,9,10,59,60 The ageing
mechanisms depend on the specific details of the system
considered and should be tailored for the applications of
interest.4−7,28 The present work could act as a reference point
for future work involving the testing of new LIS applications,
particularly the development of a standardized, accelerated
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ABSTRACT: Sessile droplet evaporation underpins a wide range of applications from
inkjet printing to coating. However, drying times can be variable and contact-line
pinning often leads to undesirable effects, such as ring stain formation. Here, we show
voltage programmable control of contact angles during evaporation on two pinning-free
surfaces. We use an electrowetting-on-dielectric approach and Slippery Liquid-Infused
Porous (SLIP) and Slippery Omniphobic Covalently Attached Liquid-Like (SOCAL)
surfaces to achieve a constant contact angle mode of evaporation. We report
evaporation sequences and droplet lifetimes across a broad range of contact angles from
105°−67°. The values of the contact angles during evaporation are consistent with
expectations from electrowetting and the Young-Lippman equation. The droplet
contact areas reduce linearly in time, and this provides estimates of diffusion
coefficients close to the expected literature value. We further find that the total time of
evaporation over the broad contact angle range studied is only weakly dependent on
the value of the contact angle. We conclude that on these types of slippery surfaces, droplet lifetimes can be predicted and controlled
by the droplet’s volume and physical properties (density, diffusion coefficient, and vapor concentration difference to the vapor
phase) largely independent of the precise value of contact angle. These results are relevant to applications, such as printing, spraying,
coating, and other processes, where controlling droplet evaporation and drying is important.
■ INTRODUCTION
The evaporation of sessile droplets of liquids from solids
occurs in many applications including heat exchange,1 particle
deposition,2 and inkjet printing.3 Due to its importance to a
wide range of physical processes, the literature is extensive
(see, e.g., Erbil,4 Cazabat and Gueńa,5 and Larson6). For a
sessile droplet, the presence of the solid surface results in an
evaporation rate, and hence drop drying time, which depends
on the droplet’s contact angle. Inhomogeneities in practical
surfaces also mean there is contact line pinning which has
consequences for predicting and controlling evaporation. It can
prevent the contact area between the liquid and solid with it
being circular thus giving irregular drying spots and drying
times. If the evaporating droplet is a suspension, it can cause
nonuniform particle deposition, similar to the coffee-ring stain
effect.6 This can cause problems in a broad range of
applications from nonuniform delivery of the active compo-
nents in aerosols used in pesticides to nonuniform fluorescence
in spotted microarrays.2,7−9 One way to prevent ring-stain
patterns is to remove contact line pinning so that the contact
line is completely mobile during evaporation, but this is the
exception on solid surfaces unless active means, such surface
acoustic wave10 or electrowetting-induced agitation of the
liquid, are used.11 It is therefore desirable to investigate contact
angle dependence of evaporation of droplets on surfaces which
do not have contact line pinning to understand control of the
evaporation sequence and droplet lifetimes.
One possible approach to removing contact line pinning is
to use superhydrophobic surfaces with contact angles above ca.
150°,12−14 and the first example of using such a surface for
evaporation was provided by McHale et al.15 In their case, the
texture of their micropost surface led to quantization of the
receding contact line into stepwise jumps from pillar to pillar
before a collapse into the structure and complete pinning. In
other cases, evaporation of sessile droplets from nanoparticle-
based superhydrophobic surfaces has shown droplets evaporate
for a relatively constant contact angle ca. 150°.16 However,
these surfaces have high contact angles toward 180° with small
contact areas to create a Cassie−Baxter state and so use texture
or roughness for which there remains the risk of impalement of
the drop into the texture through, for example, pressure-
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induced or condensation of vapor-induced transitions, to the
Wenzel state. An alternative approach to removing contact
line-pinning, which avoids the risk of an impalement transition,
is the use of a Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surface
(SLIPS),17 and this has been shown to support a constant
contact angle type mode of evaporation.18 However, while
SLIPS provide a smooth surface, the droplet is never in direct
contact with the underlying solid but rests on the layer of
lubricant used to infuse the porous (or textured) solid surface
structure. Thus, the observed contact angle is an apparent
contact angle and is not determined by interaction with the
underlying solid surface, and the lubricant may alter the
evaporation rate. This apparent contact angle on SLIPS can be
theoretically described,19 and for thin layers of lubricant, the
contact angle can be predicted using a liquid/lubricant form of
Young’s law, which also provides an upper bound for thicker
layers of lubricant.19,20 Most recently, Wang and McCarthy
introduced a new type of slippery surface which they named
Slippery Omniphobic Covalently Attached Liquid (SOCAL)
surfaces obtained through acid-catalyzed graft polycondensa-
tion of dimethyldimethoxysilane.21 This has allowed the
observation of pinning-free constant contact angle mode
evaporation on smooth slippery liquid-like, but solid,
surfaces.22 In the case of SLIPS, created using silicone oil as
a lubricant, and for SOCAL, the contact angle for droplets of
water are ca. 108° and 104° and so can be regarded as
hydrophobic surfaces. At present, there are no examples of
pinning-free evaporations of sessile water droplets from
hydrophilic surfaces.
An outstanding challenge for studies of pinning-free
evaporation of sessile droplets is control of the range of
contact angles on smooth slippery surfaces. Here, our primary
objective is to address this challenge by introducing electro-
wetting-on-dielectric (EWOD)23,24 as a technique to control
the contact angle during evaporation. Electrowetting is an
important tool that can manipulate and control droplets, e.g.,
in microfluidics,25−27 liquid lenses,28 and optofluidics,29 and
can be used with SLIP surfaces (see e.g., ref 30−32). In this
type of electrowetting, the solid−liquid contact area of a sessile
droplet acts as one electrode in a capacitive structure allowing
the contact angle to be reduced by the application of a voltage.
Electrowetting does not alter the spherical cap shape of small
sessile droplets provided the voltage is below the saturation
voltage,33 and since charges are stored at the solid−liquid
interface, we anticipate it will not significantly influence the
evaporation of sessile droplets. In the remainder of this paper,
we describe the theory for the constant contact angle mode of
evaporation and the creation of two types of slippery surfaces
(SOCAL and SLIPS) in an electrowetting configuration. We
then report data for the constant contact angle evaporation
mode over a range of contact angles from 105° to 67°
including a comparison to expected values from the Young-
Lippmann equation to show consistency with theory and
provide confidence in the technique. We report estimates for
the diffusion coefficient of water vapor and for droplet lifetimes
and show that droplet lifetime is largely insensitive to the
precise value of the contact angle over the range studied.
■ THEORY OF CONSTANT CONTACT ANGLE MODE
EVAPORATION
Picknett and Bexon provided the first solution for the
diffusion-controlled evaporation of a spherical cap shaped
sessile droplet on a smooth and homogeneous surface and
identified two ideal modes.34 In the first mode, the contact line
is completely pinned, and the evaporation occurs with a
constant contact radius, so that the contact angle decreases
throughout the entire evaporation. This mode of evaporation
has been achieved experimentally and is widely studied.4,35 In
the second mode the contact line is mobile, and the contact
angle remains constant, resulting in a linear decrease in the
contact area with time. Constant contact angle mode
evaporation on surfaces has been experimentally difficult to
observe because surfaces tend to exhibit contact angle
hysteresis and contact line pinning. In practice, most droplets
evaporate in a stick−slip mode of evaporation, where the
contact line is repeatedly pinned on the surface, depinning
when the contact angle is sufficiently out of equilibrium to
exceed the force necessary to move the contact line. A number
of authors have also observed another mode of evaporation
known as stick-slide mode evaporation, where the contact area
and contact angle decrease at the same time, e.g., ref 34. In
particular, Stauber et al. have provided a model to predict the
lifetime of droplets in stick-slide, constant contact radius, and
constant contact angle mode evaporation.36,37
In the ideal case without contact line pinning and when a
droplet is in thermodynamic equilibrium, the contact angle, θe,
a sessile droplet makes with a smooth solid surface is





= −cos ( )e SV SL
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where γSV is the solid−vapor interfacial tension, γSL is the
solid−liquid interfacial tension, and γLV is the liquid−vapor
interfacial tension.38 This applies to droplets in equilibrium
with contact angles from 0°, where a droplet just forms a film
between the solid surface and the surrounding vapor phase, to
180° where a droplet completely balls up on the surface.
For a small sessile droplet with a size below the capillary
length lc = (γLV/ρg)
1/2 where ρ is the density of the liquid and
g = 9.81 ms−2 is the acceleration due to gravity, the droplet
adopts an axially symmetric spherical cap shape with well-
defined geometric parameters that can be measured from side
profile images. These include the spherical cap radius R,
contact radius r, contact angle θ, and the apex height h, above
the contact surface. Geometrically, the volume, Ω, is defined as
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and the contact radius is related to the spherical radius by r =
Rsin θ. In general, the rate for diffusion-limited loss of a liquid
volume by evaporation through a liquid−vapor interface using
a surface integral of the concentration gradient is
∫ρΩ = − ∇t D C Sdd . d (4)
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the vapor.5 Combining
the geometrical assumptions with eq 4 and a concentration
gradient model gives
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(6)
Here, (cs − c∞) is the difference in the vapor concentration at
the liquid−vapor interface of the droplet cs, which is assumed
to be its saturation value and that far removed from the droplet
surface c∞, which is assumed to be its ambient value. For
analyzing data, an exact solution for eq 5 was derived by
Picknett and Bexon34 and they gave a numerically accurate
polynomial interpolation, f PB(θ), for the exact solution f(θ)







































where θ in the series is in radians. For the constant contact
angle evaporation mode, the rate of change of the contact area
is












where θc is the constant value for the contact angle. Thus, the
contact area has a linear change with time from its initial value










Similarly, the rate of change in volume can be expressed in




















and this integrates to give a 2/3 power law for the volume
λ
πβ θ
















where Ωi is the initial droplet volume at t = 0. The droplet
lifetime, tf, is then defined by the time at which the droplet
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which can also be written as
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Thus, the total droplet lifetime during constant contact angle
evaporation of a spherical cap shaped sessile droplet depends
on the value of the contact angle and the initial contact radius
(or volume) and a parameter, λ, combining the diffusion
coefficient, density of liquid, and the vapor concentration
difference.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS
Our experiments required surfaces that were both free of contact line
pinning and had contact angles that could be adjusted to different
constant values. To do this, we used two types of surfaces, SOCAL
and SLIPS, as slippery layers on a glass substrate (as the dielectric) in
an electrowetting configuration as described below (Figure 1). The
electrowetting configuration allows the initial contact angle
determined by the droplet-solid, droplet-lubricant, and other
interfacial tensions to be reduced in a programmable manner by
application of a voltage.
The electrowetting configuration to investigate evaporation at
different constant contact angles on these surfaces is shown in Figure
1a with example evaporation images in Figure 1b and the schematics
showing the two types of slippery surfaces in Figure 1c,d. An
alternating current (AC) system was generated using a signal
generator (TTi Instruments TGA1244) to generate a 10 kHz
sinusoidal wave which was then amplified (Trek PZD700A) as a
programmable root-mean-square (rms) voltage, V, within the range 0
to 450 V. The amplified signal was then applied to an aluminum-
coated glass slide (100 μm, vapor deposited) as one electrode and a
thin metal, 0.2 mm diameter, in the center of the droplet, as the
second electrode. The cross sectional area of the needle is ∼0.13 mm2,
compared to the surface area of a 8 μL droplet with 105° contact
angle which is ∼15.6 mm2 (less than 1% of the total surface area); the
needle is therefore not expected to have a significant effect on the
spherical cap shape during the evaporation. The 100 μm thick glass
coverslip on which the slippery coating (SOCAL or SLIPS) was
attached acts as a dielectric that enables storage of capacitive energy
and allows the contact area, and hence contact angle, to be adjusted
by altering the balance between capacitive and interfacial energies.
The droplets of deionized water used in the experiments had a volume
of 8 μL, and 0.01 M KCl was added to ensure the electrical
conductivity required for electrowetting. The thin metal electrode was
lowered into the center of the droplet after deposition, and
evaporation experiments were conducted at room temperature (22
± 2 °C) at a controlled relative humidity of 70% within a transparent
chamber to regulate the conditions local to the droplet. The chamber
also shields the droplet from the presence of air drafts which might
otherwise entrain the lubricant from a SLIP surface over an
evaporating droplet.39 Droplet evaporation sequences were recorded
Figure 1. Electrowetting and evaporation on slippery surfaces: (a)
Schematic of droplet in an electrowetting setup with a glass dielectric
substrate and a slippery top layer. (b) Example images of droplets
evaporating under fixed rms voltage (300 V) at constant angle on
SOCAL. Sketches of the two types of slippery top-layers (c) Droplet
on hydrophobic nanoparticle SLIPS, and (d) droplet on SOCAL.
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using a camera at 0.05 frames per second, and contact radius r and
contact angle θ measurements were determined using open-source
pyDSA software.40 Experimentally, profiles of the droplet were
accurately described by a spherical cap to within a slight distortion
around the electrode needle. The volume of the droplet during
evaporation was calculated using the contact radius and contact angle.
The data set presented in the Results and Discussion is a
representative sample of wider body of experiments, and each
evaporation at a fixed voltage for each surface is the average of three
evaporation sequences.
The first type of slippery surface used SLIPS samples prepared by
taking new glass coverslips (Thorlabs, CG00K1) of thickness (100 ±
5) μm, coating them with 5 layers of Glaco Mirror Coat (Nippon
Shine) to create a nanoparticle-based superhydrophobic porous
structure, and then infusing a layer of lubricant by withdrawal from a
bath of 20 cSt silicone oil (Sigma-Aldrich, 378348) at 0.1 mm s−1.
Excess oil was rinsed off to ensure only a thin conformal oil layer
remained on the surface so that there was no visible wetting ridge of
oil on subsequent sessile droplets. The water contact angle hysteresis
Δθ was determined by measuring advancing contact angle θA and
receding contact angle θR through the average of three droplet
inflation/deflation experiments in different locations on the substrate
(Δθ = 0.4 ± 0.3°, θA/θR = 109.6°/109.2°). Sliding angles α were also
measured by placing a 20 μL droplet of deionized water on the surface
and tilting the substrate until the droplet begins to slide, and the
average of three measurements gives α20μL = 0.2 ± 0.2°. The
measured contact angle is consistent with theoretical expectations of
ca. 108° based on a liquid-form of Young’s law (eq 4 in reference20)
using an effective droplet-vapor interfacial tension as sum of the
droplet-oil and oil-vapor interfacial tensions and indicates silicone oil
should cloak the droplet-vapor interface despite the absence of a
visible wetting ridge at the contact line.19,20
The second type of slippery surface used smooth liquid-like
SOCAL surfaces prepared on glass samples (see refs 21 and 22). New
glass coverslips of thickness of (100 ± 5) μm were exposed to air
plasma in a (Henniker HPT-100) at 30W for 20 min. The coverslips
were then dipped in a reactive solution of 91.45 mL isopropyl alcohol
(≥99.7%, Sigma-Aldrich, 292907), 8.16 mL dimethyldimethoxysilane
(95%, Sigma-Aldrich, 104906), and 0.39 mL sulfuric acid (95.0−
98.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, 258105) for 5−10 s and then slowly removed.
These coated glass slides were subsequently placed in a bespoke
humidity chamber for 20 min at 60% ± 2% relative humidity to allow
the acid-catalyzed polycondensation to take place. After this time, the
surface was rinsed with isopropyl alcohol, toluene (≥99.5%, Sigma-
Aldrich, 179418), and deionized water (type III, purified in an Elga
PURELAB Option-Q lab water purification system) to remove any
remaining reactive solution. This creates flexible polydimethylsiloxane
chains approximately 4 nm in length that allow mobility of the droplet
contact-line thereby minimizing contact line pinning.21 For the
confirmation of successful and homogeneous coating, contact angle
hysteresis and sliding angles were measured in the same manner as
that for the first surface and were determined to be Δθ = 1.0 ± 0.5°,
θA/θR = 105.7°/104.7°, and α20μL = 5.6 ± 0.4°. These values are in
good agreement with Wang and McCarthy who reported Δθ = 1.0°,
θA/θR = 104.6°/103.6°, and α20μL = 4° for droplets of water. Using the
same interfacial tensions as those for the silicone oil in the SLIPS but
assuming the PDMS chains on a SOCAL surface cannot cloak the
droplet-vapor interface, the liquid-form of Young’s law suggests the
water droplet should have a contact angle on SOCAL of ca. 104°, and
this is consistent with the measured value.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Constant Contact Angle Evaporation and the
Diffusion Coefficient.We first discuss the qualitative features
of the droplet evaporation. We observed that after a brief initial
period (corresponding to a volume reduction from 8 to 7 μL),
the contact angle remained approximately constant during the
evaporation for most of the evaporation period on both types
of slippery surfaces (Figure 2). In the last stage of the
evaporation (corresponding to a volume reduction from 2.5 to
0 μL), we observe a decrease in the contact angle for both
SLIPS and SOCAL surfaces. We rule out an effect from electric
field causing the decrease in contact angle when the droplet is
small, as the decrease also occurs for the 0 V evaporation. In
our previous study on sessile water droplets evaporating on
SOCAL surfaces, we suggest the decrease in contact angle
could be due self-pinning after the precipitation of the trace
salt in the droplet,22 and it is plausible such an effect is
occurring in our current study. We now look in detail at the
constant contact angle region of the evaporation. Focusing on
SLIP surfaces, the droplet evaporation sequences were
consistent with prior literature.18 However, because the
samples here use thin conformal SLIP layers based on a
hydrophobic nanoparticle coating, rather than lithographically
produced micropillar textures with thicker layers of lubricant,
there were no visible wetting ridges around the contact line.
This is an improvement for evaporation studies since the oil in
a wetting ridge removes some of the droplet-vapor surface area
for evaporation. The application of a constant amplitude
electrowetting voltage reduced the initial contact angle in a
reproducible manner over many voltage cycles on the SLIP
surfaces consistent with our previous report.32 Figure 2a
provides the first reports of droplet evaporation sequences with
voltage selectable constant contact angle (ca. 70° to 105°) on
SLIPS and covers the voltage range up to the saturation region
well-known for electrowetting (see, e.g., ref 41).
Figure 2. Contact angle as a function of reducing volume for 0.01 M KCl deionized water droplets evaporating at fixed electrowetting voltages on:
(a) SLIPS and (b) SOCAL surface. Inset shows contact area as a function of time for the constant contact angle regime indicated by dashed lines.
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Focusing now on SOCAL surfaces, we observed the
evaporation sequences to be consistent with that on the
SLIPS surfaces and at zero applied voltage consistent with a
prior report of evaporation on SOCAL.41 We were also able to
reduce the contact angle by the application of the electro-
wetting voltage and observe, for the first time, evaporation
sequences with voltage selectable constant contact angle (ca.
67° to 102°) on SOCAL (Figure 2b). When repeatedly cycling
the electrowetting voltage the contact angle hysteresis
increased to ca. 3.6 ± 0.4°, which nonetheless remains low
compared to other hydrophobic coatings. In such experiments,
the contact angle measured during the constant contact angle
period of evaporation at zero voltage after the first cycle was
reduced from (102.1 ± 1.2°) to (94.9 ± 1.5°). However, it was
possible to apply a constant electrowetting voltage to a freshly
deposited droplet on different areas of a SOCAL surface and
observe smoothly receding contact lines as the droplets
evaporated. Figure 2b shows such data with each data point
of an average of three droplets on a sample and shows constant
contact angles of 102.1 ± 1.2° to 67.2 ± 3.0° for voltages with
rms values between 0 and 450 V. The corresponding contact
areas of droplets decrease linearly in time during the constant
contact angle period of the evaporation (Figure 2a inset).
We now consider the quantitative analysis of the constant
contact angle regime for both types of slippery surfaces to
confirm the absolute slopes from the data in Figure 2 are
physically reasonable. Rearranging eq 9, the diffusion
coefficient can be determined from the evaporation of a
droplet using the average rate of change in contact area (slope
in the insets to Figure 2), i.e.,
ρβ θ
π θ θ












where f(θ) is evaluated using the Picknett and Bexon
interpolation formula (eq 7). Table 1 shows these calculated
diffusion coefficients across the electrowetting voltage range
(prior to contact angle saturation) are in good agreement with
the literature diffusion coefficient. On the SLIP surfaces, the
average diffusion coefficient measured experimentally is DExp =
(2.06 ± 0.26) × 10−5 m2s−1 compared to the literature value of
Dlit = (2.41 ± 0.05) × 10
−5 m2s−1.42 On the SOCAL surfaces,
the experimental average was found to be DExp = (2.14 ± 0.21)
× 10−5 m2s−1, and using data for droplets on both types of
Table 1. Experimentally Determined Diffusion Coefficients
slippery rms voltage constant contact angle, θc d(πr
2)/dt dΩ2/3/dt total evap time, tf DExp
layer [V] [°] [×10‑4mm2s‑1] [×10‑3μL s‑1] [s] [×10‑5m2s‑1]
SLIPS 0 105.3 ± 1.6 −5.18 ± 0.03 −4.49 ± 0.03 8034 ± 960 1.84 ± 0.06
150 102.5 ± 2.6 −6.60 ± 0.09 −4.43 ± 0.05 7877 ± 940 2.17 ± 0.07
212 98.2 ± 2.2 −7.31 ± 0.05 −4.97 ± 0.04 9416 ± 1100 2.28 ± 0.08
260 95.8 ± 0.4 −6.42 ± 0.02 −3.98 ± 0.02 8698 ± 1040 1.89 ± 0.05
300 86.3 ± 3.6 −7.15 ± 0.06 −4.25 ± 0.04 10876 ± 1300 1.76 ± 0.09
357 81.0 ± 6.0 −8.70 ± 0.09 −4.35 ± 0.02 9255 ± 1100 1.95 ± 0.16
406 74.6 ± 2.2 −9.83 ± 0.05 −4.46 ± 0.02 9004 ± 1070 2.03 ± 0.09
450 70.1 ± 1.4 −13.27 ± 0.12 −5.12 ± 0.05 10151 ± 1210 2.54 ± 0.11
SOCAL 0 102.1 ± 1.2 −5.76 ± 0.06 −4.10 ± 0.02 7806 ± 930 2.06 ± 0.06
150 95.5 ± 2.8 −7.41 ± 0.10 −4.09 ± 0.04 9692 ± 1160 2.17 ± 0.09
212 89.8 ± 3.6 −7.68 ± 0.08 −4.34 ± 0.03 9779 ± 1170 2.06 ± 0.10
260 83.3 ± 2.8 −7.43 ± 0.06 −3.89 ± 0.03 10323 ± 1230 1.78 ± 0.07
300 79.4 ± 3.6 −9.88 ± 0.08 −4.27 ± 0.04 10712 ± 1280 2.23 ± 0.11
357 70.3 ± 2.2 −10.29 ± 0.30 −4.83 ± 0.07 8560 ± 1020 2.00 ± 0.10
406 67.7 ± 2.4 −13.43 ± 0.26 −5.72 ± 0.04 8810 ± 1050 2.44 ± 0.12
450 67.2 ± 3.0 −13.57 ± 0.29 −4.54 ± 0.08 10252 ± 1220 2.35 ± 0.13
Figure 3. Cosine of average contact angle during evaporation (constant contact angle regime) as a function of voltage: (a) SLIPS and (b) SOCAL.
Inset shows Δcos θ as a function of V2rms fit (solid line) before saturation (voltage rms < 400 V). The dashed and dotted lines for SLIPS are
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surfaces, the experimental average was DExp = (2.10 ± 0.24) ×
10−5 m2s−1. We also verified that the 2/3 power law for the
drop volume (i.e., eq 11) was obeyed, and the slopes from that
analysis are also given in Table 1 along with the value
determined for the constant contact angle and the droplet
lifetime (see analysis and discussion in the section Dependence
of Initial Contact Angle on the Voltage). These results also
support the assumption that electrowetting does not
significantly alter the evaporation of sessile droplets from
these surfaces.
Dependence of Initial Contact Angle on the Voltage.
We now consider the consistency of the observed voltage-
selected contact angles with expectations from the theory of
electrowetting. In the absence of contact line pinning, the
initial contact angle without an applied voltage is assumed to
be given by Young’s law. The effect of applying a voltage and
charging a dielectric using the contact area of a droplet as one
electrode is to introduce a capacitive energy in addition to
interfacial energies. This causes a voltage dependent contact












where θ0 = θ(V = 0) is the initial contact angle prior to the
application of a voltage, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εd is
the relative permittivity of the dielectric, and d is the dielectric
thickness. We therefore expect a quadratic power law
dependence of cos θ on the voltage, and this is confirmed
for both the SLIP and SOCAL surfaces by Figure 3. The insets
in Figure 3 show a linear plot of the Δcos θ with V2, and the
saturation effect of wetting is clearly visible for the SOCAL
surface.
To compare quantitively to the theoretical expectations from
eq 15, we first consider the slippery SOCAL layer. This has a
sufficiently small thickness (ca. 4 nm) to be a negligible
correction to the dielectric thickness due to the 100 μm thick
glass substrate, and the covalently attached PDMS chains mean
there is no cloaking of the droplet-vapor interface. The glass
has a manufacturer-stated relative permittivity εglass = 6.7;
therefore, using a surface tension for water of γLV = 72.8 mN
m−1 gives εoεd/2γLVd = 4.07 × 10
−6 V−2. This can be compared
to the slope Δcos θ/V2 in the inset in Figure 3b for the
experimental data for SOCAL. The experimental result of
(4.20 ± 0.10) × 10−6 V−2 using data below the contact angle
saturation voltage of 400 V is in excellent agreement with the
theoretical value.
We now consider the consistency theory between the theory
and the experimental results for droplets on SLIPS. In this
case, we regard the glass substrate and the SLIPS layer as a
series capacitive combination of the glass with the SLIPS layer
so that the relative dielectric thickness is (d/εr)total = (d/εr)glass
+ (d/εr)SLIPS. The major contribution to the capacitance is
therefore from the glass substrate and this gives an order of
magnitude estimate consistent with the experimental data. To
estimate the small correction due to the SLIPS, we use the
thickness of the porous Glaco layer, ∼2 μm, infused with
silicone oil with excess oil removed through rinsing, as the
thickness of the SLIPS later. Moreover, since the relative
permittivity of the silica nanoparticles (εr = 2.5−3.5) and oil
(εr = 2.68) in the SLIPS layer are similar and the layer is a
small correction, we can approximate it to a uniform dielectric
layer with εr ∼ 2.68. This provides an estimate of (d/εr)SLIPS =
6.38 × 104 m. In addition to these dielectric considerations, we
also expect the droplet-vapor interface to be cloaked so that an
effective interfacial tension should be used in eq 15 replacing
γLV by γEf f= γWO+γOA, where γWO and γOA are the water-oil and
oil-air interfacial tensions, respectively. Using the interfacial
tension data from Banpurkar et al.,43 the oil−water interfacial
is estimated at γOW = 38 mN m
−1, and from the data of
McHale et al.,20 the oil-air interfacial tension is γOA = 19.8 mN
m−1 giving an effective interfacial tension of γEf f = 57.8 mN
m−1. Including this cloaking effect gives εoεd/2γEf fd = 4.89 ×
10−6 V−2 and thus overestimates the contact angle changes
compared to the experimental data (dashed line compared to
symbols in Figure 3a). However, assuming that oil does not
cloak the droplet-air interface gives εoεd/2γLVd = 3.88 × 10
−6
V−2, where γLV = 72.8 mN m
−1, and this is closer to the fit to
the data which is εoεd/2γLVd=(3.47 ± 0.11) × 10
−6 V−2
(dotted lines compared to solid lines in Figure 3a). This is
contrary to expectations on the state expected from the
analysis by Smith et al. (i.e., their A3-W3 state) and therefore
suggests an additional effect from the electric field.44 To fit the
curve using eq 15 and an oil-cloaked droplet-air, we would
require a significantly smaller value of the relative permittivity
(∼75%) than the manufacturer-provided value and/or a
significantly thicker (∼40%) glass substrate.
Droplet Lifetime Dependence on Contact Angle. We
now consider the extent to which the lifetime of an evaporating
Figure 4. Scaling of evaporation measurements with droplet lifetime. Normalized contact area, πr2/πri
2 as a function of normalized time, t/tf and
normalized contact angle, θ/θc as a function of normalized time t/tf. Insets: normalized volume Ω2/3/Ωi2/3 as a function of normalized time, t/tf.
Data presented is every 50th data point for clarity of presentation.
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droplet, tf, depends on its initial contact angle. From the fits to
the contact area for each evaporating droplet sequence, the
lifetime was determined (Figure 2 inset), and these values are
given in Table 1 for each surface. For scaling dependence,
Figure 4 shows the contact area normalized by the initial
contact area (using the intercepts in the insets in Figure 2) as a
function of time normalized by total evaporation time for
droplets on each surface. The secondary y-axis in each figure
shows the contact angle normalized by the constant contact
angle. A similar collapse of data onto a single scaling curve can
be observed for the 2/3 power law for the drop volume, and
this illustrates the good agreement with the power law on these
slippery surfaces (insets in Figure 4).
Equation 13 shows that the lifetime is a separable product of
three functions involving the constant contact angle, θc, the
initial droplet volume, Ωi, and the parameter λ which
incorporates the density, ρ, difference in vapor concentration,
Δc, and diffusion coefficient, D, i.e.,
θ λ θ ξ λΩ = ̃ Ωt t( , , ) ( ) ( )f c i c i2/3 (16)
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According to Stauber et al., the droplet lifetime in the
constant contact angle mode of evaporation has a maximum at
θ = 90°.36 This is illustrated by the solid curve in Figure 5
showing a plot of eq 17 over the full contact angle range, from
a film with θ = 0°, to a spherical sessile droplet with θ = 180°
using the Picknett and Bexon polynomial interpolation (eq 7)
for f(θ) in eq 17. To understand the contact angle dependence
of the total evaporation time for surfaces with contact angles
close to the maximum (i.e., θ = 90°), we approximate eq 17 to
quadratic order around θ = 90° using Stauber et al.’s formula
for f(θ). This gives a quadratic expansion approximation
around the maximum of




where θ is in radians. One can obtain the same result by
numerically fitting a second order polynomial to eq 17 using
the explicit expression f PB(θ) provided by Picknett and Bexon.
From the full plot in Figure 5, we note the contact angle
dependence is predicted to be relatively insensitive to the
precise value of θ and remains within 10% of the maximum
value over the contact angle range from 40° to 180°. In
experiments using smooth surfaces, i.e., not superhydrophobic,
the maximum achievable contact angles with surface chemistry
is ∼115° rather than the parameter maximum of 180° in the
theory. We have therefore provided an inset in Figure 5
showing the more limited range bounded by the lower limit
due to contact angle saturation in electrowetting (∼67°) and
the maximum achievable contact angle (105°) on our smooth
surfaces; this covers a wide range of cos θ from 0.39 to −0.26.
To analyze the contact angle dependence of the
experimentally determined lifetimes, we assume a droplet
had an initial volume of (8.0 ± 0.1) μL and a temperature of
(22 ± 2 °C) and was evaporated in air with a relative humidity
of (70 ± 1%) which gives a value of ξ(λ)Ωi2/3 = 9070 ± 990.
The values of droplet lifetime from Table 1 scaled down by
this value are plotted in Figure 5 for comparison to the theory
with the absolute lifetimes shown in the inset; the average
value for tf from Table 1 is (9330 ± 1000) s. The solid symbols
show the data from the SLIP surface and the empty symbols
show the data from the SOCAL surface. This data covers a
contact angle range from hydrophilic (lowest value θc = 67°)
to hydrophobic 106° (highest value) and shows a scatter
around an average value without an obvious contact angle
trend. The data appears to lie slightly above eq 17 suggesting a
slight systematic error in the value of ξ(λ)Ωi2/3 used in the
analysis.
From our results, we conclude that in the constant contact
angle mode of evaporation and for constant contact angles
above 40°, drop lifetimes can be predicted within a 10%
tolerance range without precise knowledge of the exact value of
the contact angle by using eq 16 with t ̃∼ 1, i.e., drop lifetimes
have a weak dependence on the contact angle for a broad range
of constant contact angles above 40°. Improved estimates
could also be made by calibrating experimentally over a specific
contact angle range to use a value of t ̃ slightly below unity, i.e.,
λ ξ λΩ = ⟨ ⟩̃ Ωt t( , ) ( )f i i2/3 (20)
where ⟨t⟩̃ is an experimentally determined calibration constant
(with a value close to unity) over the relevant contact angle
range, which should be above 40°. It should also be possible to
decide a desired tolerance on the droplet lifetime and from that
determine what range of contact angles needs to be achieved.
In practical applications where drying is important, knowledge
of initial droplet volume, the liquid density, the temperature,
and relative humidity (or diffusion coefficient and difference in
saturation and ambient vapor concentration) should be
sufficient to predict drying time providing the surface allows
a mobile contact line without contact line pinning and the
contact angle is above ∼40°. These results also show that the
initial droplet contact area on a slippery surface can be selected
when the contact angle is above ∼40° without significantly
changing the overall droplet evaporation time.
Figure 5. Drop lifetime contact angle dependence factor, t(̃θ) (Solid
line theory, solid symbols are experimental data for SLIPS and empty
symbols are experimental data for SOCAL surfaces). Inset: expanded
view of the contact angle range 67°−105° (i.e., cos θ = 0.39 to −0.26)
plotted with absolute time as the vertical axis (eq 16).
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■ CONCLUSION
Our results show that control of constant contact angle mode
evaporation over a wide range of receding contact angles, from
hydrophilic to hydrophobic, of droplets on pinning free
SOCAL and SLIP surfaces can be achieved by using
electrowetting. The results are consistent with the model of
diffusion-controlled evaporation of sessile droplets and can be
used to estimate the diffusion coefficient. The contact angle-
voltage relationship is in excellent agreement with the Young-
Lippmann equation for electrowetting of droplets on both
types of slippery surfaces. We have also observed that over a
range of contact angles above 67° on these surfaces, droplet
evaporation times are relatively insensitive to the precise value
of the contact angle. Thus, a desired tolerance on droplet
lifetime can be used to determine what contact angle range and
accuracy is required. This may have practical application in
processes involving evaporation, such as inkjet printing, where
consistent drying times would then depend mainly on the
liquid density, control of droplet deposition volume, and
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Soil wettability is important for understanding a wide range of earth system
processes, from agricultural productivity to debris flows and sediment fan for-
mation. However, there is limited research considering how soil–water interac-
tions, where the soil grains are naturally hydrophobic, might change in the
presence of oil from natural hydrocarbon leakage or oil spills. Here we show
how slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS) apply to hydrophobic
soils, by physical modelling of surfaces of different grain sizes and examining
their interactions with water before and after impregnation with silicone oil.
Using contact and sliding angle measurements and laser scanning fluorescence
confocal microscopy, we demonstrate that soil SLIPS can be created with thick
oil layers and thin conformal oil layers on median grain sizes of 231 μm and
32 μm, respectively. Until now, SLIPS have only been observed in human-
made materials and biological surfaces. The mechanisms reported here dem-
onstrate that SLIPS can occur in natural granular materials, providing a new
mechanism for water-shedding in soil and sediment systems. Furthermore, the
water-shedding properties may be long lasting as conformal oil layers are stabi-
lized by capillary forces. These results have important implications for under-
standing soil physics and mechanics where oil is present in a soil, and for
agricultural hydrophobicity on shallow slopes.
Highlights
• We model oil contamination on a hydrophobic model soil as a mechanism
for creating SLIPS.
• Soil SLIPS have implications for water-shedding, oil spill remediation and
earth processes.
• Our model soils exhibit extreme water-shedding, illustrated by low water
droplet sliding angles.
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• This is the first physical modelling observation of SLIPS arising from hydro-
phobic soil.
KEYWORD S
earth processes, hydrophobicity, oil contamination, sediments, slippery liquid-infused porous
surfaces, soil systems, soil water repellence, superhydrophobicity
1 | INTRODUCTION
Wettability is a measure of a soilʼs affinity for water.
Water-repellent, or hydrophobic, soil has a low affinity
for water and low rates of infiltration, with hydrological
and geomorphological consequences (Jordán, Zavala,
Mataix-Solera, & Doerr, 2013). Water-repellent soils are
prevalent across the world in different climates and envi-
ronments, from the sub-tropics to the Arctic (Dekker &
Ritsema, 1994; Jordán et al., 2013). The negative conse-
quences of water repellence are widely reported; one of
the most observed is a reduction in soil productivity. This
is widespread in southern and western Australia, which
contains the worldʼs largest area of water-repellent soils,
with over 5 million hectares of agricultural land being
affected (Blackwell, 2000). Water repellence leads to poor
agricultural productivity due to the formation of prefer-
ential flow paths and finger flow, which affects the trans-
port of water and solutes (Shakesby, Doerr, &
Walsh, 2000; van Ommen, Dekker, Dijksma, Hulshof, &
van der Molen, 1988; Wang et al., 2018). In some circum-
stances, this can also lead to groundwater contamination
through leaching of pesticides and other substances
(Blackwell, 2000; Van Dam et al., 1990). Water repellence
also influences surface processes as soils become more
susceptible to both water and wind erosion (Cannon,
Bigio, & Mine, 2001; Cannon, Gartner, Wilson, Bowers, &
Laber, 2008; Parise & Cannon, 2012). High water
repellence can increase the occurrence of debris flow
events, considered to be one of the most destructive con-
sequences of soil water repellence with a known risk to
human life (DiBiase & Lamb, 2020). However, a reduc-
tion in water infiltration can also have beneficial conse-
quences, by improving the structural and aggregate
stability of affected soils (Bachmann et al., 2008; Hallett,
Baumgartl, & Young, 2001). For hydrophobic soil, this
stability can also lead to reduced evaporation of water
from deep within the soil profile (Hallett, 2007); a similar
process also increases carbon sequestration, through
reduced biodegradation of organic matter or increased
aggregate stability (Bachmann et al., 2008; Piccolo,
Spaccini, Haberhauer, & Gerzabek, 1999; Spaccini, Pic-
colo, Conte, Haberhauer, & Gerzabek, 2002).
There are at least five pathways by which water
repellence can be induced in soil environments. First, it
can be created beneath particular types of plants
(DeBano, 2000; Doerr et al., 2006; Doerr, Ritsema,
Dekker, Scott, & Carter, 2007; Doerr, Shakesby, &
Walsh, 2000). This occurs where hydrophobic waxes and
other organic substances create a coating on the soil
grains through degradation of plant litter (Doerr, Shak-
esby, & Walsh, 1996). This is common in eucalyptus for-
ests, where water repellence can develop rapidly after
eucalyptus is planted on previously hydrophilic soil
(Doerr, Shakesby, & Walsh, 1998). Second, the presence
of hydrophobins (small amino acids found in filamentous
fungi such as mycelia) (Wessels, 1996) can induce water
repellence due to the inherent hydrophobicity of the
hydrophobin proteins on the fungi surface (Chau, Goh,
Vujanovic, & Si, 2012; Linder, 2009). A similar process
caused by bacteria extracellular polymeric substances has
also been linked to soil water repellence, with the crea-
tion of hydrophobic bacterial biofilms by certain species
(Doerr et al., 2007; Schaumann et al., 2007). Third, wild-
fire events burning organic materials can cause volatiliza-
tion of waxes in the surface litter, creating a hydrophobic
coating on affected soil grains (DeBano, 2000; Doerr
et al., 2000, 2006; McHale, Shirtcliffe, Newton, Pyatt, &
Doerr, 2007). This process is commonly seen in the west-
ern USA and can result in increased runoff and erosion
(Woods, Birkas, & Ahl, 2007). The fourth mechanism is
the disposal of wastewater into the environment. This
occurs through irrigation of soils using greywater, con-
taining oil, grease and other hydrophobic compounds, a
practice that is increasing in regions of the world that
experience water scarcity (Hamlett et al., 2011; Maimon,
Gross, & Arye, 2017; Mataix-Solera et al., 2011). Finally,
oil contamination either through direct oil spills or
hydrocarbon seepage from sedimentary basins can
induce water repellence (Ellis & Adams, 1961; McHale,
Shirtcliffe, Newton, Pyatt, & Doerr, 2007; Roy &
McGill, 1998). Oil contamination is particularly difficult
to remediate, with water repellence persisting for decades
after contamination (Roy, McGill, & Rawluk, 1999). For
example, crude oil spill sites in Alberta, Canada, have
been unable to naturally rectify themselves after oil spills
in Devon in 1947 and Bruderheim in 1982 (Roy &
McGill, 1998). These soils continue to be non-wettable
and unable to support plant growth (Roy et al., 1999;
Roy & McGill, 1998, 2000).
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Several structural and environmental properties influ-
ence the expression of water repellence in soils. Smaller,
sand-sized grains tend to display the highest degree of
water repellence, attributed to the existence of gaps
between grains and a higher organic matter content
(de Jonge, Jacobsen, & Moldrup, 1999; Doerr et al., 1996,
2007; McHale, Shirtcliffe, Newton, & Pyatt, 2007). Studies
have also attempted to correlate changes in soil water con-
tent (e.g. de Jonge, Moldrup, & Jacobsen, 2007; Dekker,
Doerr, Oostindie, Ziogas, & Ritsema, 2001; Leelamanie &
Karube, 2007; Regalado & Ritter, 2006) and soil tempera-
ture (e.g., de Jonge et al., 1999; Doerr et al., 2007; Doerr,
Dekker, Ritsema, Shakesby, & Bryant, 2002; Jordán
et al., 2013; van Ommen et al., 1988) with different degrees
of hydrophobicity, but contradictory results suggest these
processes are not fully understood.
2 | CONCEPTS OF WATER
REPELLENCE
Soil water repellence can be measured in the field and
the laboratory using a range of water-droplet methods.
When a droplet rests on a surface, it will adopt a shape
based on its volume and liquid surface tension (γLV), and
the surface properties, influenced by the extent of their
water repellence. For small droplets, of a size less than
the capillary length (lc):
lc = γLV=ρgð Þ1=2, ð1Þ
where ρ is the liquid density and g = 9.81 ms−2 is the accel-
eration due to gravity; capillary forces dominate over grav-
ity, creating a spherical cap shape. When the surface is
granular, like soils, evaporation and infiltration of water
into the pore structure may occur over time, with their rela-
tive importance determined by the wettability (Letey,
Osborn, & Pelishek, 1962). If infiltration is more prevalent
than evaporation, water drop penetration time (WDPT)
measurements can be employed (Robichaud, Lewis, &
Ashmun, 2008; Tessler, Wittenberg, Malkinson, &
Greenbaum, 2008). If droplets do not infiltrate rapidly, a
contact angle (θ) may be measured from the side profile of
a droplet. This method was adapted by Bachmann, Ellies,
and Hartge (2000) for use in characterizing the wettability
of soils, whereby monolayers of soil particles were fixed to a
surface to capture the wetting properties through contact
angle measurements on the interfacial layer.
For an ideal simple solid with a flat surface, the inter-
facial tensions, γIJ, of the solid–liquid, solid–vapour and
liquid–vapour interfaces determine the ideal contact
angle, θe, described by Youngʼs Law (Equation (2))





The hydrophobic coatings on soil grains have differ-
ent surface energies than the grains without a hydropho-
bic coating, influencing the action of the three-phase
contact line shown in Figure 1. Grains with a lower sur-
face energy coating than water will lead to a degree of
water repellence (Roy & McGill, 2002). Youngʼs Law,
however, is only applicable to ideal solid flat surfaces
(Leelamanie & Karube, 2012). Where the surface is
rough, structured or granular/porous, such as that cre-
ated by soil grains, a droplet will interact with (or wet)
the structure in several different ways. The droplet may
sit in a pure Cassie-Baxter state (Cassie & Baxter, 1944),
suspended on the tops of the solid protrusions, bridging







(a) (b) (c) (d)
θw θapp
solid flat surface 
oilθcb
rough/structured surface rough/structured surface rough/structured surface
water θe
FIGURE 1 Four models of water interaction with different surfaces and corresponding droplet images (10 μL). Panels (a) to (d) show: a
water droplet on (a) a smooth flat surface with contact angle (θe) controlled by the solid–liquid (γSL), solid-vapor (γSV) and liquid–vapor (γLV)
interfaces; (b) a rough/structured surface with air in the gaps representing a Cassie-Baxter state and contact angle (θcb); (c) a rough/
structured surface with water penetration representing a Wenzel state and contact angle (θw); and (d) a slippery liquid-infused porous
surface (SLIPS) state and apparent contact angle (θapp). The surface roughness/structure in the lower panels of (b) to (d) is caused by the
granular nature of the hydrophobic surface [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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because of the interfacial forces (Figure 1b). In this case,
the contact angle increases beyond that created by the
surface chemistry alone. The decreased contact of the
droplet with the solid makes the droplet highly mobile,
and this is known as a “slippy” surface (Bachmann
et al., 2006; Cassie & Baxter, 1944; Quére, Lafuma, &
Bico, 2003). Where the droplet fully penetrates the sur-
face structure, maintaining complete contact of water
with the solid, a Wenzel state is entered (Wenzel, 1936).
This results in a pinned and immobile droplet, and
the solid is deemed a “sticky” surface (Figure 1c)
(Dai, Stogin, Yang, & Wong, 2015; Quére et al., 2003;
Wenzel, 1936). These effects can occur on biological sur-
faces (i.e., sacred lotus leaves) (Barthlott &
Neinhuis, 1997; Neinhuis, 1997) and can be synthetically
created through chemical alterations and the creation of
micro- and nanostructures (Roach, Shirtcliffe, &
Newton, 2008). They have also been observed in granular
materials such as soils and sediments, where studies have
shown that changing grain size has some influence over
the degree of water repellence, with smaller grains dis-
playing more water repellence (Bachmann, Horton, van
der Ploeg, & Woche, 2000; de Jonge et al., 1999). Surfaces
that are observed to have extremely high static contact
angles (above 150) (Erbil, Demirel, Avci, & Mert, 2003),
where static refers to the contact angle observed in a side
profile directly after droplet deposition, and which move
easily at low angles of surface tilt are referred to here as
superhydrophobic. In these concepts, a key assumption
for a surface formed by grains is that the droplet does not
lift the grains and coat itself due to capillary forces (i.e., a
liquid marble effect does not occur) (Aussillous &
Quéré, 2001).
As shown by the Wenzel state (Figure 1c), a high con-
tact angle surface is not necessarily a slippery surface with
good water-shedding properties, where water-shedding
refers to the ease with which a droplet moves on a surface
(via rolling or slipping) with minimal force (Quére
et al., 2003). Excellent water-shedding abilities can be
achieved through low contact angle hysteresis irrespective
of the absolute value of the static contact angle (see Tao
et al., 2020) and is typically seen when a droplet interacts
with a surface in a Cassie-Baxter state where there is less
solid–liquid contact (McHale, Newton, & Shirtcliffe, 2005).
However, water-shedding surfaces can also be created by
exposing structured, rough or granular/porous hydropho-
bic surfaces to oil, to create bio-inspired slippery liquid-
infusedporous surfaces (Wong et al., 2011) and lubricant-
impregnated surfaces (LIS) (Lafuma & Quéré, 2011; Smith
et al., 2013). SLIPS/LIS technology aims to replicate the
excellent slippery surfaces of the Nepenthes pitcher plant
by taking inspiration from its nanostructures, lubricative
surface chemistry and hygroscopic nectar and applying it
to synthetic materials, for purposes such as anti-biofouling
and ice repellence (Bauer & Federle, 2009;
Nosonovsky, 2011; Wang, Zhang, & Lu, 2015; Wilson
et al., 2013). In SLIPS an infused oil preferentially (com-
pared to water) and completely wets the solid due to its
surface chemistry, thus providing a continuous oil surface
on which the water droplet rests (McHale, Orme, Wells, &
Ledesma-Aguilar, 2019; Wong et al., 2011). It remains pos-
sible to observe an (apparent) static contact angle, θapp,
which for vanishingly thin layers of oil can be predicted
from a liquid form of Youngʼs law, but the value of which
decreases as the thickness of the oil increases (McHale
et al., 2019; Semprebon, Mchale, & Kusumaatmaja, 2017).
Because the water only ever contacts the immiscible oil
(and not the solid), there is a lubricating effect reducing
surface friction, creating excellent water-shedding abilities
demonstrated by very small water droplet sliding angles,
typically ≤5 for a droplet ≥2 μL. (Figure 1d) (Wang
et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2011). These sliding angles, and
the observed contact angle hysteresis (albeit small), are
then dependent on the thickness of the oil layer
(Semprebon et al., 2017). A significant characteristic of
these surfaces is their ability to lock-in and retain a thin
oil layer (due to capillary forces from the surface chemis-
try), which cannot be displaced by water, resulting in sta-
ble and long-term water-shedding properties (Bauer &
Federle, 2009; Nosonovsky, 2011; Wang et al., 2015; Wil-
son et al., 2013).
Until now, the creation of SLIPS has never been pro-
posed for soils or demonstrated in model hydrophobic
soils. We hypothesize that exposing hydrophobic soils to
oil can cause them to acquire enhanced water-shedding
properties without the need for the high contact angles
required for a hydrophobic soil. This mechanism is anal-
ogous to that used by the Nepenthes pitcher plant to cre-
ate a super-slippery surface, which has been mimicked in
materials science with slippery liquid-infused porous sur-
faces (SLIPS). We aim to identify a mechanism by which
soils and other granular materials such as sediments can
form SLIPS and how this will affect their water
repellence and water-shedding properties. We achieve
this by replicating oil contamination on model hydropho-
bic soils and characterizing these surfaces using water
droplet contact angles and sliding angles.
3 | EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1 | Preparation of model soils
To create model soils we used monolayers of grains
attached to a glass slide as outlined by the Bachmann,
Ellies, and Hartge (2000) method for performing the
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sessile drop method on soils. Silver-grade general purpose
silica sand (sourced from Fisher Scientific, Loughbor-
ough, UK), silica silt (sourced from Fantasy Quartz Sand
Supply, Kowloon, Hong Kong) and kaolin clay (sourced
from American Elements, Los Angeles, California) were
sieved into grain-size fractions (shown in Table 1). Sand,
silt and clay of different grain sizes were used to recreate
the natural roughness, shape and size of a soil surface as
per Bachmann et al. (2000) and Bachmann, Goebel, and
Woche (2013) for our model soils. This method was cho-
sen over using glass spheres, another method of model-
ling hydrophobic soils. Previous works have used
uniform glass spheres to model soils without any chemi-
cal or mechanical alterations to the surface; this tends to
limit the contact angles of model soils as they remove the
soil surface texture and high aspect ratio, which are criti-
cal in creating extreme water repellence (McHale, Shirt-
cliffe, Newton, & Pyatt, 2007; Shirtcliffe et al., 2004). To
combat this, some studies have applied chemical or
mechanical action to the uniform glass spheres, creating
a degree of surface roughness (Ibekwe, Tanino, &
Pokrajac, 2019; Utermann, Aurin, Benderoth, Fischer, &
Schröter, 2011). However, for this study, we preferred to
use a natural material with surface roughness more
reflective of the natural environment, rather than an arti-
ficially created synthetic analogue.
Grains were cleaned as per Hamlett et al. (2013); they
were first immersed in (3% v/v in water) HCl for 24 hr and
rinsed with deionised water, then re-immersed in (3% v/v
in water) HCl for 3 hr. The concentration of HCl was grad-
ually increased to 30% and the grains left for 1 hr before
being rinsed with deionised water, 5 M KOH solution, and
again with deionised water at 1:1 grains:solution three
times or until the solution ran clear. The grains were then
re-immersed in (3% v/v in water) HCl for a further 16 hr
before being rinsed with deionised water at a ratio of 1:2
grains:water a minimum of five times or until the solution
ran clear, and dried at 100C for 24 hr. The dried grains
were hydrophobized by immersion in a bath of Grangers
Footwear Repel (a non-pore-clogging siloxane-based
hydrophobizing agent) as per Atherton et al. (2016),
Hamlett et al. (2013) and McHale, Shirtcliffe, Newton,
Pyatt, and Doerr (2007) for 24 hr and dried at 70C for
6 hr. This ensured the surface chemistry of all types of
grains was uniform, by creating a nanometric coating of
the siloxane-based hydrophobizing agent on each grain
(independent of mineralogy), and that our model soils sat-
isfied two of the key conditions for SLIP surfaces: (a) the
lubricating oil must wick into, wet and stably adhere
within the substrate and (b) preferential wetting by oil
compared to water. Thus, the oil forms a completely wet-
ting film on the model soil when in air and, in the pres-
ence of a droplet of water, this wetting film of oil is
maintained between the model soil and the droplet. To
allow for tilting experiments and to prevent the creation of
liquid marbles, the grains were fixed using a glass micro-
scope slide coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) at a
thickness of 5–7 μm, measured by a stylus profilometer
(Bruker DektakXT) (Figure 2). The PDMS mixture (10:1
elastomer to curing agent ratio) was degassed for 45 min
and then spun to the correct thickness for each grain size
(Table 1) using a spin coater within 30 min of degassing at
5000–6000 rpm for 5 min. Loose sand grains were sprin-
kled onto the PDMS surface and agitated by hand for 10 s
to prevent clumping of grains, then placed in the oven at
120 C for 5 hr to cure. Excess sand was shaken off and
the surface was rinsed with deionised water to prevent the
formation of liquid marbles.
TABLE 1 Grain sizes used in this study, with the corresponding grain size classification of Wentworth and the spin speed used for















4–25 15 6.47 Clay aggregates 6,000 5 14
9–54 32 5.50 Medium silt 6,000 5 15
32–63 58 4.47 Coarse silt 6,000 5 19
63–90 77 3.73 Very fine sand 6,000 5 19
90–125 108 3.24 Very fine sand 5,000 6 17
125–180 153 2.74 Fine sand 5,000 6 21
180–212 196 2.35 Fine sand 5,000 6 14
212–250 231 2.12 Fine sand 5,000 6 16
250–300 275 1.87 Medium sand 4,000 7 17
300–355 328 1.61 Medium sand 4,000 7 27
355–712 533 0.99 Coarse sand 4,000 7 27
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The void fraction of the surface was measured by
using microscope images of each surface and inputting
these images into a MATLAB code. The code is designed
to find the void fraction of the image by creating a binary
image before calculating the ratio of particles versus pore
space as the ratio of black to white space. The percentage
void space for each of our surfaces is stated in Table 1.
3.2 | Oil impregnation
Oil contamination was replicated by impregnating all
hydrophobic samples with 20cSt silicone oil (Figure 2),
made fluorescent for detection with the laser scanning
fluorescence confocal microscope (LSFCM) by dosing
with a solution of Nile Red at a 0.01% by weight ratio.
Three scenarios of oil impregnation were modelled to
represent different environmental conditions. Thick oil
layers were used to simulate environments where excess
oil has contaminated soil and filled all the pore spaces
between the individual grains. Thin oil layers were used to
simulate an environment where oil still penetrates all of
the spaces between the grains but leaves only a thin coat-
ing on the top of the surface. The thinnest oil layers simu-
late an environment where all excess oil has drained
away, leaving a conformal oil layer across each grain, sta-
bilized by capillary forces formed by the hydrophobic
chemistry but with the limited filling of excess oil in the
pore spaces. The dip coating was performed using a dip-
coating machine (Fisnar F4200N) with adjustable and con-
trolled withdrawal speeds, with an accuracy of
±0.02 mm s−1. The surfaces were fully immersed in the
bath of silicone oil for 10 s before being vertically with-
drawn at a set constant speed according to the desired oil
thickness as per Geraldi et al. (2019). The silicone oil pref-
erentially coated the grains due to the hydrophobic chem-
istry and by controlling the withdrawal speed of the
surface from the oil bath it was possible to control the oil
thickness, with a faster withdrawal speed producing a
thicker layer of oil (Landau & Levich, 1988; Seiwert, Cla-
net, & Quéré, 2011). The thick oil layer was created by
withdrawing the samples at 0.5 mm s−1, the thin oil layer
was created by withdrawing the sample at 0.1 mm s−1,
and the thinnest (or conformal) oil layer was created by
withdrawing the samples at 0.1 mm s−1 and suspending
them for 24 hr to remove excess oil, leaving only the thin-
nest possible thermodynamically stable oil layer. To mea-
sure the changes in oil thickness with increasing grain size
as well as withdrawal speed, a Nikon A1 SHS laser scan-
ning fluorescence confocal microscope was used to mea-
sure the oil thickness (thick, thin and thinnest) on the
four surfaces we created, with median grain sizes of 15 μm
(phi 6.47), 77 μm (phi 3.73), 231 μm (phi 2.12) and 533 μm
(phi 0.99).
3.3 | Water droplet contact angle
measurements
The apparent (static) water droplet contact angle, θapp,
was measured using a Krüss Droplet Shape Analyser
(DSA30) at ambient room temperature (20–25C). Using
the sessile drop method, a 10 μL droplet of deionised














apparent contact angle contact angle hysteresis
θapp
apparent contact angle sliding angle
inject
θSA
FIGURE 2 Schematic illustrating surface creation and characterization techniques. Surfaces were created using sieved sand, silt and
clay grains that were hydrophobized using a commercial hydrophobizing agent and attached to a glass microscope slide using
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The hydrophobic oil-free surfaces were characterized by measuring the apparent contact angles (θapp), sliding
angles (θSA) and advancing (θA) and receding (θR) angles to determine the contact angle hysteresis. Surfaces were then impregnated with
silicone oil using three different withdrawal speeds. Oil-impregnated samples were characterized by measuring the apparent contact angles
(θapp) and sliding angles (θSA) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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and a side-view image of the two-dimensional profile of
the droplet was taken (Figure 2). This was repeated
10 times per surface at different locations across the sur-
face. The open source program PyDSA was used to ana-
lyse the images taken on the Krüss DSA30 to determine
the θapp. The PyDSA OpenCV Canny edge detection
function was used to detect the edges of the droplet and a
fixed straight baseline was used to measure the triple-
phase point where the droplet makes contact with the
surface (Launay, 2018). This multistage algorithm
detected the edge between two threshold values while fil-
tering noise to give a single smooth edge (Canny, 1986).
This returned an array of coordinates showing where the
edge was detected. The programme then performs an
elliptical fit using the fitEllipse function in the OpenCV
library, which uses the Fitzgibbon direct least square
fitting method to obtain these values, taking the contact
angle from the tangent of the fitted ellipse and the base-
line (Fitzgibbon, Pilu, & Fisher, 1999; Launay, 2018).
3.4 | Water droplet contact angle
hysteresis measurements
Contact angle hysteresis (CAH) was measured using the
advancing (θA) and receding (θR) contact angles of water
droplets, which shows the range of contact angles a
droplet can take on a surface whilst the contact line
remains stationary. A superhydrophobic surface will
exhibit low hysteresis as the droplet easily de-pins from
the surface. We measured the CAH on the hydrophobic
surfaces before oil impregnation by increasing and
decreasing the volume of water in the droplet until the
contact line was observed to move (Figure 2). Measure-
ments were recorded with the inbuilt video sequencing
software on the Krüss DSA30 at five frames per second
to capture the inflation and deflation of the water drop-
let. The advancing contact angle was measured by
depositing a 6 μL droplet on the surface and adding
10 μL of water at 10 μL min−1 into the droplet. The
droplet was left to stabilize for 10 s before the receding
angle was measured by withdrawing 10 μL of water at
10 μL min−1. This was repeated 10 times at different
locations across the surface.
The videos were then analysed using Image J. The
advancing and receding frames were extracted from the full
video by importing the frames into ImageJ and stepping
through the video one frame at a time. For the determina-
tion of the advancing frame, the “zoom tool” was used in
ImageJ to focus on the contact point of the shadow
graphed droplet. The frame at which the black pixel of the
droplet advanced, or filled the white pixels of the back-
ground, was deemed to be the frame post θA. The frame
prior is where θA was measured as the droplet will have
assumed the largest angle possible on that surface before
the inflation forced the droplet to grow in terms of droplet
footprint. To measure θA the “angle tool” in ImageJ was
used. The baseline was placed at the bottom of the droplet
(on the sample) and the angle fitted as a tangent to the side
of the droplet where the black pixels turn to white pixels
near the contact point. The same process was followed for
θR, where the receding frame was determined by the
retraction of the contact line, or where the black pixels of
the droplet turn into white background. The CAH for the
surface can then be calculated using Equation (3):
ΔθCAH = θA−θR: ð3Þ
Due to the pinning of water droplets onto asperities
of individual grains, some advancing and receding angles
could not be measured (the number of data points
excluded due to pinning for each grain size can be found
in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, CAH on
SLIPS, with their highly mobile contact line with mini-
mal pinning points, are small (within contact angle mea-
surement error) (Guan et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2011).
For this reason, the SLIPS literature focuses on sliding
angle measurements for a defined droplet volume to
characterize droplet mobility.
3.5 | Water droplet sliding angle
measurements
Water droplet sliding angles (θSA) were used to determine
the water-shedding ability of the hydrophobized surfaces
before and after impregnation with silicone oil using the
Krüss DSA30 tilt table. The θSA was measured as the sub-
strate angle (where the surface is tilted from the horizontal)
at which the water droplet unpinned from its position and
began to move on the inclined surface (Cui et al., 2019)
(Figure 2). The platform was levelled using a spirit level
before tilting each surface. A droplet of 20 μL was then
deposited on the surface and slowly inclined at 0.2 per sec-
ond until the droplet began to move. The sliding angle was
measured on both the hydrophobic samples with no oil
impregnation and each silicone oil impregnation scenario.
Ten sliding angles were measured for each surface. The
Krüss DSA30 proprietary software (DSA4) was used to
determine the θSA within an error of ±0.2.
4 | RESULTS
Figure 3a shows apparent, advancing and receding con-
tact angles, and hence CAH, as a function of grain size.
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The CAH is the difference between the advancing (trian-
gle) and receding (diamond) contact angles and the inde-
pendently measured apparent contact angle is shown as a
dashed line in Figure 3a. The apparent contact angle of
around 150 and a CAH of less than 10 shows that at
median grain sizes of 15 μm (phi 6.47), droplets are
clearly in a superhydrophobic state. The overall trend
shows apparent decreasing of the contact angle and CAH
increasing with increasing grain size.
Sliding angles were also measured for these surfaces
before oil impregnation (shown in Figure 3b). Small slid-
ing angles were observed at the lowest grain size, with
sliding angles increasing as grain size increased. This trend
shows that droplets at low grain sizes are highly mobile,
which is consistent with the low CAH and high apparent
contact angles at low grain sizes in Figure 3a. The inset
images in Figure 3b show the maximum recorded angle
before water droplets slide on our model hydrophobic
soils. The low sliding angle at the smallest grain size and
the retention of the droplet on the near-vertical surface at
the highest grain size dramatically illustrate the concepts
of “slippy” and “sticky” surfaces we introduced in the Con-
cepts of Water Repellence section. Figure 3b also shows a
plateau in sliding angle on median grain sizes 58-275 μm
(phi 4.47–1.87), where the droplets are in neither a pure
Cassie-Baxter nor a Wenzel state.
Figure 4a shows apparent contact angles of water on
our model hydrophobic soils, after impregnation with oil
and then allowing the oil to drain to the thinnest possible
layer as a function of grain size. The inset images show
droplets of water with similar contact angles of between
86 and 98 across the full range of grain sizes. These
images can be contrasted with the clear decrease in
apparent contact angle with increasing grain size (inset
images in Figure 3a) for the model hydrophobic soils
before oil impregnation.
Sliding angles were also measured for the oil-
impregnated hydrophobic model soils, shown in
Figure 4b. At the lowest median grain size of 15 μm
(phi 6.47), the sliding angle of between 1 and 3 is lower
than the superhydrophobic state for the model hydropho-
bic soil shown in Figure 3b. As the grain size increases
the sliding angle also slowly increases, but it remains
lower than the sliding angles in the intermediate state for
the model hydrophobic soils (shown in Figure 3b). The
inset droplet images in Figure 4b show the maximum
sliding angle on the model hydrophobic soils with the













































FIGURE 3 (a) Median advancing,
receding and apparent contact angles on
model hydrophobic soil (with standard
deviation error bars, produced from
10 measurements per surface using a
10 μL droplet). The inset images are a
droplet on (from left to right) clay
aggregates, fine sand and coarse sand.
(b) Median sliding angles on model
hydrophobic soil without oil
impregnation (with standard deviation
error bars, produced from
10 measurements per surface using a
20 μL droplet). The inset images are a
droplet on an inclined surface at the
point of depinning on (from left to right)
clay aggregates, fine sand and
coarse sand
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angle between the inset images in Figures 3b and 4b
illustrates the significant increase in water-shedding abil-
ity of the oil-impregnated hydrophobic model soils, par-
ticularly at the higher grain sizes. The trends in Figure 4b
are the same regardless of whether we consider the thin-
nest coating of oil or the thicker layers of oil. The water-
shedding ability of oil-impregnated hydrophobic model
soils remains strong even with the thinnest coating of oil.
Because we used three different oil impregnation tech-
niques on a wide range of grain sizes, our oil impregnation
will result in different thicknesses of oil. We can envisage
two possible extreme states, with the first being a confor-
mal coating of individual grains, leaving gaps between the
coated grains, and the second being a thick layer
completely coating grains and filling the pores between
them. However, there is also an intermediate state, with
the possibility of a conformal coating of grains, but a par-
tial filling of the pores between the grains. To investigate
these possibilities, we performed LSFCM analysis on
median grain sizes of 15 μm (phi 6.47), 77 μm (phi 3.73),
231 μm (phi 2.12) and 533 μm (phi 0.99), using the three
oil impregnation techniques. We measured the average
thickness of the oil between the grains on nine single
points on all 12 oil-impregnated hydrophobic model soils.
Figure 5 shows the results of these measurements.
For grain size 15 μm (phi 6.47), the measured oil thick-
nesses were 0.85 μm, 1.3 μm and 3.1 μm, which are all
substantially smaller than the grain size itself. The thick







































FIGURE 4 (a) Median apparent
contact angles on the thinnest oil layer
(with standard deviation error bars,
produced from 10 measurements per
surface using a 10 μL droplet). Inset
images show a droplet on a conformal
oil layer on (from left to right) clay
aggregates, fine sand and coarse sand.
(b) Median sliding angles of water
droplets on oil impregnated surfaces
(with standard deviation error bars,
produced from 10 measurements per
surface using 20 μL droplets). Inset
images show a droplet on a conformal
oil layer at the point of depinning on
(from left to right) clay aggregates, fine


























FIGURE 5 Oil thickness measurements taken on the laser
scanning fluorescence confocal microscope for the thinnest, thin
and thickest oil layer scenarios, for median grain sizes 15 μm
(phi 6.47), 77 μm (phi 3.73), 231 μm (phi 2.12) and 533 μm
(phi 0.99)
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thickness with increasing grain size, approaching around
40% of the grain size. The thinnest oil coating reaches a
maximum thickness of 64 μm between 231 μm
(phi 2.12) and 533 μm (phi 0.99) median grain sizes, rep-
resenting 15–30% of the grain size. Figure 6a–c illustrates
these changes for the 77 μm (phi 3.73) median grain size.
This corresponds to Figure 4b, which shows an increase
in sliding angle from 1.5 to 10.25 as the oil coating
thickness decreases. The red haze from the Nile red dye
shows that in all cases the grains have a thin coating of
oil across the entirety of their upper surface. This is con-
sistent with the relatively low sliding angles recorded in
all three cases. Figure 6d–f shows equivalent images for
median grain sizes of 15 μm (phi 6.47), 231 μm (phi 2.12)
and 533 μm (phi 0.99), for the thinnest (conformal) coat-
ing of oil. The naturally rough/structured form of the
surface (before the oil coating) is maintained, but each
grain has a conformal coating of oil. Comparisons to
Figure 4b show that the sliding angle remains below 10
up to the largest median grain size of 533 μm (phi 0.99),
for which the sliding angle increases to 14.4.
5 | DISCUSSION
5.1 | Superhydrophobic soils
Our results show that before oil contamination soils com-
posed of clay aggregates can exhibit superhydrophobicity,
characterized by an apparent contact angle above 150
(Figure 3a). This supports the earlier works of McHale,







FIGURE 6 Oil impregnated samples imaged on the laser scanning fluorescence confocal microscope from top-down (black and white
image) and side profiles (black and red image). In the side profiles the bright red outline shows the shape of the individual grains, with the
red haze showing the oil coating. White arrows indicate the thickness of the oil. Panels (a) to (c) show median grain size 77 μm (phi 3.73)
soils impregnated with (a) a thick oil coating (b) a thin oil coating and (c) a conformal oil coating. The lower panels show a conformal oil
coating on median grain size (d) 15 μm (6.47), (e) 231 μm (2.12) and (f) 533 μm (0.99) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Cassie-Baxter wetting regime could exist in water-
repellent soils, and where this is extreme, has the poten-
tial to create superhydrophobicity. For soils where studies
have used either real soils consisting of a mixture of dif-
ferent grain sizes (Bachmann et al., 2006; Leelamanie,
Karube, & Yoshida, 2008) or where grain fractions as
small as clay or clay aggregates were not isolated in grain
size-dependent contact angle studies (Saulick, Lourenço,
and Baudet (2016), typical values of contact angles are
reported in the range of 100–130. Higher contact angles
have been recorded in model soils; for example,
Bachmann et al. (2013) measured contact angles of 140
using a small-scale contact angle measurement tech-
nique, and Ng and Lourenço (2016) report angles up to
143 for silane-treated soils. Contact angles of ≥150 have
also been observed on structured surfaces composed of
silica particles up to 10 μm (e.g., Cao, Jones, Sikka,
Wu, & Gao, 2009; Tsai, Yang, & Lee, 2006) and on parti-
cle assembled surfaces where particle sizes range from
the nanometric to hundreds of microns (e.g. McHale
et al., 2005; Roach et al., 2008). We therefore consider the
high contact angle values recorded in this study, particu-
larly for the smaller grain sizes, as arising from the topog-
raphy of the sieved grains and their attachment to the
substrate providing a high aspect ratio, which amplified
the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the surface chemistry.
We also observed a shift in wetting regime on the
hydrophobic surfaces, with apparent contact angles
decreasing and CAH increasing with increasing grain size
(Figure 3a), illustrating the shift between a “slippy”
Cassie-Baxter and “sticky” Wenzel state. At lower grain
sizes the droplet sits in a Cassie-Baxter state, with high
droplet mobility because of the increase in the fraction of
the water–air interface below the droplet. For larger grain
sizes, the droplet begins to penetrate the surface structure,
resulting in lower droplet mobility, due to more solid sur-
face contact. This is consistent with observations of other
soils (de Jonge et al., 1999; Doerr et al., 1996; Saulick
et al., 2016) and synthetically created textured hydropho-
bic surfaces (Erbil et al., 2003; McHale et al., 2005; Öner &
McCarthy, 2000; Yeh, Chen, & Chang, 2008).
Although we rule out an effect of the mineralogy on
the hydrophobicity of the grains due to the homogeneous
surface chemistry created by the siloxane-based
hydrophobizing agent, because the topography of natural
surfaces such as soils and sediments, which are much
more complex and heterogeneous than the synthetic sur-
faces created in material physics, it is more likely that the
droplet will be in neither a pure Cassie-Baxter nor a pure
Wenzel state (Shirtcliffe, McHale, Atherton, &
Newton, 2010). This is illustrated by the plateau in sliding
angle between 58 and 275 μm (phi 4.47–1.87) in
Figure 3b, which we believe is caused by the droplet
being in a partially penetrating wetting regime (Chang,
Hong, Sheng, & Tsao, 2009).
5.2 | Soils-based SLIPS
Silicone oil can be expected to completely wet hydropho-
bic grains and will preferentially wet them compared to
water (McHale et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2013). Therefore,
we expect that droplets of water will always rest on the
oil on our oil-impregnated hydrophobic model soils and
would not displace the oil layer. This also prevents the
water droplet from interacting with the underlying grains
to an extent dependent on the oil thickness, as illustrated
by the varying sliding angles on the three oil thickness
scenarios (Figure 4b). With this, we were able to create
soils-based SLIPS with all three thicknesses of oil charac-
terized by sliding angles of less than 5, up to a median
grain size of 231 μm (phi 2.12). Despite the most efficient
water-shedding properties being observed on the thick
and thin coatings of oil, sliding angles on the thinnest
layer of oil are also extremely low in comparison to the
hydrophobic soil. This extreme water-shedding ability on
thin conformal oil layers is highlighted by the creation of
SLIPS on median grain sizes up to 32 μm (phi 5.50).
Therefore, we conclude the significant improvement in
water-shedding ability of the hydrophobic oil-
impregnated soils seen in Figure 4b compared to that
observed for the hydrophobic soils in Figure 3b, arises
from the thin coating of oil on the grains stabilized by
capillary forces from the surface hydrophobic chemistry.
Until now, this phenomenon has only been observed in
human-made materials and biological surfaces (Wong
et al., 2011). Figure 4b further shows that increasing
grain size results in an increase in sliding angle and we
can therefore assume more force is required to move the
droplet across the surface. Roughness and porosity are
important factors for creating SLIPS; where the pores are
sufficiently small, the lubricant (in this case silicone oil)
can bridge the pores between the grains and provide a
smooth slippery surface, whereby water droplets cannot
penetrate the structure (Niemelä-Anttonen et al., 2018).
The increase in sliding angle with increasing grain size
suggests that the oil is not thick enough to smooth the
macroscale roughness of the model soils, leading to par-
tial penetration of the droplet to the structure (Tonelli,
Peppou-Chapman, Ridi, & Neto, 2019). This is further
supported by the LSFCM analysis (Figure 5 and
Figure 6), which shows that oil thickness on the largest
grain size does not exceed 40% of the grain size even for
the thick layer of oil scenario.
Current research on SLIPS focuses on their use in
material science and engineering by harnessing their
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water-shedding and icephobic properties for purposes
such as anti-icing in aviation (Tas, Memon, Xu, Ahmed, &
Hou, 2020), anti-wetting in biomedical devices (Wong
et al., 2011) and anti-biofouling in marine engineering
(Keller et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2013). These impacts, how-
ever, have not yet been investigated in an environment
where SLIPS could occur in soils or sediment and prevent
water infiltration to a greater extent than hydrophobicity.
The extreme water-shedding abilities of SLIPS are
achieved without the need for high contact angles whilst
also resisting adhesion of other substances such as ice
and microbes. The impact of these properties will have
important implications for soil science and wider earth
processes. For example, due to the stability of the thin oil
layers, it is unlikely that repeated wetting cycles will
remediate the water repellence and water-shedding prop-
erties, as is sometimes seen in other hydrophobic soils
(Quyum, Achari, & Goodman, 2002). Furthermore, the
stability of these surfaces, demonstrated by the creation
of very thin conformal oil layers that are not removed by
gravity or an immiscible liquid, highlights how little oil
contamination is needed for these extreme water-
shedding properties to exist. This provides a possible
mechanism for long-lasting water repellence in areas of
oil contamination, such as that seen at old oil spill sites
in Alberta, Canada (Roy et al., 1999; Roy &
McGill, 2000). Furthermore, our study shows that soil
SLIPS could have important water-shedding properties
with micron-thick oil coatings, which might go
undetected in field studies. Such properties have the
potential to impact other soil and sediment processes,
such as debris flow events, to which hydrophobic soils
and sediments are susceptible, and potentially, wider sed-
iment transport processes such as sediment fan
formation.
6 | CONCLUSION
By creating a thermodynamically stable oil layer on
model hydrophobic soils, we show a potential mecha-
nism for a surface to acquire water-shedding properties.
On these surfaces, the apparent contact angle does not
need to take on the extreme values that must occur on
extreme water-repellent oil-free soils to have effective
water-shedding properties. Such oil coatings can occur
through human activity (e.g., oil spills) or natural pro-
cesses (e.g., hydrocarbon seepage from sedimentary
basins). Because the oil preferentially wets the hydropho-
bic soil and is maintained by capillary forces, depletion of
excess oil by water erosion may not remove even the
thinnest coating of oil and may therefore maintain its
water-shedding properties. It is also the case that oil-
coated grains may combine with a larger-scale roughness/
structure to create Cassie-Baxter states (water droplets are
suspended on the structure) and Wenzel states (water
droplets penetrate the structure) (McHale et al., 2019).
These results have important implications for our under-
standing of soil mechanics where a soil may become con-
taminated with an oil. We also believe the processes
reported here, inspired by Nepenthes pitcher plants and
their synthetic material analogues (SLIPS/LIS), may pro-
vide new mechanisms for hydrophobic and water-
shedding properties in shallow slope earth systems,
including soil environments and other sedimentary and
slope processes, such as debris flows and sediment fan
formation.
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